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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers some aspects of equivalence relations,
especially in areas outside mathematics end in the development
of children*G thinking.
The aim of Section 1 is to show that equivalence classes (and
by implication equivalence relations) are an essential mode
of thinking for adult English speakers in a variety of
activities.
As children have their own patterns of thinking which are
developing toward adult form. Section 2 is devoted to
establishing a framework within which observations about the
development of the concept of equivalence relation can be
organised.
The relevant factors of Piaget's work are taken os the
starting point.

These are reviewed olongsidc more recent

American studies.

Some recent reformulations of Piaget's

theory of groupings by Gorman writers ere also considered.
This review Identifies difficulties arising from
(a)

diversity of intcrprctotion of

(i) Piaget's work
(ii) terminology used,

(b)

gaps between the psychological models and the
behavioural counterparts which they were designed to
represent,

(c)

lock of agreed criterion for concept attainment.

Pointo arising from (a) ond (c) have been considered in
greater detail in the context of
- the identification and modification of points of
weakness in the hypothesis that soristion implies
transitivity,

- an attempt to specify the characteristics of a test of
conservation of a quontitative relation#
The review also shows gaps in the research, notably, in the
study of the growth of thé understanding of symmetric
relations;

proposals for further teste to clarify the stages

in the development of the concept of symmetry are put forward.
The feasibility of these tests has been studied in the class
room.
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SECTION 1
1,1. The role of the concept of equivalence relation in mathematics

"T&e coMcepj: od egwîw&fence
w&them&t&cA.

ia &&4ÎC

m&H# idc&a

ew&bZea aa Zo d/ad eommoa &%oa%d &&%

j#p4ca and <a caa^f# âZfaatt&Z&d 6# cowc&eZe exampfca,"
(M. Bruckheimer and N. Gowar:

"Equivalence relations and

Compatibility"; Mathematics Teaching? No, 34? Spring 1966? p* 60)
Part of the evidence which supports the above quotation is summarized
by the following diagram:
A selection of topics from a "traditional" 0-Level Mathematics
bus which are underpinned by an equivalence relation.
Fractions <=---------- Equivalence — ------- > Length
Relation
Anglo
Integers
Parallels

Similarity
Congruence

At least two of the topics in the diagram present difficulties for
pupils, both conceptually and manipuletionally, which perceptive
teachers have appreciated for a long time.

These topics are fractions

and integers, where the difficulties centre particularly around
addition and multiplication, respectively.

Any methods which offer

possibilities of improving the teaching of these topics merit further
study.

The construction of integers os equivalence classes of ordered

pairs of natural numbers and the explicit recognition of the logical
status of rational numbers as equivalence classes of ordered pairs of
integers (or natural numbers if only the positive rationale are
defined) goes back at least to Landau's classic exposition (1930) (1);
but these structures were for a long time appreciated only by
relatively advanced mathematicians who were interested in the
foundations of the subject.

Introducing thorn aa part of the systematic line of development in school
mathematics, or at least regarding them as essential background knowledge
for teachers, only became part of current thinking in the early '60s,
See, for example, Mansfield and Bruckheimer (1965) (2), and the School
Mathematics Project (1965) (3)*
An essential step in the development of mathematics along these lines is
the careful definition of certain equivalence classes and the performance
of operations on the classes as a whole, regarding them as new individual
entities.
mathematics

These same ideas have applications elsewhere, later on in
for example, in the teaching of vectors and in more

advanced topics such as operational calculus and topology.

This means

that this new material was proposed not only as an isolated innovation
but, in part, to improve the teaching in long-standing areas of
difficulty.

It was an important function of the "new" to make the "old"

more intelligible,
Reoders wishing to follow up a discussion of how three major steps in
mathematical education - the introduction of "fractions", the
introduction of "directed numbers" and the introduction of free vectors need not be regarded as three problems provided that they are seen from
8 suitably abstract algebraic (i.e, equivalence relation) point of view,
are referred to two articles by B. Fletcher (1970) (4), and by
T.J. Fletcher (1970) (5),
Further exemples of how some of those devising new curricula considered
that more explicit recognition of equivalence relations could assist
the teaching of some other traditional topics are provided by Skemp's
treatment of lengths of line segments (1965) (6) and Choguet's
treatment of angle (1969) (7).

Very many mathematical entities can be

regarded as equivalence classes - although to advocate teaching them

- 3 from this point of view at present might be neither natural nor
expedient.
However, it is not the purpose of the present paper to justify our
initial quotation.

The point at issue is:

can a similar statement be

made about this concept with respect to subjects other than mathematics?
In other words, are we justified in stating that
"The concept of equivalence relation is basic not only in
mathematics but also in other parts of the curriculum?"

1,2. The role of the concept of equivalence relation in subject areas
other than mathematics
It appears that the answer to the question posed at the end of the
previous sub-section is "yes"*

We begin our justification of this by

considering words such as
congress,

fleet,

pride,

library,

herd,

audience.

Ho see that each word in this list is, or con be, used to refer to a
collection of objects, for example
library - a collection of books for study or reading.
When used in this context, these words are described os collective
nouns.

They are a fundamental part of the classificatory system on

which the linguistic structure of English and other European languages
is based.
but whenever large numbers of objects are being classified, simple
classifications arc not usually enough.
classifications aro employed*

Frequently, further sub-

For example, on returning to our

library example, v/e note that the Dewey classification system has boon
developed to provide e sorting process whereby the books in the library
are allocated to a particular set of shelves.

This system divides the

collection of books in the library into subsets according to the

„ 4 .

subject matter of the hook and specifies their location to the potentiel
borrower.
Similar systems of classification and sub-classification con be found in
almost any areo of human activity.

But whichever sub-classification is

boing used in a given context, on attempt is being mode to separate the
large number of "objects" in the collection into subsets such that each
"object" of the original collection is in one and only one subset.

In

other words, an attempt is being made to partition the original
collection.

Moreover, if no ambiguities arise in the sorting process

under consideration, then, as ws shall see later, the resulting
partition defines an equivalence relation and every equivalence relation
defines a partition*
This separation into equivalence classca by an equivalence relation is
importent in mathematics because the classes ere used to build up
further logical systems.

Thus, at one end of the spectrum we have the

precise classifications of mathematics in contrast with the less precise
classifications of everyday speech.

For in spite of the fact that o

large number of classifications used in everyday speech appear to be
precise, closer examination roveals weaknesses and exceptions which
would lead to considerable difficulties should these classifications be
handled by the methods of mathematical logic.

Breakdown frequently

occurs because the sots under discussion appear to be well-defined when
closer examination shows that they are not.
For example, at first eight it would appear that the human race is
partitioned into two equivalence classes by oex;

but until we have

legislated for transvestites ond pathological borderline cases, the
sets are not well-defined*

Even then, as the terms are normally used,

over 8 period of time certain rare individuals transfer from one class
to another.

~ 5 «

Nationality appears to be 8 partitioning of living members of the human
race into equivalence classes.
classes are not well-defined.

Closer examination shows that these
The laws of nationality differ from

country to country, some people are stateless and at any particular
moment the status of some individuals may not be properly defined#
In everyday speech the attempt is often made to classify people by race,
but ogain closer examination shows that these divisions con be very illdefined indeed.

However, the concept of race in the onimal kingdom is

more precisely defined in Biology*

In fact, modem Biology depends

upon systems of classification which are, ideally, precise and go back
to Linnaeus and beyond#

But prior to 1735, confusion had arisen

amongst biologists because the same name had been used for different
plants (end animals) and different names had been given to the oame
plant (or animal), and so Linnaeus introduced a system of naming
animals and plants wfûch uses two words;
~ Tho first word in the name of every animal and plant is the
Latin name of the genus to which it belongs,

(This defines

its closest relationship with other species, e.g. fells cats and mammals like them.)
- The second word in the name is the Latin name of the species.
(A species is roughly a group of individuals able to breed
among themselves if one disregards geographical separation,
but not to breed with orgpnisms of other groups,)
Many other biological systems of classification depend much on similar
sequences of sub-divisions which lead to a diagram like on inverted
tree.

For example, consider the extension of our previous example;

—£5 »,
«»«

«p*

Molluscs

Amphibians

Arthropods

Reptiles

Vertebrates

Birds

Corvus

corone
(carrion
crow)

(Phylum)

monedulo
(jackdaw)

corax
(raven)

(Genus)

(Species)

Comparatively little use seems to be made of this typo of classification
in mathematics.

But one of the most eminent developmental psychologists,

Jean Piaget, pursued his early studios as a biologist*

Consequently,

the mathematical models of thinking which we find in his theories of
cognitive development, particularly his theory of groupings (see Section
2.2,), draw heavily on this kind of biological thinking*

Here, we see

parallels with the point of view that members of on equivalence class in
this kind of biological classification can often be regarded as ’*equaP
in the sense that they serve equally well to exemplify the properties
involved in the partition.

But in the Biology lesson this latter point

should not be pressed too far ae the child may see the characteristics
much more easily from somo members of a species then from others*
In all of the examples just discussed the principles underlying the
classification have been non-numerical.

However, partitioning is often

brought about by numerical relationships and wo will now give some
examples of these from various subject areas.

The extent to which

"calculations" are done with the equivalence classes varies and,
generally speaking, the examples to follow show a progression - the
"calculations" with equivalence classes being increasingly important in
the later examples.

.
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In the musical scale notes on octeve apart (or an integral number of
octaves apart) have a particularly simple relationship between their
frequencies and this ie the underlying reason for their being denoted by
the came letter.

Practically, the existence of this close relationship

means that when a piece of music is arranged for different instruments,
a melody may be transposed an octavo if this is more convenient, without
affecting the harmony.

For, to a large extent, the notes occurring in

chords are representatives of equivalence classes, another member of the
class could replace them, although rathor special rules apply to the
base notes of chords*
Music at another level shows equivalence classes of relations - os
distinct from equivalence classes of elements.

Musicians think in terms

of intervals and an Interval is an equivalence class of pairs of notes
just as a rational number is an equivalence class of ordered pairs of
integers.
tone,

For example, the major scale incorporates the intervals;
tone,

semitone,

tone,

tone,

tone,

semitone.

These are relationships between frequencies and equivalent relationships
occur in every major key*

(See Budden (&))*

The ideas considered obove are part of musical theory and the academic
musician has to work with proper regard for the grammar of these ideas.
He will not usually think of this process as being one of calculation,
although students who pass harmony examinations by using the rules,
without mentally hearing the notes they are writing down, must ouroly be
performing a process closely resembling calculation*
Many systems of classification arc used in Geography, but wo will
mention one in which tho partitioning of points into equivalence classes
tokos on unusual form which has Interesting geometrical properties.
Isopletho are lines drawn on a map through places having the same value

_ BT
of some measuromont*

Thus contour linos arc isopleths because they are

lines drawn on a map through places having the same height*

Isotherms

join places having the same temperature over a certain period.
Isogonic lines join places having equal magnetic declination.
Geographers also use isobars (pressure);
level);

isohalines (salinity);

isobaths (depth below sea-

isohols (duration of sunshine);

isphyetG (depth of rainfall) and Isonophs (cloudiness).
In every case the equivalence classes correspond to lines on o map
only some of which are drawn, and in a sense the geographer "calculates"
with these in an intuitive way.

For certain geometrical features

indicate related aspects of tho variable concerned.

Thus, where the

isopleths are closer together the quantity is changing more rapidly;
closed loops surround local maxima end local minima;

a saddle point has

its own peculiarities, etc.
Chemistry has made progress by recognizing equivalences.

Initially,

the chemist appears to be confronted with an infinite variety of
substances.

As a result of the experience of centuries, those became

classified os a certain number of elements and their compounds.

Thus

chemists decided that there was not an infinite variety of atoms, but
only (in the first place) 92 different kinds.

In addition, it was also

recognized that any one atom of say, hydrogen could replace any other
atom of hydrogen without the change being chemically noticeable.

Thus

the fundamental components of matter, as seen at the time, were put
into 92 equivalence classes.

Under this system some apparently

different things are classified as equivalent.

Thus certain physically

different substances are all classified ss sulphur;
and diamond are all classified as carbon, and so on.

charcoal, graphite
This view,

however, has had to be adapted to deal with isotopes and with the
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Internol structure of the atom, snd It continues to be adapted to
accommodate new dlscovericG on particle physics.

But these refine

ments do not olter the fundamental strategy of organizing the fundamental
constituents of matter into some specific number of classes, the members
of which arc in some sense equivalent to each other.
The periodic table had the advantage of grouping together elements with
similar physical and chemical properties.

These properties are largely

dependent upon the number of electrons in the outer shell of the atom,
and proceeding down a group of the periodic table, there is an increase
in the tendency;
(a)

to form

electrovalent compoundscontaining positive ions,

(b)

to show

metallic character,

(c)

to be a

reducing agent,

(d)

to form

basic oxides and hydroxides.

In addition, the periodic table produces a grouping of elements which to
Gomc extent con replace one another in compounds.

For example,

conoider some of these chemical relationships between the elements in
Group 1 and Group 7,
Group 7
5 Li

Lithium

Fluorine F

9

11 Na

Sodium

Chlorine Cl

17

displace iodine:

19 K

Potassium

Bromine

Br

35

2KI + Brg = 2KBr + Ip

37 Rb

Rubidium

Iodine

I

53

Chlorine is able to

55 Cs

Caesium

Astatine At

85

displace bromine:

87 Fr

Francium

Bromine is able to
c.g.

e.g.

2KBr + Cl_ = 2KC1 + Br?
Fluorine is able to
displace chlorine:

c.g

2KC1 + Fg = 2KF + Clg.

- 10 Thus wé 8GB that the arrangement of elements In the periodic table was on
attempt to produce equivalence classes and subsequently to order thorn.
It must have looked initially as if this classification would account
completely for valency;

but unfortunately this was not to be»

If it

had boon possible to explain valency by attributing to every element a
unlquo (small) integer, this would have been a further triumph for
equivalence classes.
The examples discussed are just a few of many that could have been chosen
to illustrate tho differenced which occur between the classifications
which ore associated with equivalence relotionG and those which arc
associated with hear-equivalence relations (i.e. relations like "is a
synonym of" on time set of all English words which tend to be spoken of oo
if they were equivalence relations but which do not in practice entirely
satisfy tho mathematical crlteris for an equivalence relation (soo
Section 1,5.)), and between those which have numerical and non-numerical
principles underlying them.

Further examples could have been given from

the fields of
Art

(shape, colour, material employed, ... etc.)

Handicraft

(techniques employed, tolerances, ... etc.)

History

(political affiliation, dynasties, ... etc.)

to highlight these differences.
But there is one further example which should bo discussed in fuller
detail.

In the following paragraphs we will consider some linguistic

ideas usually associated with Chomsky*
structure of speech, and

These concern the grammatical

m will see that they make use of certain

partitions of words and phrases into equivalence classes.

Furthermore,

e certain algebraic structure relates these classes to one another.
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For the purpooe of introducing the ideas to be discussed, we will begin
by considering some of the points made by Ruth Strickland (1962) in "The
Language of Elementary School Children;

Its Relationship to the

Language of Reading Textbooks and the Quality of Reading of Selected
Children".

Here Strickland# who is concerned with the development of

language in young children, describes simple methods of constructing
sentences.

This starts with a "fixed slots" approach in which numbers

ere assigned to types of element as follows*
subject

verb

copule
(e.g.is)

indirect object

direct object

complement

2b
so that
I saw the cat --------------- ^ (124)
John ran -----

>

Mary is pretty ------ -----— > (12b5)
He gave me a sweet

> (1234)

This means that acceptable sentences are of certain prescribed
patterns, e.g, (124), (12b5), and that particular sentencos are obtained
by replacing "variables" such as "4" by particular "values" such as "cat"
or "sweet".

The variables are therefore equivalence classes and the

values they take ore elements which ere equivalent to one another in the
sensC that they ore equally acceptable from a grammatical point of view.
It is important to note that this typo of analysis is concerned all the
time with grammatical form and not with meaning,
Chomsky's phrase-otructure grammar can bo regarded as an extension of tho
above method.

An example of one such system is
(i)

Sentence -------- > NP 4- VP

(ii)

NP

> T+ N

(iii)

VP

^ V -5- NP

(iv)

T — -------> the

V

(v)

_ 12 -

N----- —— ^ {man* ball,

(vi)

V------{hit, took,

# .

* * ,}

(See Lyons (9), p.59)*
Note that each one of this set of rules Is of the form X ------ ^ Y,
where X is a single symbol, Y is a string consisting of one or more
symbols end
single symbols).

denotes "rewrite X as Y"*

(We regard NP and VP as

And so, on starting with the symbol "Sentence" and

applying rule (i) we obtain
NP + VP,
by (ii) and (Iii) we obtain
T + N + V + NP.
On applying (ii) again, we obtain
T 4- N 4" V 4” T 4* N*
Finally, on applying (iv) and (v) twice and (vi) once, we are able to
obtain the terminal string
the -î- man 4- hit 4- the 4 ball.
This process, which has generated the sentence "The man hit the ball",
can be summarized by a tree-diegrom as follows;
.Sentence.
NPL

T

/ \

,VP,^

N

V

/ ^

NP ,
I

the

man

hit the

I
ball

This particular example given by Lyons of a phrase-structure grammar is
rather trivial as it will generote only one type of sentence.

Other

similar systems are much richer and will, in fact, generate indefinitely
long sentencGQ of the type occurring in "The house that Jack built", for
example^
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We will now give some examples which illustrate this aspect in a context
which ohowG that the type of thinking employed by Chomsky in linguistics
is also employed in mathematics*
Example 1
Reversed Polish notation is employed in mathematical logic and computing.
In fact, many pocket calculators use it rather than the conventional
algebraic notation.
Working with some particular system employing Polish notation, all the
acceptable expressions can be generated by the following rules, which are
written in tho notation employed by Lyons.
(i)

exp

vsr

exp— ---^ exp * exp+ binop

OR

(ii)

DR

(iii)

exp----- >Gxp 4 unop

(iv)

var----- >{x, y, z,

(v) binop---- -> ih f M,
(vi)

unop

•.

.}

* • •} .

> {N, R, * . .}

The interpretation of those synbols is as follows;
exp denotes on expression
var denotes a variable from the set x, y, z,
binop denotes a binary operator, and A, M,

. . *
.. . ore thebinary

operators such as "add", "multiply", etc.
unop denotes a unary operator, and N, R,

. . . are the unary

operators such as "negate", "reciprocate", etc.
Hence, successive application of the obove rules can generate
exp
from "exp" by rule (ii).

-h exfj 4 binop

On applying rule (iii) twice, we obtain

exp 4 unop 4 exp 4 unop 4 binop.
Application of rule (iii) to the aboveexpression as a whole, gives
exp 4 unop 4 exp 4 unop4 binop

4

unop.

—14~
And so by rule (i) twice, we now have
var 4 unop 4 var 4 unop 4 binop 4 unop.

On choosing x as replacement for the first "var", y as replacement for
tho second "var", R for "unop" and A for "binop", and on dropping the
addition signs as we have now chosen the symbols for our terminal string,
we obtain
X R y R A R,

1

In ordinary notation the expression obtained is
X

g-*
y

Example 2
The official international definition of the much used programming
language ALGOL 60 io given in this form.

(See Naur (10).)

However, the limltotiono of the above approach in analysis of language
arc several.
meaning.

We have already noted that we are not concerned with

Moreover, this approach io not really adequate for handling

such aspects of language as inflexion, active and passive voice or
changes of mood.

To cope with these features Chomsky extended his ideas

to transformational grammar.

Transformational grammars are more

complicated systems which consist of transformation rules that are
applied to the phrase-structures derived from the phrase-structure
grammar.

The transformation rules ere often sensitive to context and

they modify the simple classifications into equivalence classes around
which phrase-otructure grammar is built.

For example, if we try to

proceed by phrase-structure we might in some system generate Pro
(i.e. pronoun followed by verb).
"song".

4

V,

For V we might seek to substitute

This would be acceptable if for Pro we substitute any pronoun.

Problems now arise if we try to transform Pro

4

V from the past to the

present tense, for "sang" has to become "sing" if Pro is "I", "you",
"we" or "they", but "sings" if Pro is "he" or "she".

Thus we see that
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context is involved in a way which phrase-structure grammar in its basic
form is insufficient to handle*
Recognition of these limitations, however, noed not detract our interest
from the fact that for s particular phrase-structure grammar, to each of
the symbols such as NP, VP, etc., there corresponds n substitution set
which ie derived from the fundamental substitution set N, V, etc.
as in traditional algebra, the symbols N, V,

Thus,

, . * can be regarded as

place-holders for elements from the substitution sets and these
substitution sets are equivalence classes with respect to grammatical
acceptability.

They are in no way equivalence classes with respect to

meaning, but this analysis is not concerned with meaning.
Following this lino of argument, the linguist might bo said to
"calculate" with equivalence classes in the eenss that combinatorial
analysis ie undertaken or performed with classes as wholes.
Many of the above ideas have been applied to the teaching of foreign
languages.

As an elementary example wo may give Longman's Audio Visual

French, intended for lower secondary school children, which uses many
examples of fixed slot patterns with rather limited substitution sets.
At this point we should note that equivalence classes with respect to o
phrase-structure grammar in one language do not necessarily carry over
into other languages.

For the structures of languages are often very

sensitive to context (e.g. German).

If iwe t^y iand convert the diagram

on page 12 into German, the two 'T's hove to be replaced by two
different things, the first by "der" and tho second by "den".
two German words are not equivalent.

Theme

In order to produce grammatically

acceptable sentences one, or the other, or even some other variant, has
to be substituted for *T*.

\

Hence
'

The man hit the ball------> Der Mann schluq den Ball

..

' i,

\ :■
■
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Thus we oee that the set of rules with their associated equivalence
classes, given on Page 11, which produces grammatically acceptable
sentences in English does not produce grammatically acceptable sentences
in German if the rules end the equivalence classes are translated as they
stand.

So phrase-structure grammar may be of very limited help in

problems of translation.

In addition, meaning is sensitive to context

and as there is certainly not a one-to-one correspondence between words
and phrases in different languages examples frequently occur where simple
words such as "box" in English and "boite" in French correspond in
certain contexts but not in others.
Before concluding this review of linguistics, we must also point out that
within a particular language Chomsky and his followers have argued that
certain patterns are fundamental in grammatical speech, and that these
patterns enable all fluent speakers of that language to produce ond
understand sentences which they have never heard before.

In other words,

the "creativity" within a language appears to imply the fundamental
importance of equivalence classes.
We have given merely a small selection from an enormous range of possible
examples of the uses df equivalences and near equivalences.

It is to be

hoped that this selection, small though it is, is sufficient to indicate
that equivalence classes (and by implication partition with the
associated equivalence relation) ore an essential mode of thinking for
adult English speakers and indeed for adult speakers of all the familiar
languages of developed countries.
Children, however, have their own patterns of thinking which arc
developing towards adult form, but which at various stages of growth
display more or less stable configurations with a logic of their own.
Consequently, we must now turn our attention to cognitive development

theory, for os pointed out by L.P. Steffe (11)
" » . ,

deveCopMCMt ZAeot# can co%3%îb%te 2# m%

u#d&%42#wd4wg o( bow

46 a c&42d &cgu4&&6 bwowCedge o%

2&e m&tk&Ma24caC 6#4tem6 2&%0K#k 42a deacAapZaowa o{
cogH424v& op24d22oHa c&42d%e% aega^te, and 2&e MecAamaam
2&Aoua& w&4cA c&42d%&% a&gu4%e tbem,

A ma2&e#%24C&C

cd%ca204 C&MH02 atop 2&&%&, Aow&v&t, 6e&&ua& 2b&
co2M4t4ve ppe4d24o%a demanded 6#^ mat&em&tZcaf ayatema
MK# 6e daattnguâabab&e &%om (6u2 awctadej 2&e cognattve
opeAattona deac&tbed 4% co#M424ve~dev&&opmeM2 payekotoo^.
Wa2&em&22ea cdwcatoaa do %o2 #e2 know &o# to utattzc 2&e
cogM424ve ppe&&t4o%a atwdted 2% eognatave dev&Copment
pa^e&ofog# 4a tAe &u&2ke% acgutatttoa o^ eggaattve
ope^ataona demanded
In &&&C,

2&e matAemattcat a^atema Mentioned*

attempta Aave been made towatd 2Ae

4de%t4 (4 ca24ow

od AetattoMaAtpa between tAe cggntttve

opetatcona atzidted 4*t deveCop;?(cnta2 pa^cAoEogt/ a^zd tAe
co#%4 t4 ve ope%at4ona demanded b# tAe matAem&ttcaf a^atema.
, . ."

((11), p. 3).

Thus, on taking up the challenge introduced by Steffe, we see that an
essential preliminary to any discussion of the ways in which equivalence
relations and the associated ideas of partition and equivalence classes
are and could he used, is on investigation arising from the following
question;
If a child is or is not in possession of the cognitive
operations associated with the properties of an equivalence
relation, what does this say about his knowledge or
acquisition of an equivalence relation?
In other words, we require an investigation of the probable growth of
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the concept from initial germination to explicit recognition and
confident use.

Section 2 of this paper io therefore devoted to

diGcuaaion of the psychogenetic development of the concept of equivalence
relation.
But so far the term "equivalence relation" has been undefined.

Our

immediate requirement is an agreed sot of definitions end results
associated with equivalence relation on which to base tho discussion to
be undertaken in Section 2,

It is therefore proposed that tho following

definitions and results be taken as the ogreed foundation*

We shall use

them throughout except in direct quotations*
1*3* Definitions and reGults
SET will be taken as an undefined term.
Intuitively a set io seen as any collection of objects, which may b&
concrete objects (e*g* dogo, chairo, Manchester United Football team
(seen as a specific set of players)), or abstract objects such as other
sets previously defined (e*g* Football teams in the First Division), ;
Sets can sometimes be defined by explicitly listing their elements*
general, we say that each object in the set is en ELEMENT of the set*
We elso use the nomenclature that eoch element DELONGS to the set*
To ovoid having to write in full that any element X eitherbelongs or
does not belong to a set, we use the following notation;
X

e

A

X belongs to (or is a member of)
X

the set A

^

A

X does not belong to (or is not a member of)

tho set A

At this point we should note that set theory, in elementary teaching,
is usually introduced by what may be termed "unformalized description"
SB exemplified by tho above paragraph.

It can be objected that such

In
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unformalized description only conveys anything to the reader because he
implicitly appreciates certain equivalcncee.

Thus, this form of

preeentation rune the riok of a certain kind of circularity*

The

elements of a set are in aorne particular relation to one another (if only
in that they have been ascribed to the same set) and it would see# that
we cannot identify tho sot without at the same time recognizing the
relation and we cannot describe the relation without at the same time
recognizing the set*
However, even with fully formalized axiomatic set theory, in the most
rigourous mathematical formulations so for achieved, somewhat similar
objections apply*

Because if a symbol *A* is used, the reader has to

regard various symbol 'A's on different parts of the page, each
differing from the others in microscopic detail as well as position and
60

recognizably distinct, aa denoting the Gome logical 'object* - that

is to soy as being in oomo way equivalent#

It would be difficult to

conceive of any formulation to which this does not apply*
But this objection clearly involves a confusion of tho theory and tho
mota-thcory*

It involves a confusion between the well-defined system

under scrutiny and the incompletely defined system, potentially capable
of indefinite extension end modification, within which the system under
study is embedded.

We hove to avoid circularity in the theory, we

cannot guarantee to avoid it in tho meta-theory.
When tho various symbols *A* on & pago of sot theory or logic are
recognized as being "the seme", this recognition (i.e. this use of on
equivalence relation, or use of an equivalence class - whichever way it
is regarded) is outside the theory*

There are many equivalent *A*o,

but there is only one A*
This being said we will now proceed with our description of set theory

•*20—
at an Introductory lovol.
When every element of tho set A is on element of &set 0 aloo* wesay that
A is a SUBSET of 0 and denote thio as follows:
Ac 8
Thuo A iG said to be 8 subset of B If and only If, each element in A also
belongs to B, i.e, A Is a subset of B if x:e A implies x e B.

Note also

that this definition of a subset does not exclude the possibility that the
two sets are equal;
equality#

indeed, it leads to a convenient definition of

Two sots E and F say, are said to be equal if and only if each

is a subset of the other,

Mcnce, we write E = F if and only if E c F and

FcE,
A n 8 is read as "A intersection 8" and is used to denote the set of
elements which belong to BOTH A ond 8, i,e,
A A 8 = {x:

Xe A

and

x e B}

which is rood "A intersection B is equal to the setof @11elements

x such

that X belongs to A and x belongs to 8",
NB, This definition uses a style of set description which is open to
mathematical objection but is usually found more readily intelligible than
8 more correct form.

Here, technically Ail B = {x<E A:

x s 8} is

better#
A u B is read as "A union 8" end is used to denote the cet of elements
which belong to A or B or both, i,o,
A Ü D = {%;

XG A

or (inclusive)

x e Oj«

set of all ordered pairs (x, y) such that x e A and y e B iscalled
the CARTESIAN PRODUCT of A by B and it is denoted by A % G+
A X B = {(x, y): x e A,

y<E 8}

Thus the ordered pair (x, y) is an ELEMENT of the Cartesian product if
X e A, y e B,

Any subset R of such ordered pairs (i.e. o subset of the Cartesian
product) defines a CORRESPONDENCE denoted by the ordered triple of sets
(A, B, R) from A to B with
R c A X B,
As a special case A and B may coincide, in which case we speak of a
RELATION H IN A.

The relation is the ordered pair of sets (A, R) where
R c A X A.

For every set A there exists
Dm = [(x, x);
which iscalled the

DIAGONAL of A.

X

e A5

Thus we see that

io a subset of

A X A, i.e.
Dm c A X A.

n

Further relations on a given set may be defined by introducing two
operations, inversion ond composition.
Every relation (A,R), where R c A x A, has the inverse

(A, fT )

= l(y, x): (x, y) € R].
If (A, S) and (A, T) are two relations in A, their composition is also
a relation

(A, SoT) in A given by
S o T =

A relation

(A, R) in

[(x, y):(x, z) e S,

(z, y)

GT}.

A is saidto be REFLEXIVE if
D^CR.
(1 )

A relation (A, R) in A is said to be ANTIREFLEXIVE

n

R

if

=0

where 0 denotes the empty set.

These definitions correspond to the terminology as used in "Travaux
Pratiques do Mathématique - Serie II: Les Relations", by Ouvert,
Gauthier and Glaymann, O.C.D.L., 1968,

-
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(1 ) if
A relation (A, R) in A is sairi to be NON-REFLEXIVE'''
R,
A relation (A, R) in A ie said to be SYMMETRIC if
R-^ = R.
A relation (A, R) in A ie said to be ANTISYMMETRIC if
R n R"'* c D^.
A relation (A, R) in A ie said to be NON-SYFîHETRIC^'’^
R~'*

i R.

A relation (A, R) in A is said to be ASYMMETRIC if
R O R~^ = 0.
A relation (A, R) in A ie said to be TRANSITIVE if
R Q R c R.
A relation (A, R) in A is said to be ANTITRANSITIVE if
(R o R) n R = 0.
A relation (A, R) in A is eaid to be NON-TRANSITIVE if
R a R (Z R.
Those definitions are not necessarily universally accepted.
The above type of formulation may be unfamiliar to some readers*

What

follows may seem less obscure because it is an attempt et a more direct
model of ordinary speech and reasoning.
somewhat less precise.

Unfortunately it is also

However, we are not so much concerned with

definitions as with indicating correspondences between ordinary
language and an idealized model#
A relation in A may be denoted by the letter P say, which replaces the

\

\

verb op vorbol clause in a statement.

Here

sPb
has to be a meaningful statement for all a, b e A which is either true
or false for any a, b e A, but never both#
The relation P in A is REFLEXIVE if and only if for all x, x eA, the
statement xPx ie true.
The relation P in A is ANTIREFLEXIVE if and only if for all x, x e A,
the statement xPx is false.
The relation P in A is NON-REFLEXIVE if and only if, for some but not
all X, X e A; the statement xPx is true#
The relation P in A is SYMMETRIC if and only if, whenever xPy is true
then yPx is true (x, y e A)#
The relation

P in A is ANTISYMMETRIC if and onlyif whenever xPy and

yPx are both

true then x = y ie true (x, y s A) *(By x = y we mean

that X end y are both tho same element of A,)
The relation

P in A io NON-SYMMETRIC If and onlyif for some but not

all X, y (S A, xPy is true and yPx is false (x, y

e

A).

The relation P in A ia ASYMMETRIC if and only if whenever %Py is true
yPx is false (x, y

A),

The relation P in A is TRANSITIVE if when xPy and yPz are both true
then xPz is true (x, y, z e A).
The relation P in A is ANTITRANSITIVE if when xPy and yPz are both true
then xPz is false (x, y, z e A).
The relation P in A is NON-TRANSITIVE if for some but not all
X,

y,

2(2

A, xPy and yPz are both true but xPz is false (x, y, z e A),

—24"
We con now define equivalence relation:
A relation which is at one and the same time reflexive, symmetric
and transitive is an EQUIVALENCE RELATION*
A PARTITION of a set A Is a oeparation of the elements of A into subsets
such that each element of A is in one and only one subset.
These last two definitions give rise to a very important result:
Any equivalence relation R in A partitions the set in that x and y
belong to the same subset if and only if xRy, and conversely, given
a partition of a set A, xR y if and only if x and y belong to the
same subset of tho given partition of A, defines an equivalence
relation

in A.

(See Appendix 1).
The subsets of a partition of A are called EQUIVALENCE CLASSES.
The terms defined above will assist discussion in the following
section*

It will be seen that we have defined ten possible properties

of a relation yet our final definition of equivalence relation requires
only three of them*

This is done partly for clarity (because

variations in the terminology do occur), partly because when discussing
examples of a particular property one also needs to discuss tho
various types of counter-examples, and partly for completeness.
Relations possessing other combinations of these properties (i.e. other
than tho specific three properties of equivalence relations) ore by no
moons without importance and relevance as we shall see*

:
\
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SECTION 2
2.0* Aim of the section
In this section an attempt will be made to establish a framework within
which observations about the development of the concept of equivalence
relation can be organized.
2,1. The contribution of Piaget
As no investigation into any aspect of concept development can ignore the
tremendous contribution made to this field by Jean Piaget, a review of
the relevant factors in his work will be taken as our starting point.
Further justification for this line of approach, in view of the aim of
this section, is provided by D»C. Johnson (12).
" # . .

aeaeatck

(7) e%p6&4%4Hg bow

ZAe wotb
op&t&ttowa baacc

Geneva
Æbougbt

dtvdiop,
(2) 4deM,t^&#4wg

eAa4A&te446t4C6 cd ZAowokZ: &6 tAey

undetgo cA&Kge witA age, and
(3j

a dkeoaettcaf 6a646
&ad e%pe%4me%e6 4%

eetZain cwA44eu^aA

Zea%»4Mg

((12) p. 123).
But on examining the details of this structure which relate to the
concept of equivalence relation, we may find that the framework
constructed to date is too coarse to provide sufficient help for the
classroom teacher.

It is possible that there are large gaps in our

knowledge which need to be filled.

This cautionary note is even more

appropriate when we also take into consideration the fact that Piaget
has done and said so much in fifty years of work on cognitive develop
ment that foci for contention and disagreement abound.
However, the widely recognized and substantially uncontested parts of
Piaget's work are his obversations of children and his descriptive
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accounts of the stages of development their thinking goes through.
Less well known, but of great importance to Piaget himself, are the
theoretical models of cognition he has devised to describe the
characteristics of thought which appear at different stages of develop
ment,

The predominant part of this is the theory of groupings, which

provides algebraic models of various aspects of thinking much as the
more recent work by Thom (13) provides topological models of other
aspects of thinking,
2,2. Piaget's theory of groupings
The three defining properties of an equivalence relation, reflexivity,
symmetry and transitivity, are attributes which have been incorporated
into Piaget's theory of groupings.

There are nine distinct groupings

which Piaget and his associates have derived in their attempts to find
adequate models of cognition in the concrete-operational subperiod of
child development.

Of these one is regarded as a minor, preliminary

grouping as it occurs as a special case in tho remaining eight more
complex structures.

But all of Piaget's groupings arc seen as

possessing the attributes of a group* and a lattice*#.

A group (G, o) is a set G with a binary operation o defined on it with
tho following properties
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

o is closed,
o is associative,
there is an identity element e <s G such that for all a e G,
a o G = a = eoa,

(iv)

for any element a e G, there is an inverse element b c G
such that
aobzerboa.

**A lattice is a partially ordered set in which a subset composed of any
two elements has both a least upper bound and a greater lower bound.

-27For the eight major group/lattice structures (i.e. groupings) conceived
by Piaget, the following quotation from "The Developmental Psychology of
Jean Piaget" by J.H. Flavell summarizes their role.
"T&eae

viewed aa modefa d&t

4% aeveaa^

od 4Rt&&&&eZü&f eHdeavo#,

Fa&at, ZAe# deae446e

the &%g&R4z&t4oa o( fog4c&€ opeaat/ona p%op6%, 4^e. ope%at40Ma
deafawg W4tb ^og4c&f cf&aaea and 4e#&t40W6.
g4oap4#ga

Fou4

06

#&/&%

Zo cf&66 opeAodxawa and 2A& otbet douA to

aefatto# op&%at40R6.

Second, t&eae 6&me gtoupfnga afao ^4t

t&e 04gaw4zat40% o^ wb&t Pt&get c&fta 4n&%&foo4C&f op&%at40M6
(4 .C. C0g%4t4ve &Ct40M6 6e&%4Mg OR p064t40% &%d dt&t&MCe
4etat40#6&4p6 and p&%t-wAote ^efattonaktp^ &p4opo6 o( concrete
4p&t40temp044t ob/ecta

0%

con&4g%%at40M6)".

((16), p, 171),

In particular, groupings I - IV concern operations performed on sets
(referred to as logical dosses above).

On the other hand, groupings

V “ VIII involve operations upon tho relations which may exist between
two or more elements or between two or more sets.

But fundamental to

each is the hybrid structure between a group and a lattice.
The formal properties for the composition of operations in a grouping,
as given by Piaget in "La Psychologie do l'intelligence" (1947),
produce an unsatisfactory mathematical formalization.

In particular,

we note that
(i)

X4

y =z

(ii)

z-

y =X

or

z-

X =y

(iii)
(iv)

(composabilityj

(reversibility)

(x 4 y) 4 z = X 4 (y 4 z)

(associativity)

X-

(identity)

X

z

0

where x, y, and z represent grouping elements, and "4" and

represent
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grouping operations, more or less describes the group-Gtructure.

By

including
(v)

X+ X = X

(tautology)

however, Piaget's grouping reduces to a singleton-group only, as there
con only be one Idempotent clement in a group, namely, the Identity
clement.
Moreover, Piaget's account of his groupings is far from clear.
(15), (16) and (17))#

(See

For example, his account of the preliminary

grouping of equalities does not appear in these three references but it
is described in (18).

This is reported by Flavell (14) who ©sys

(p. 197).
"Tbe

GtowptRg

B&ted MGR&toK BK#

mode

ZA/a

buZ

dwwd&Mewt&t g40Up4Mg wAicA 46 644d ^0 OCCU& 4M dZ6gW46&d
&6 a
g4oup4#g6,

c&ae

att 2A& p&ec&d4Mg

p# 33-34)*

Id: cZoaet#

G&oup4#g 91, jR&6macA &a 4Æ 4MVofve6 ZAe

o( a

69Mm&t%4cat
p4&geZ

ot, &6

c&t&a 4t, "pw%e eg%tv&&&Rce",

comp064ttoR6 ate
aacA compo64t40R6 &%&

Ita

&o&m (A = B) + (B = C) » (A = C);
aaaoei&ttve; ÆA& ^Ru&tae

&% opetaZdoR (A « Bj 46,aM&fogow6 to Gtowptng 91,
(B ê A); t&e geweaot tde&ttt# ta (A * A);

awd eacA

egw&ftt# pt&96 tAe &ote o( apect&t tdewtttw wttA tta&t#
and eve%9 otA&t equ&ftt#, ê*g# (A = B) * (A = 8) * (A = B)
a%d (A = B) f (C * Pi = (C = Pi".

But this account appears to contain a number of notations! obscurities
and confusions.
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(a) Basic to those is the lack of definition of the set involved.
Is (A, 8, C,

. ,

the set under consideration or hove we to

regard (A z B) as o typical element of the set?
(b)

The equals sign is used to denote both 'equality* or 'pure
equivalence' between two elements of a set, and also to denote the
deduction of one statement from another, or the deduction of a
third statement from two given ones.

To accommodate this, the

statements ore re-written below using ~ to denote 'equality* and
zzz> for implication.

It may also be observed that 'equality* or

'pure equivalence* is a symmetric relation whereas 'implication*
is not.
(c) Composition of relations is confused with logical 'end'
(i.e. conjunction).

But composition and conjunction differ in

nature in that composition is not in general commutative
(i.e.

8

0

b ^ b

0

a), whereas conjunction is, and also that when

elements have inverses (as here) composition can he 'undone',
meaning
e o b 0 b~

z

8,

whereas there is no corresponding process with conjunction.
However, in the not© on "The Preliminary Grouping of Equalities"
there is the effort to combine together relational statements as
if they were elements of a group - which they ere not.

They are

not because they only obey e restricted law of composition, much
like bound vectors in formulations of vector algebra (or nearvector algebra) in which AB + 6C z AC but where we may not say
AB 4 CD equals anything*

However, it would be possible to

legitimatize this by s construction analogous to the one employed
to turn the algebra of line segments into the algebra of vectors.

3
0
It could bo the intention to deal with equivalence classes of
statements, but thio is nowhere stated.

Once again the set under

discussion is not clear.
It would seem possible to re-write the above equations in an acceptable
mathematical form as follows:
(d) (A = B) + (B = C) = (A = C)
becomes (A ~ B) A {B

C) ==:^ (A ^ C)

(e) theinverse of (A = B) is (8 = A) becomes (A

B) ==:^

(f) thegeneral identity is (A = A) becomes, for all A,

(B

A)

A ~ A.

(g) The final two equations concerning the special identity properties
of *equ8lity* may be reformulated as follows;
(A = B) t (A s B) = (A = 8)
becomes (A

B) A (A~ 8) r-=:> (A ~ B)

ond
(A = B) + (C = D) = (C = D)
becomes (A

B) A ( C ~ D) ==:$> (C

D),

These two equations suggest that the elements of the set under
consideration are equalities of the form (A = 8), and they are an
attempt to force o group structure on the set of elements of this
form, which they do not necessarily hove for the reasons considered
in (c) above.
Moreover (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the properties of transitivity,
symmetry end reflexivity - the basic properties of an equivalence
relation.

Thus, given that Flavell has accurately translated the

relevant section on p, 33-34 of "Classes, relations et nombres; essai
sur le (groupement* de la logistique et la réversibilité de la pensée**,
wo see that Piaget*s preliminary grouping "simple, but fundamental",
**which is said to occur in disguised forms as a special case in oil the
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preceding major groupings" seems to be nothing but the idea of an
equivalence relation in a malformed notation^
At thie point we should note that Piaget woo not attempting to give a
fully formalized account of his ideao and it io hardly appropriate to
criticize him for omitting mathematical detail where it io clear how it
may be filled in, but there are some places where it is not clear how
it is to be filled in.

It is not clear hov/ sets and relations are to

be defined, which of the two is fundamental, and which (if either) is
to be defined in terms of the other.

This means that there is a

serious risk of circularity in the fundamental concepts.
Unfortunately, circularity eoems to be regarded as an unavoidable
problem in this field of psychology, as the following argument by tosh
(19) shows;
c&M

a

(e.g.
6#

In this Americon paper a strict partial ordering relation has been
defined as follows:
"<d 44 a 42A4et
o# a 4cZ S
C
otde&Gd p&t&a #6 etemewta 4# 3\6KC& ZA&t
Z.

Fat evet# efcmewt a 4% S, l&,
(Ha%te(texjve ptope&Zy),

2. Fat cvctw p&4t a( efemewta &, 6
(b, af 44 %aZ 4% <c ,
3.

44

,
4&C 3,

(&, &) ^4 4# <

Fat aw# t&tee efcMewta &, 6&%d c 4% ZAe. 4et S, 4^ (&, 6)
m < , mid l i lb, el 4.6 h i <
h m i (a, e) 44 h i < ,
(t%&w44t4v& ptapetZ#)."
p. 92).

This definition differs somewhat from the standard English definition
of Q strict partial ordering relation, but of greater significance to
the present discussion is the fact that the term *nonrefiexive* has
been used to name the property which we, following Ouvert et al, have
called the entireflexive property.
(Wo repeat that except in
quotations we shall use the terminology given on pages 21-24.)
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.
de&ma, o% accepted awfea ag

awd coH4t%uet tAc&tema and de&4M4ttoM4 o% t&e baata

t&eae,

T&at 44 , &X40mattC4 tC%m4RatC4 CMd€&44 4Cg4e4440% 6# 6eg4%M4Mg
wwde^^aed te&ma oad 4t ovotda ctacuta&td# 6# &%64t&&%4f#
C&0044W# a 4t&%t4ag potnt w&tc& A&4 wot 6ec% dcmaaatt&t&d*
Pü#cbatü#4cattÿ, Aawevea, o%c ta wot &d(a4ded t&c twxue#
6cg4Müt%# wttA 4Kde(4H&&te4, &%4om4 o& accepted awtea a&
tpgtc*

Fo% exempte, 4% the c&ae o( the o&de&tMg aetottow << , the
jia,(fü%Re;&t45c (iMkf
waed a4 aetd-evtdcMt coHcepta#

fxt(%p(9kt6ex&

ibe

8ed&%e the ,%etatto% <c h&4

beot coo/^dtm3,W #6th tta t^%ve%4e, each

tfieae ptopGVZtcea
III
t4 Aepe&tedt# d#d o(te» emphatte&ttÿ dented 6# ehttdkew
.
Eve# 4 uch m&them&ttcattÿ p&tmtttve coaeepta #4 Kttbe&t'a
a%de% &%tom ltd B 44 betweew A aad C the# tt 44 atao between
C and A) ate not & pttott tatwtttoMa do4 chttdte# awttt the

6ctweeMC44 tet&tton haa been au&aomed wtthta & a^atem od
tetât4#%4*^^*"

I(19), p, 99),

Is the author trying to say that the logical analysis of any
psychological situation must necessarily be circular?
obviously be far too strong*

This claim would

Moreover, greater sympathy with the

author's point of view would havo been achieved if the arguments used
had been based on evidence of attempts to identify agreed primitive
terms and axioms on which to base definitions and theorems for this
branch of psychology*

(i)

It is hard to believe that any mathematician

Inhelder, 0* & Piaget, 1,
"The early growth of logic in the child:
Classification and soriation", translated by E.A. Lunzer, Routledge
and Paul, 1964*
(2 )
Piaget; J. & Inhelder, 0* "The mental imagery of the child",
(contd)
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would wish to use non-reflexivity, asymmetry or transitivity as selfevident concepts!

Many applications of mathematics have to find

sequences of development which may not correspond to the axiomatic
sequence by which the mathematical model might be developed on its own,
end they succeed by avoiding circularity, not acquiescing to it.

The

psychologist's plea that he is dealing with some unsequenced totality
may be merely on admission that he has not yet succeeded in recognizing
a suitable sequence in terms of which to analyze the situation.

But

as iwe are concerned with psychogenetic development, it would seem to bo
the case that later stages are structurally richer than earlier stages
end therefore that some things precede others*

Hence, if one is

seeking to construct a mathematical modol, then the problem is to
ensure that the mathematical counterparts of the psychogcnoticolly
prior concepts precede (in e logical sense) the psychogenetically
subsequent concepts.

Such a model would avoid circularity.

Fortunately, the incipient circularity in Piaget's presentation of the
theory of groupings was avoided in the reformulation of grouping theory
developed by E, Wittmann (20).

This has been summarized by

H,G. Steiner (21) and this summary is reproduced here, with slight
notations! changes to facilitate direct comparison with Wittmann's
original formulation.

2.3. Wittmann's and Steiner's,reformulâtions ■
" , . ,a

44 &

(M,

o, ,<3)

daZ& and p4ppeAt4e4;
IxJ M 44 & MOw-empty

w&04& ef&me#t4 a, 6, c, , ,

(contd)
Translated by P.A* Chilton, Now York:

Basic Books Inc., 1971,

.V.l

(4 4 ) M % M

4&t oa

44

a, &<E M.

&%d&%ad p%444 (&, 6) wb&te

T&e

(&, 6)

Ü % # ate caCfbd

0p&':at40M4,
(4 4 4 ) A

44

a 4 K6 42 Æ

M x M %&04C

ate caffed

efeme#t&%# op&tat40#4,
l4v)

0 44

2Ae c&%o#4e&2 patZ^af compo44t40# 0 # M % M

de^4M&d b#
(a, 6]

(6, e) = (a, c),

0

(v) <C44 a 4&&at40M 4% M, de&tm&d 6# m&&%4

Æ <3

6

4^ &%d o#E^

Ah&te ate la.,

46

. . , (a ,

6 y),

Z\ 4#

(&g,

6 ?)

4ucb z&at

(a, b) = (a,,

6

.)

0

|&g, 6g)

. .

0

6^^.

0

44 {&& %%40% od <3 &%d tbe 4de»t42#

4 &&&C4 0 M

4# W.

(V4.) Thd ()oZZo‘dKPA} iUf^ùii(it<i6 M u ilt hotd
(&J M X M 44 gewetaCed 6# z\(J
Zo

0

16) IM,

(wAete

= He, d);

44 a fattiee."

* aeCattve
Id, e)e/i])

((21), p. 245).

However, Steiner omits to point out that from this complex structure
Wittmann does derive the five psychologically important properties
which Piaget sought, os the following quotation shows;
"G.Î,

Compo4&64&4f# 0^ pp&%at^aM4;
(4 ) W4jA4% a

4e4t%4Ct^o% ope%af40M4 a&e

a%64Æ&a%4^# compo4&6^C,
(4 4 J 24 & tate, 2% opeaattoa ca% 6& 4cp%e4ewted a4
& p^oducÆ
%K44,

ep&%at40#4 4# 4cvc%ct

G .2*

3
5
.

d&e pO&Zx&f C0mp044t40# O 44
&440C4&t4Ue.

G .3.

Reve&4^64^4c#;

1&, 6 ) 0 (6 , c ) o (e ; &) = ( a , 6 )

do& at# 6, 6, e (E W,
G ,4 .

Zdewtfca^^ opù&&t40%6;

(xj (&, 6) 0 (6, &) * (a, a)
a, 6 e M,

(&, b| 0 (6, 6) e la, 6).
G.Si T&üÆofog#:

%d a i
—

16

de%od&6 Zke. ^a&6t u#p&%

6oK#d o( a, 6

&be Z&ttxce (o%
#be%,

&(E M

4U&& 2&&t & ;^3Ub
(xj Æ L_J& * &
IjxJ &i—

16

« &

(abaotpZacM)."

((20) p. 127-128).

In addition, Wittmann acknowledges that his account is a redundant
formulation, and in fact H*G. Steiner (21) has shown how Wittmann's
axioms con be simplified to give the following definition;
"A 4&6&t6o%&e 4#4tem {M, ZÏ) ^4 c&€fed & &%owp4%g 4{ and
(Ai, %cr(/2j), w%be;&& irrlvSj
, 4a a jgaj&ùfce,''

juke ,%(%&#€;&&%) j5%ait44;ù{in&

o6

<21) , f). :24:;).

(See Appendix 2a for notes on the reflexive, transitive hull of Zi)

From the above definition the following properties were also derived by
Steiner to provide a comporison with Piaget's lows (i) - (v).
page 27).
(I)

(a,

b) o (b, c) = (a, c)

(II) ((a, b)

o

(b, c)) o (c, b)

= (a,

b)

(III) ((a, b) o (b; c)) o (c, d) = (a, b) o ((b, c) o (c, d))

(See

-

(IV)
(V)

36

-

(n, b) o (b, s) = (a, a)
8L_JQ = Q.

But as already indicated, Wittmann deliberately maintained the extended
formulation which is also cloee to Piaget's original in deference to the
psychological application for which groupings were intended#

Nor must

wo lose sight of the fundamental reason for which they were conceived,
that is, to answer the question:

to what extent can 7-11-year-old

children operate to grouping specification and hence justify the
grouping os a model of their cognition?
In response to this question Piaget has devised o variety of experiments
with children to see if it is possible to bring to the surface
behavioural analogues or counterparts of one or other differentiating
component of a given grouping#

For example, Piaget has created tests

to tap and probe for the presence or absence of
- the ability to effect transitive compositions of asymmetric
relations (Grouping V - soe Appendix 2b),
~ the capacity to grasp the symmetry of symmetric relations
(Grouping VI).

2*4, The relevance of the experimants associated with Groupingo V end VI
As indicated above, grouping VI involves compositions of several
distinct and different kinds of symmetric relations:

some transitive,

some non-transitlvo, some reflexive, some non-reflexive or antireflexive, whereas grouping V is specifically concerned with asymmetric
relotions whose compositione ore transitive*

Consequently, grouping VI

has been taken as the model for the cognitive actions present when the ;
child is using e symmetric relation.
token

08

Similarly, grouping V has boon

the model for the cognitive actions present in the act of

seriating objects at stage three level#, for combinativity has been

\
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interpreted in terme of rolstion composition to produce the required
transitive property, ao the following quotation shows;
"I# C&oupîwg y, Add424o#

RefattOMA, coH4^d&&

t&e 4e%4&t40% 0 < A c B <^C <P, &&Ù,

# <A, 0 < B,

& < C, &<&, ate de%o#ed 6# &, 6, c, &2e, &Md A ^ B, B < C, C <
etc, &%& de#oted 6#

&*, e*, etc, aeapecttvef#, the»

eom&{K&t^V4t# (a + &' = 6) 44 4%te%p%eted aa ttanaattuat#
0^^ t&e Aefatao# w&ea w%4tte% c4 gave#,

'*44, P, '77)''»-”

(Betk and P/aget,

((22),

p.

4%).

Moreover on the basis of this argument Beth and Piaget (1966)
hypothesize that transitivity is necessarily present when a child
exhibits behaviour characterized as stage three (operational) eeriation*
behaviour.
Thus we see that it is appropriate to the present investigation to
consider the experiments and results associated with groupings V and VI.
But the question as to which set of experiments should be considered
first, now arises.
By following the suggestion
", , , 2&e 4Bac&e% abound
e&cb od

aee

d&e

gsaapa

p%ope%tfC4 (i.e. reflexivity, symmetry and

transitivity), 4#depe#de%tfg #6 2bc otba%4
wbe&& j&e# ca# 6& cBea%f# 4ffw4t%ad&d,"

44#w&t4#H4

((23), p. 28),

#Operationol seristion (stago three) is distinguished by
1.

the discovery of e systematic way of forming a series,

2.

the ability systematically to insert new elements in an
existing series*

/I)

Beth, E.W. & Piaget, J. "Mathematical epistemology and psychology",
Dordrecht-Hollandi D. Reidel, 1966.
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our attention is immediately drawn to grouping V which, according to
Piaget, via oeriation, focuses on the transitive property,

Moreover,

this grouping is considered by Pisget to be ono of a pair of groupings
which ere the first to emerge,

at

age

e#d wp

&oa#d about 7 o& # |&

aomettm&aj

t&& dottowéMg 4t%u6tK&e6,

FttaZ, t&e# tead to

t&e togtcat ope&attoH4 o^ cf&aa t%&fw440% (t&& gu&atto# o#
btow# be&da A bet## teaa wum&toua

t&e woode# 6e&d& B

44 40tved about 7) &%d o( 4&%t&t40% o^ a4#mmet&4C &ctdttoH4.
F&om t&t4 co#e4 2A& dt4cov&%# o( t&& t&&H44tdvtZ# o# w&4C&
&%e &&4&d

deduct/0M4: A » B;

0% A < Bf

B < C tk&%edo&& A < C,

B «C

A = C;

Fu&t&&&, &4 400% o4

tb64c addtZtve* g%oup4%g4 &&ve bee# acguZted
mwuEd%[pj>&cfLtjA/&* <ptofyowb%g/5 (Ute <&d: of%&& ufBfe/L6j&ooff oua
&fw%iwü%g j%4%v jjO J&G4/Ù%4Ü& iWbjk&Cj^a

jjp j&be

/I. < ZSp <: (ly
obCdd'&Cj&Cj&f

j&tdl/cyit jboua fw)

jSewpcdu&jiLg jGwo <wk «&&%& (LOl%&eaL<%u&Mb&

j&KCfi du& /Lg c Eup <: Cg c * , * iwAkCcdi

jbe/w% (%/ j&gjuRf

to owe. 4e4ueHee od dot&a o& 4#&*e&4tHg atze w&teb &e Aaa
ataeadg o%de%ed the 7~#e&%~otdiw(&2 &%o# &ow to M&t&ka

aeguewee o( 4ttc&4 o& &&&&, a%d eve# 6e &6te to (tnd)

The tost situations associated with Grouping I - Primary Addition of
Classes, and Grouping V - Addition of Asymmetrical Relations, focus on
the child's ability
- to think of a set and subsets of that set simultaneously,
- to build up elements into an asymmetrical, transitive series,
respectively.
In contrast, the test situations associated with
Grouping III - Oi-univocal Multiplication of Classes, end
Grouping VII - Bi-univocal Multiplication of Relations, focus on the
child's capacity
- to find the intersection (logical product) of two or more sets,

(
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bee#

wp, d&e abemawt o(

Aegw&Mee w&4c& eo&teapowda d# 4ome

owe

efemewf

2&é ot&e% (2&e Mwftdpfte&ttve c&a%&e<&% b( Æbe g&oupZwg
doea wot add awg^

2o dAe addbCtve op&tatfowa od

4e%jat40M w&4c& Aave a&%ead# 6ee% dbaeoveted.f"

(Translation of (16), p. 158)*

Let us therefore consider experiments associated with grouping V first.

2,5. Grouping V
(1) Piaget's transitivity studies
tho core operation of grouping V (i.e. the building up of elements into
8 transitive, asymmetric series) has been studied vlo
(i) the ability to seriate 10 sticks (A - J) of varying lengths and
then insert 9 more sticks (a - i) in their proper places.
(Piaget, J. "Th& child's conception of number", New York:
Humanities, 1952, ch. 6),
(ii) theability to seriate three objects by weight, two at a time
only, where volume is not a reliable clue to weight.
Piaget, J. & Inhelder, 8. ^Le developpment des quantités chez
l'enfant", Ncuchatel:

Delacheux et Niestie, 1941, ch, 10).

(iii) the "Conservation of weight and transitivity of therelation
' . , . weighs more than . , ,' experiment".
(Nuffield Mathematics Project, "Checking Up II", Chombero/
* (contd)
- to build e double-entry matrix with respect to two asymmetric,
transitive relations,
respectively.
Piaget regards tho sotting up of a one-to-oho correspondence between
two Gots of

(
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Murray/Wiley, 1972, Summary Chcck-up Nc. 3),
to name but three.

(See also Appendix 2c for further instruments

designed to test a child's ability to use the transitive property of
matching and length relations.)
To illustrate the general tenor of these experiments, let us examine
more closely one of these experiments for investigating transitivity of
weight, namely (ii) above.

As outlined, this experiment entails

placing before the child three objects of different weight (but weight
uncorrclated with volume).

The child is then asked to seriate them by

weight (e.g. lightest, middle, heaviest) but under the condition that
he can compare the weight of only two objects at à time.

It turns out

that young children in the preoperational subperiod of development have
considerable difficulty in solving this problem.

Typical responses of

such a child are as follows:
(a) he establishes only that A is lighter than B and A is lighter than
C, and then concludes that
(i)

A is lighter than B which is lighter than C

or (li) A is lighter than C which is lighter than B,
(b) he is unable to "see" that A is lighter than C is a necessary
conclusion from tho knowledge that A is lighter than B and B
is lighter than C.
These responses indicate that in the first case (a) the child is
drawing an invalid conclusion from evidence which does not permit a
conclusion to bo drawn, whereas in the second ease (b) the child does
not draw any conclusion from evidence whicli permits a conclusion to be
drawn.

* (contd)
unseriated elements as the basis of all Grouping III operations.
seriated elements as the basis of all Grouping VII operations.
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J.H, Flavoll (14) summarizes Piaget's interpretation of this type of
response as follows;
"T&e ccMtaot

uwde%tg4Hg d&eae d^vetae #%&-

opeaattowaE d&ttuAca, P/ag&t 6et4&v&4((18), p. 301-302»),
44 ^&e 4#&b4f4Zg to 4&&

e&cA

6# <%%

4&&^&4 mw6& 6e 44m%&ta%&o&&&y C0ic&w/&i'&%
#e&ma od 6ot& & d&te&t (<) and a% ^%v&%4& t>)
ope&&<4o#;

2&e efemewt B mwat 6e 6o<A 4&%ge% 2&&M A and

,an%%j5&e/t j&bcut <Z j&p ibe ^ftacutdxid jbgw&iN&e# j%kej% JUt ;ùbe
Piùzgi&t

jSbdwE jübc

j%) aptausp CfwCa

/CRfkeAxiMwE jit jw/jwGerk& <>( <%4ap%%H&<%>Cc%&€ ;%€j&%dy6of&6 JEjl&a jbejl&wf
jC&& &H9Wf%)eyt
(aupm

(HlC4&6jx%MK&E

c Z% dwti /I <: C, ftùa

/I <: C d4x%% ,&

j%> CUlMKUEwkfe 33<: C
Jtcü&wKuCQWccL

(lOKWi&ufcL

B dwkf 33 <: C, (wtd 31jl& g&MW&tdwE xbtadijj/Ljif j%p

(vtewtZx» oj%d !w%fLtpu#ow&&

,ae/&jdkS*"

((14), js. 1!?3)

However, one of the problems which arise when presenting an overview
even of a limited set of experiments is that details that could he
significant in a particulsr situation can he lost.

For example, one

reason why, for young children, weight and volume are apparently not
seen as distinct and different properties which con vary independently,
stems from the fact that weight and volume are often correlated in
nature.

This fact is often relied on by sighted adults os con bo

tested by asking any sighted person to judge the weight of two
suitcases which are vory different in volume (one large end bulky, the
other email and compact), but which ore approximately the same weight.
After lifting both suitcases, the odds are in favour of his response
being that he found the larger suitcase lighter, for on seeing thetwo
suitcases, ho sizes them up and anticipates that the bulky one willbe
heavier because of its volume and prepares himself accordingly, only to

-

A?

find it lighter than expected.
Thus, if no balance is used, it is possible that "bigger therefore
heavier" type reasoning is operating for young children in the situation
where the throe objects used in experiment (ii) ere three distinct
cubical parcels as illustrated below;

7
'arcel
A

Parcel B

Parcel
C

(Weight %kg)
(Weight 2kg)
(Weight 1kg)
Here, the child establishes that "A is lighter than B and A is lighter
than C" and since this does not contradict the "bigger therefore
heavier" type argument the child continues to use that argument and
gives the response corresponding to A < C < ü without checking the
relationship between B and C.
Thus we sec that when devising a test situation which is intended to
focus on a child's ability to effect transitive compositions of an
asymmetric, transitive relation, such as " . . » is lighter than , .
there are at least three points requiring careful consideration.
There is the need to check
(i) that the child has had sufficient experience in handling
weight so that the likelihood of his recognizing the
possibility of deducing something from A < B, B < C is
increased,
(ii) whether any of the key attributes are undifferentiated by the
child in his everyday conversation (e.g. age and size as
exemplified by the remark "he's bigger than me" made by a 4ft 2in
7-year-old boy of his 3ft 10in, 8-year-old friend.),
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(iii) that there is no attribute of the materials selected other than
the one on which the experiment is based, which could dominate
the child's perception (e.g. length when transitivity of weight
is under investigation.)
Concern over the use of distracting perceptual cues has also been
expressed by T.P, Carpenter (24).

He criticizes the studies by Piaget,

Inhelder and Szemenska (1960) which relate to the logical inter
dependence of conservation and measurement, on this point:

. .

((24), p. 145)

Moreover, Carpenter maintains
^4 evZd&Kcc

Pâ&g&t et

of (196#)

^ac&

T&c# coacfude,

&%e domZn&ted 6#

pe%cepZ%a<^

aZtu&tZow#

2&e a&awZta o6 awot&&&
tfK&jxüzdz* jSbdwC
ddiowt ;(&&

(C&tpe#te%, 1971)

i&üw&Êf&te# /wiaaaofwf

fII
'

fwa%R&4>&CdUZ

c&&(pte,& srg j&%<&g&u&KKuf <&a jpGytcu&pdüwdPE

(OW), p. 145)
Consequently
", , , tbc
&%e
pcAccptuaZ ca&4,

(1 )Carpenter,

&6 d# #&&<&&% eoM4&%v&^dd% and
2&e aeawft o( & depe%de%ce o%
o%de% #6 2&e ew&& o& &% 4%t&&&c#Zoa o(

T.P, "The role of equivalence end order relations in the
development and coordination of the concepts of unit size and number
of units in selected conservation type measurement problems",
Technical Report No. 170, Wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Cognitive Learning, Madicon: The University of Wisconsin, 1971.

-

Jûw WL& wùive&ùcgaW*

.77wù

m A6tmp;ù

f W e Co

dcp6e/u%<j%e tü&e/ùbc/t groufü? cittfïitcyt /w&df)o%Kf
CWtd HÜJüC/kUCdUE (yi(5&
futofpEeats (%% tebe/&k(Vk

4
4
-

jbo

(LDHW&e/W/dj&t(Nt ÆWSd füe/L&WÜtCKm&MPC

4x%np4%/ jw&6)%MK( d%) jübe .&2jü& <%ie

aA%z/j5%6jk& 4&0 j&beai." ((:&4), p, 151),
WQB a main purpose in Carpentaria investigation "The Performance of
First- and Second-Grade Children on Liquid Conservation and Meesurefænt
Problema Employing Equivalence and Order Relatione", ond the
conclueione arrived at from this investigation which relate to this
purpose ore
"%;ù o p p e ^

;&& no;C

Jtfie .AtOmtc

produce

;ù4&

p4opù;tt(e6 o(

^ùr cçM&tuÆttoa p4o6fem4.

TÂe%e Z6 no

6i ( i 6 W c a ^ 6eAtr&en

eon^cAvcutLon pAoùl^ema &fid coAAC^poW6%g rngfLWicmeat p%o6Con4
;Cfie eCC&<Aw:i!;6%g cae6 (ZAC fiumA/(cfi&*
(1952, 196#)^^^'
(uzd otltCA^

atmtCA, OCvCA W

z/omig elt^^CdAca aAc

pcAeep;(wif pAopgAJùî&4

Tlic po,&c^n

evm&& W

depoidcfi^ oa
< W : coa^tAvatLon p%oMaR6

oecuA because ;ùbe ^m;edW% peAcep^tmtC pAopeA66e4 0 ^
con^cAvaJùtoa pAo6^em4 ovcAA^de ;t1ie
.uxp^ cofLôCAVÆttoa, W
d'WA^ic^g^uijg U'ù&uÆg eu&4
0^

(1 )

( 7)

# e cuAAmt

6eef% b^^ed on
^ppeaAed
bofveveA,

pAop6A;&<66 Ælz&t
^ oMcIi
Tb& Ae6U/Cù5
;tW:

Piaget, J# "The child's conception of number", Routledge and
Kogan Paul, 1952,
Piaget, J. "Equilibration and tho development of logical structures",
in J.M, Turner & B, Inhelder (ods,) "Discussions on child
development", Vol. 4, Tavistock, 1960.
Bruner, O.S., Olver, R.R. & Greenfield, P.M. et al. "Studies in
cognitive growth", New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966,
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pAodaee

CAA0A4 Æ4

vÂ4(ifL& eaC/&#

»99
% c 4 At &PPMA4 tfz^it tbe mo4t 4Âg>it(Acmzt ^(%toA ta
detcAfJWWig lobtcb' cae6 </oaa^ c/itMtea AttaW te A4 # e cAdcA
tfi

tbe CUC4 Appeat#

* , * boiv&v6A, tlie eWeA o( t1*e

CU&6 «M4 aot tbe e a % (oetoA tliat (4%4 (otuid te a^d^^ct
A&6pea&&&.
« • •
TAu4f e( tlie (aetoAA aWeA co^iAtdêAattea ta tkta Atodff tt
ÆppeoA6 t/%&t eefitCAtag m a
mjeA Aea4oa doA

demtwutt dtmm6tea t4 titc

ceateAWttoa a W meaéoAcmeat (at&Âé4

aad tfze deugtepmefit e( coa46^vattea m W mÊa^aAemcat aoaeept&
caa 6e de^cAtùed ta tew& e( tacAca^tag abtttt^ te deecfiteA#
la tize eaAtte&t 4tage c6t&kea Ae6pead ea # e 6&6t4 Oi{ a
.6tagte tmmedtate domtamït dtmeattea#

T6e dtmeaAtm zna^ 6e

ettbCA vt4(tat OA mmeAteat, depeadtag oa tbe pAebtm*

$ * *

((24), p. 167-169).
Hmever, In the present investigation, the conjecture that centering on
a single dominant dimension is also a major reason for most transitivity
failures, which underlies point (iii) above, arose from discussion of
the situation involving the three cubical parcels*

Thio situation

highlighted the need for caution over the use of distracting perceptual
cues when we saw the possibility that s child could be using "bigger
therefore heavier" type arguments*
But the possible use of the "bigger therefore heavier" type argument in
this situation also suggests that transitivity of volume could emerge
before transitivity of weight, whereas with respect to conservation,
conservation of weight occurs before conservation of volume.

(See

46

—

(14), p* 299).

But it is answers to questions such ss

Is there a natural order of concept formation which is
substcntiolly unaffected by teaching, or can the order be changed
by Gppropriote experienco/teaching?
that ore needed if we are to achieve our original goal of building o
framework within which observations about the development of the concept
of equivalence relation can be organized^i

In fact, there ore two

issues which demand attention when applying the above question to the
ecquioition of the concept of trmsitivity,
1.

If we consider transitivity with different physical
quantities (e^g. length, volume, weight), is it the case that
these are always acquired in some specific order,
substantially independent of the experience/teaching given,
or can the order be effected by the experience/teaching
given?

2.

If the concept of transitivity is broken down into components,
is it the case that in every physical context these components
ere acquired in an invariant order?

At this point wo should note that the objective of identifying the
order of emergence of transitive relations, as outlined by Question 1
Qbove, was not one of Piaget's major goals for the experiments ho
devised.

When the children were working with a trmsltive relation

Piaget was looking to see if they used the five properties of his
grouping V, particularly reversibility, for as soon os reversibility
appears in the solution of e particular problem
", . é
p&64ed

cfzA&f'A
;Clze jEevef

m e pAob^O)] at

W

pAeopc/z44':AeW Aq;Ae4(üi;ù%tLen

Jt/ze 4u6pCA/6od e( coacAete opcAfLtwM."

((14), p. 165).

In other words, Piaget was focusing his investigations on port of
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the answer to Question 2.
(ii) The extensions of Piaqetian-type transitivity experiments
(a) Recent research in the U.S.A.
Many oxperimsnters in following up Piaget's investigations have,
however, extended the scope of the tests used in an attempt to find
answers for Question 1.

For example, in the investigation by

D.T. Owens (22), questions asked of disadvantaged five- and six-yearold children after formal instruction on
(i) establishing matching relations (i.e. "as many as", "more than"
and "fewer than") and length relations (i.e. "longer than",
"shorter than" and "as long as") only,
(ii) establishing matching and length relations (as above),
conserving matching relations and transitivity of matching
relations*
included
- To what extent does an experimentally induced capability to
conserve and use transitivity of matching relations transfer
across relational categories to conservation and transitivity of
length relations?
- Is the ability to use transitivity of matching relations related
to the ability to use transitivity of length relations?
(See Appendix 2c for notes on the transitivity tests used in this
investigation.)

*
The chief method of the transitivity training was what has been termed
fixed practice with empirical control (Smedslund, J. "The acquisition
of transitivity of weight in five- to seven-year-old children",
Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1963, 102, p. 245-255).
The
instructor gave explicit instructions for comparing sets A and 0, then
B and C.
Sets A and C were compared after the child made a
prediction of tho relation between them.

-

4
0
-

In the discussion of these results which relate to the transitivity of
matching and length relations, we find

gAottp (i.e. those given formal instruction on transitivity of
matching relations)

gAeouteA
/ùz ;ùfz&

m&üi pcA^oAmafzce o^

^AOizp (i,e. those not given formel instruction on the transitivity
of matching relstlons) oa ;t4e
Tc4;E:#

TW4

R0ùauùcoM4

wt /ndÂcAtLofz

/n ,%3Aov^g

((%L& eg(cc;ttve
cMfckmt 6i

;tt(%M)&/^v&#op&A^o(^g4CA&WtoA4#
{AOBz # e

;dze

K<%<;eveA,<4eAeWt&

. ( W & w W no Ac&ttco;t4Wp 6e6uae*%

& 4^deat'4 membcA^lz^ .6% <t JttWBzW: gAOap mid
pgAjioAmace on

74&»4AtcV'C<^ PAotfem*

6 /4

^evé/8 0 ^

TVz^ oppaAatt

d^cACpmzcf/ mcu/ 6& /^zùiApActed 6z/ mz

o( ;t4e

Æa4k4ozzd^zeVjz4tAue^omEac^VAt(g^^

Zn#e/M4ttact6o;z&&

4etCùzg Jù/ze cfz/M%(uz wcAe /fZ4tA(ic;ted ;to

;t1z& A c W t o a

ô^ùoeezz ;&i;o 4e^, 4m/ A mid B, mzd beùveefz B mzd & ;CfzAAd 4et C#
T4e 4ct6 zvcAC cofi&ttucted .ùz 4oc4 Æ MW/ ^L^zmt ;(1ze 4ome AC&ttùza
e%Z6ted ôeÆüeaz B mzd C A& 6e^o&ezz A and B.
a%Ae ;Efzoz môked ;to pAêd/ct
tucAe

T/ze c6^ù6ioz

A6&Lùcon ùeùocez A mzd G mzd

mz oppoA^ùm/Cù/ ^ veA^^z/

pAcdtetùyn,

Gdcfz ^ùtem oo

4t%ac;tüAed ; ^ A mz4^v^ te&ù ^o^ w e d ;C644 44m& pAoeedwAe
except tfzct OR tfze tc/3t t/ze c W d dtd not /mue t/ze oppoAtwit^ÿ
to ucAtf^

644

coRcta&tOR*

A&40 tn t/ze tc4tùzg 4ttact(ozz

t/ze o6yect& zucAc 4CAeened z%t t/ze t m e o( t/ze tACM-ùùtve
AR^eACzzce, (o/zCACC4 tfzt4 zm4 not zztzom/4 t/ze cm&e tzz tf%4<Azict^ofz.
Zfz t/ze TAmz4tttvt;L^ PAoùtezz tfze c/zttd zm4 AcqzztAcd to eompcAC
4ct4 A mzd B, wzd 4ct6 A mzd C zofzeAC A cozztctned t w zxoAC

49 -

B oA C$

Ke t/zmi «xw AC^at/ccd to Aewve (ett/:ÊA

OA

6w o6/ect& |kom t/ie 4Ct A to (oAm c Rczu

46t w4tc4 MW6 cz^atvatezzt to B cW C 6e(oAe

ptopcA^ 08 "ma maaz/
to C.

0 4 ",

t6e <%A»4tttvc

&»W to coRctade t/mt Z) fv&4 cootvctmit

T4e AeR40R<%6te cozicta^toR t/ieR,t4 t/mt t/ie tACÆtmmt

tmpAoved tfze <z6ttt(ÿ o^ t/ze e/ztCdtcR to psA^oAM:
mzie4 t& e t/ie tAeot:ezzt octLvtttet, 6ut t6t& tmjvkouemefzt dtd
not gCfie/co-Etze to t6e 74mi4tt(vt^ PtoùtezM, & 6tg4eA OAdcA
tkitké
T/iete A€4att4 oAc coj%4t&tent ti'tt/* ptevtoo,6 tAmz^tttvtt//
ttmùttzzg 4todtc6.

In A 4(W(/ oict/z ^tve- to 4 evezz-^eoA-otd

c/zttdACR, Smed4&uid^^^ {(oiuzd tfict none 0 ^ t/ie e/ittdAen
Acoa^ed tAmi4tttvttz/ Oj{ a^cto/zt due to /vtacttce.

D%

mîOt/zCA 46tdz/, 6e (&;;ed4Ùtnd^"h ((oand tZiOt oùoat 30# 0 ^ o.
oAoap 0 ^ ctg6t-^co,t-otd c6ttdte)% ceqatAed ttmwttcvttz/ o(
zretg6t 6^ pAce-ttee, iv6tte on&/ 72.5S 0 ^ c conttot gAoap
oeqottcd tw i4 tttv t^ .

T/w4, ôe/mvtoaA tndtccttve 0 ^

ttmz4ttcvt<y Act ùeen obtcctned tn 40j}:e

4tadte4,

ùüt t t AppectAô to 6e dt6(/catt to tfzdaee ttim6tttut% 6^
pAoettce.
I t c>3pe(%A4 ^Aom Pteget'4 t6eoA^ tZmt

4tAactoAe eof:tmùz4 t/ze gAoaptng

0^

0.

c/ztCd'4 eogntttve

eddttton

0^

a^^metAtcat,

tAen^tttve Ae&itto}:4, 6e cm: a^e tfze tAonttttve pAopCAtz/ 0 ^

AMrf 4ac6 AeCattoR4, AcgatdtcM o( eoncAete eféodÂMient#

Smedslund, J. "The acquisition of transitivity of weight in fiveto eeven-veer-old children", Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1963,
102, p. 245-255*

/9\

Srnedsiuid, J. "Patterns of experience and the acquisition of
concrete transitivity of weight in eight-year-old children",
Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 1963, 4, p. 251-256.
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tad&cated, oR
4tAactwAe

coRtAaAz/, t6at o. (oAmat

twi4tùLv^ t6 Rot acQüÂAed att at ORce, but

tt mu4t be Aeaez^atted eveAz/ tùne a a m embodtmezzt t&
mzeowitcAed.

Sùzetatt^^^ W

(attfieA 4agge4ted t/zat

/%%opeAt4e4 0^ tbe coRCAete embod/mefzt6 (azeb a4 (bc&cActe OA
eoRtùmozw) z%tt <i(i(ect t/ze atWamcRt 0(( p4^e/zoto^tcattf/
pz(AatteteoRcept6*
Ifi t/ie pte^eRt 4tudf/, e%peAtèRce& t% tezigtb AeWtoR4 (ve%e
gtvmi to tfitAodaee wt mbodtzneat og t6e tAm&ùùtve AetatcoR*
ta addttÔMz to t/ze mte/z6i^ Ae&ittoR4, bztt mo tR4t%act(0R
m t gtvcR tfi tAARétttvtty o( tbe temgtb AeWtofL6$

Tbe

A c W t a tRdteate tbat w/ztte tfie tteatnatt t;;^oved tfie
abtttt^ to U4e tWR4tt6vtt^ o^ m%te6t»%^ AetattoR4, tbete

.

(V04 RO coAAe^poRdtag tmpAouemeRt ta t/te abtttt^ {oA t/ze
e/zttd%eyz to twe

o<{ teaz/t/z AeWtoat,

TW,

t/ze eoRCtzLôtozz zoat ACacbed t/iat t/ze tteatmeat züâ4 Aot/ieA
Awk ^peet^te aad ao geaetattzed 4<dzeme od tAaa^tttvtty zi%z4

tfidaced*
fbta coRctu4toa t& eoa,&&6teat zottk Ptaget'4 eoR/ectuAe, aad

wtt/i tfze AC4utt4 o(

4tzzdte6 ta cozi4GAuattoR*

FoA

ft I
exaeggte, Bet&ù%*4

4ubyect4 tr^%oved ta .cofweAvattoa o(

RfzmbeA mid teagtb Wzea expeAteace* wete gtvea*

KoM%vcA, t6e

tAmcatfig

aot 4a((tcteat to (o4teA ooiCAattzattoa to coa^eAuattoa

oi 0 tm."

((2 2 ), p. 69^70).

(1 ) Pioget, J* "The child's conception of number", Routledge and
Kegon Paul, 1952, p. 204.

(2) Sinclair, H. "Nunters ond moasurcmont", in M.F. RosskopF,
L.P. Steffe ond S. Teback (Eds.) "Piagetian cognitive-developrnent
research ond mathematics education", Washington, D.C.; National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1971.
(Beilin's (1) overleaf)
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But tho investigation by D.T* Owens outlined above does not provide
concluoive evidence that transitivity of matching relations necessarily
precedes transitivity of length relations, and this io duly Gcknmvlcdged,

t6t&

tfie

to U4C t/ze ttmi&ùùcve pAopeAtr/ tzi

ORC AetmCtozwt (KztGgoA^ cofi4t4tCRt% pAcccdêd tbc (ibtCÙÙ/
to U4e t6e tt(U24ttùUÙ pAOpGA% tzi t6c ot/zet AC-WtORKt
cote^goAz/#" ((22), p. 69).

(b) Commentaries based on Piaget's v/ork
Tho last of Owen's statements quoted above seems to contradict the
general tenor of observations on the order of emergence of transitive
relations that are to be found in a

nurrber

of commentaries written in

the late 1960s, and which are based on the work of the Geneva school.
Typical of such commentaries are Chapters 1 - 8 of "Primary Mathematics
Today" by E.M, Williams and 11, Shuard (25) as the introduction
Indicates:
book 6eg4R4 «zctk A
ev&Rt&, mid ;ùA(tcc4
;ù/ie

^/Rd/Rg4

(4A4t e%pgA/eRC€4
gAczotk

o6ycct&
ÂR

Ae4caAc6 m A k e # ^ùcke

die devetopmeRt ojS ckA&keR'A
((25), p.2).
In fact, Chapter 2 is devoted to a surmnary of the stages of growth
identified by Piaget end his associates, and all references to aspects
of concept development discussed in these eight chapters lead to one
of the following books:

(1)

Beilin, H, "Learning end operational convergence in logical
thought development", Journal fo Experimental Child Psychology,
1965, 2, p. 317-339.
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Piaget, J. & Inhelder, B* "The Child's Conception of Space"
Piaget, J. "Logic m d Psychology"
Inhelder, B. & Piaget, J$ "The Early Growth of Logic in the Child"
Piaget, J, "The Child's Conception of Nuirber"
Piaget, J,, Inhelder, B. & Szemene^m, A. "The Child's Conception of
Geometry".

But in order to gauge the extent of the contradiction between Owen^e
otatement and the conclusions that can be drawn on the order of
emergence of transitive relations from thio source, we require on
appropriately deduced sequence of such conclusions.

Let us therefore

consider the following set of quotations:

OA 'AmctCCcA JtfzAR'." (p. 36).
at a later

é # ACA/GtCOR dC^)CR(f4 OR
AeÙltCOR '6/ggGA' (cA 4znC[^CA) JÙO CORRGCJt

stage, refined

ezicA 4ucce44cve pzi/A

to

4G<;aeRce.
zidd&d.

;666ig4 /n A

Suck AC&zttORô cmt A&&0 6e
I( one .ùùi Â4 ;ùi&EGA JÙWz

miotkGA, (Uîd t/zG 4ecoRd

/4 <&C^GA

tken ^ze ck-L&f putting
t/zG

ACt3tl0H4 togetzGA,

6ê

ubfe to 4ZU/ tzut t/ze ^tA4t

V
. t4 tutfcA tkaa » #"
(Height)
or (if appropriate)
tofzgeA t k m # #"
(Length)

tu&feA t/z(uz t/zG tktAcT * (p# 18).

"At t/:c pAGcpeAzztlozzut 4tuge u cfzttd 44
w w b t e to kotd tn zz^Ind znoAG t/zcwi oac

ActattoR At A tlzne, 4o t/zut ke t4
URAÙte to COmpAAG, (OA 4fl4t(UZGG, tfzG

later

Jj ■"

tuùftft

wc&C

At g

/C>% 6e^g/i;ùf # *

.

# fmt(Ù5 M04Ù t/zA# #

,&ùtgc /le t6 (i6te to Wze

t^ito oecotmt A t

(Capacity)

tcme 6otfi

g/^eote/L àetgAt oW t/ic.

or

6A6c*

,

mW ^0 to vkCcogMtze tJiAt t^ie votwM& tô

t W

tÀ&C/& AP moAc 'ôpAce
#

mzAtt&AW 6ff t^ e cWzge. ta tt 6

(Volumo)

T/itô gAA^p 06 tfzc togtcAt

mttttpttcAttoA o( /cetcttoA^ t& A
cfiA%Act0zt&ttc o( # e coMcteteope%AttonAt 4tA gt

later
36)

still

0A(fe*tag o( wetg/zt6 t& moAe

V
. tô ^zcAvtcA t^zmi .

fft{|((tcatt t/im (oAmtfig A ^&gao%ee 0 ^
w&et&f t€;igtA:& 0/1 cApActtcc&f

eAc^i

(Weight)

po tt MA6t 6e ôAtmtcecf mzttC tAe eoAAcct
oWcAtfig t6

(p* 42) .

We obtain

Sizes of several
objects:
ordering via
"is bigger than"

Length
is longer
than"

Volume
"takes up more
space than"

Height
is taller
than"

Capacity
holds more
than"

Preoperationalsubperiod

Weight
"is
heavier
than"

4> <c— — Concrete operations
subperiod

where 'volume' is associated with the 'amount of material in the solid
object' and 'capacity' is associated with the 'space inside a container'

-

%

Clqerly, order in the ecqulGltion of transitivity with different physical
quantities is implied by these quotations*

Hence, Owen*s stetement does

conflict with the overall trend implied by the quotations from "Primary
Mathematics Today"*

But on taking into account the specific context of

Owen's statement, namely, the relationship between transitivity of
matching and length relations, we see that no contradiction has in fact
occurred because of the coarseness of the framework that we were able to
set up from the quotations used.

Clearly, more Information is required

to close these gaps*
Fortunately, there has been à dramatic Piagetian renaissance in
mathematics education in the United States during the past decode#
This stems from the recognition that Piaget's theory and data were not
generated by researchers primarily interested in the establishment of
scientific pedagogy, so that it cannot bo indiscriminately applied in
the hope that, somehow, such application will improve the state of
affairs in mathematics education#

However, the Americens ere assuming

that applications of cognitive-development can be made to mathematics
education in which learning-instructional models can be formulated end
tested e#)iricaily, on the understanding that such a model may not
attain the status of a theory, but that it can be used to describe and
proscribe learning-instructional phmomena concerning mathematics until
it proves unusable in terms of desired objectives and/or learning
process.

It is agsinst this background that the studies undertaken by

D.C. Johmson (12), Lesh (19), Owens (22) end Carpenter (24), which have
already contributed to the discussion in this section, and those of
Steffe and Corey (26) and M.L* Johnson (27), should be viewed.
On referring to Appendix 2c, we see that four of these six studies hove
Involved transitivity#

The results of the investigation by D.T. Owens

5
5
.
which relate to this property have already boon considered.

It romaine

to consider the contribution of the studies by D.C. Johnson (12), Steffe
and Carey (26) end M,L, Johnson (27), to our knowledge of transitivity,

(iii) The contribution of the studies by D,C, Johnson, Steffe and Carey,
and M.L. Johnson
The study by D.C, Johnson (12) was designed to include the following
purpose:
to investigate that if specific instructional conditions improve
abilities to
(a)

form classes

(b)

establish selected equivalence or order relations

whether transfer occurs to the transitive property of the selected
equivalence end order relations.
Hence, activities were designed to define operationally the relations
"more than", "fewer than" and "os many as".

The equivalence relations

"same shape as" and "same colour as" were also included in the
investigation.
The results showed that the instructional activities produced a
positive transfer to the tranoitlve property of the equivalence end
order relations used in the study.

But this was attributed to clarity

of language rather then to usage of the transitive property as the
items based on the relations of shape and colour contributed greatly to
the rather high mean scores of the Transitivity Test (TR),
Appendix 2c).

(See

Neon scores for control and experimental groups on

matching relations were 30% and 55% respectively, whereas tho analogous
means for the shape and colour relations were 86% and 97% respectively.
Although it was noted that
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, . 4e&&tco%6

04" owd

"4&me c&&owt«&a

ami Ùkij&wwwküxve p4ope*ùf o& ;&&&&&
e&Aÿ cvc# ^04 k4%d&%g&%d%R&%4.

"

vea#

#&%#

Z( &%#,

/M4t&ae2^a% ^4 4&qu^&ùd 4# à^Md&tgattCW ^0% 4wck 4&#&t40H4,"
((12), p, 143),
no attempt was made to relate this to possible differences in nature
between the concepts underlying the equivalence relations "same shape
as", "same colour as" and "as many os"#

For tosh (19) has in fact

identified at least two subcategories within the class of concepts;
"An example o6
"Acd",

o6 theae. t#pe4 /4 d&e concept od

T&44 t#pe o6 concept may be Ae6&t%&d

concActe concept 4tnce a£.E

aa &

the. <ùtiûAiïUtlopu that, aa

neceaâoAy 4% oAdet to d%4X%M#u44b 4A4t&MCC4 d&om no#~
jaaZaMcea ia d^Aectty gcven in Z&e pAeeepGw&f &tetd*

AnotbeA Zype o& concept may be .%e(eAAed to &4 an opeta-t^ofi^
coHcq^t ;ut ;C&at fCt jj%/4uEv{5& oJk6J&t(Wid>LOfws, jnuxC jfwjWE )&%<%%

cL&texiZiï/ f)e/üïe,&vcr! putofw&tj&feus o& (fbjCC/Ca,
Jtej&ajb&OMws bedkjeeii <3by<)c;&&,

biwE ou&ao

<%t i&tcmi O
j9e4x%j>boük& (<%t

tAan4doAmatCoM4) tbatcAC petdoAmed on obyec6&
p. 2^)"*."

Î9ZZ,

((19), p. 95).

These definitions reveal a fundamental difference in the methods
required to teach concrete concepts and operational concepts*

In

order to teach a concept such as "red" or "triangle", the child can
simply be shown examples and counterexamples of red or triangular
objects, whereas in order to give a child an intuitive understanding
of the relation "as many as" or "same length as”, the situation is
not so simple.

f
1
)Piaget,

J. "Science of education and the psychology of the child",
translated by D. Coltman, New York; Viking, 1971,
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The complexity of developing an intuitive understanding of the length
relations "same length as", "longer than" and "shorter than" is discussed
in the introduction to the study undertaken by Steffe and Carey (26).
Here they establish a case to justify the following point of view:
"B&doAe pAeaewZîng
yeaA4 od age,
AeZ&24CK4

0%

6&€ow

aeema Meceaa&Ay

& 6&444

t&e

do&4 MOt
let A» B

Æbe 4&m& temgtb

44

B,

awd

44%

KKwbeA.
C 6e aegmeaZa,

4 ^,

Skeb c
A

44

w&ew 4eg#e#<4 (oA

d&e/A 2&&K46oAm4) ^42 0% & ^4M& 4# 4ac6 & M&y
ewdpotwCa eo4MC4d&
&%dp04M44 C04%C4de.

&% A4g&4j,

Zwo A&m&4#4Mo

A 44 tc K g a t 2&&% B 46 awd o n fy 4 (

d&e Ae#a4#4Mg eadp04Mt o( B co4%C4de4 wtZk & p&tnt between
t&e eKdpo4%t4 o( A.
((2 6 ),

p,

Atao

t&ta c&ae, B

44

4&oAt&A tba#A."

2 0 ),

and the operational counterpart of this definition was used as a basis
for the instructional sequence designed to develop the ability of
children to establish a length relation between two curves.
Concerning tho main investigation we find that one of the questions
asked of four- and five-year-old children after formal instruction on
(i) establishing length relations only,
(ii)

establishing length relations, conserving length relations
and using properties and consequences of length relations,

was
Are children able to use the transitive property of length
relations?
In the discussion of results which relate to this question, we find

-

"F0Ü

weAà &6^e ;ùo u4e ^12 #t&M44t4v&

pAopeAdy &d2&& oH^y 4%4<%w&t^o#&f &xp&%4&%ee /% eaZ&btta&îMg
Ae&&t40H4,

At t&44 potat

ttme, o#ty ?6# o( t&&

dtvc.~yc&%-o^d4 w4ed t&e, t%aa4tttv& pAppcAty*

At t&e 4an&

potat 4% t4m& t&e dtat&tùwttoK 0 ^ tot&t aeoAea &&%
ye&%~ot#4 dtd %ot 4t&t^4t4Câtty depatt (Aow & btnomtat
dtat&tbattoa ù&aed 0% A&%dom A&apowa&a, ao %o (owA-y&&%~otd
W&4 co#44de&ed &6tc to %4& tA& ,t&&H44t4v& p&opeAty
Aetattoaa*

teHgt&

Some. c&ttdAe# peA^oAmed pootty ôecawae c( t&et#

tMÆbtttty t# eatGbttab t&e two twittat comp&%taoK4, &M
tn&btttty SmedatwRd

coRatdeAa &a & A&&ao%

d&ttuA& od aome yowMg c&ttdAea to uae tAe tA&M4tttve
pAopeAty,
Z%4t%act40Mat Segaewcea ZI awd III (designed to develop the
ability of children to use the reflexive and nonrefloxivc*
properties;

;

to conserve length relations, use the asymmetric

property end logicel consequences respectively), dtd tHCA2&4&
t&e abtttty

d<very&&%-otda to wae tAc t&&%4tttv& pAop&Aty,

atwce tAe peAcewt

6tv&-y&&%-otda abte to %ae tAe t&Gwatttve

pAopcAty tKCAeaaed to 2?,
4MCAc&4e tA& abtttty o^

TA&ac a&me &xp&t4&%c&&<&&i %ot
cAttdAea to uae tAe

t%&#4tt4ve pAopeaty be&auac ag&ta t&e. d44t%tbwt40a o{ tot&t
acoAea (o# tAe douA-yeat-otda dtd act atattatteatty dep&At
^Aom & ùtMomtat dtatAtbwttoa bated 0% gweaatwg»

TAe wambeA

0^ (tve-y&GA-otda t&at waed tAowatttvtty o( tewgtA Aetattoaa

For *nonrefloxive* read 'antirefloxive* - see footnote on
page 31.

(1)

;

Smedslund, J. "Development of concrete transitivity of length
in children", Child Development, 1963, 34, p, 389-405.

50
-
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44

betow tA at

by B&atae

Swedatund (7964)^^^,
[{%&%& %(%&

(11

but above tb a t (ouwd by

I t appeaAa th a t t&eae expcAteMeea
{yg9g/L4efiee/& j%%zt Jte/üdxJ&y

tncAeaae cfit&fAea'a abtCtty to uae t^;e tAafi&ctcve pAopetty,
Aft tfie (d^cCdACfz m y fiot /iave bad a meatat atAuctUrte
4u^^4cte;it to attow aaatAt&tcoa o( tbe tfzgoADiatco».
Tbe Mean (/etbat fWuAtty aad 1.(2* o( ^4ve-ycaA-otd effttdtefi

wAo weAe abte to uae t/ie tAmt&ctcve pAopeAty appealed to be
attg/ztCy fzagAet t/za;; ^OA t/ioae wfio do «ot uae t/zt6 fJAope/zty*
ffoweveA, tbe eoAAeWtozza betveea t^zeae tuo vaAaabtea mzd
tAwzaattvtty aeoAea ea/med by t^ze to ta t aaz:pte waa not
atataatccatty da((eAent (Aom zeAo,

Atao, t/zete appcoAa to

be tattC e, a^ mzy, AeZatcona/zap betueezz t/ze vaAaabtca Age
and Soeaat Ctaaa and tfze abataty o( (ouA- and gave-yeaA-otd
cfzatcbzen to ztae t/ze tAazzaatave pAopeAty#"

((26), p. 41-42),

These results can be used to orgue that there is no case at all for
attempting any Instruction using similar populations with a viow to
improving the use of the transitive property of length relations before
five years of age.

Moreover, this line of argument is consistent with
('Z'S

the views of Beth and Piaget (1966)

vzho point out that although

sériation behaviour can be found in children from the sensory-motor

)

(*?')

Brains, M,D,S, "The ontogeny of certain logical operations;
Piaget's formulation examined by nonverbal methods", Psychological
Monographs; General and Applied, 1959, 73, (5, Whole No. 475).
Smedslund, J, "Concrete reasoning: A study of intolloctual
development", Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
Development, 1964, 9 (Serial No, 93),
Beth, E.W. and Piaget, J. "Mathematical epiatcmology and
psychology"; Dordrecht-!lolland; D, Reidel, 1966,

-on
stage onwards, it is only when serlation beeomes 'operational'* at
about eight years of ago that transitivity emerges,

(See also the

translation of (16), p, 158 on page 38 of this section^)
However, concern over
(i) the lack of information on the relationship which may exist
between oeriation ability and properties of order relations,
and
(ii)

the small amount of research reported in v/hich training
procedures were used in on attempt to facilitate scriation
ability,

led M.L. Johnson (27) to investigate
1.

the influence of training on the ability of first and
second grade children to classify and oeriate objects on
the basis of length,

2. the influence of such training on the child's ability to
conserve and use tho transitive properties

of the relations

"same length as", "longer than" and "shorter than".
Additional objectives included an investigation of the relationship
between the child's ability to use the transitive property of the
relations "longer then" and "shorter than" and his ability to seristo
on the basis of those relations;

and to determine if the ability to

seriate linear objects was material specific or relational specific.
In the discussion of the results an important question omergos:

See footnote on page 37•
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Izz pAAtcca&iA, -tAe ÆA2G6,i2M.t (i.e.
trolning in clossificotion end sériation on the basis of
length)

;Co

Izad no

('ft

GÙ4&(.ty Æo ü42 4EAe .tAAzz^-Wive pAop2A;Cy
^ivoEved

Æ/z^ 4ùzdy.

cfz/CfdAOi'^
;Clze oAdeA AeW:4on4

la (Gct, ao 44ga4{4cmzt A&W4oa4fz4>

coaM ÙC detected bc^vccfi ;6wz4^V'(^f Oj( "^oag&A &uz" mid
"4fioA^eA tAaa" and <1:2
A2&ztÙ3^z6ê

;to 4eA.&%te a4^g ^dz&se

T A ^ (^zdtag ^ca aot cozz&W:eat

;C:/z2

%po4[Ize444 pA24ca(ed 6y BetA and P/aget

Gad

coa^'ùtmed 6y EfA6zd (7964)^^^ tAczt ^GZZ4^V4^ ^
a2C264GA^ pA24Cat ZlzASiZ G cfzcùf ex/z/ù-ùt^ 6efzGV40aA
eAGAGcÆ2A4Z2d G& 4ù%gc JcfiAcc ^GAW^coa Aefz&vZoïtA.
qae^tcoa 44 AGc62d coaceAZZ'ùzg lofzat ^
4CA4Gttoa 6eAAV40ciA.

TAe

^opCAGtcomf'

la ü M 4 4ùzdy, cA6CdAea «;2A2

to 4CA4Gte 4tA4ZZg4 Güd 4Ù(cA4, G6 (V2Ô6 G4 4a4CAt
Gddttùazat 4ttck4 tnto a 42Ate4 atAeady ^oAmed W4^zoat aay
ttoaùfe 6at cozttd act U42 t/ze tAaa^ttcve p A opWy
tAcm".

"toaggA

SacA A24poz%4a4 zvoafd tadtcatû tAat tAe 42A4Gt4oa

t%G^,(ag &c%t4 4a2C€44oat ta ttGÙmzg # 2 cAtM/zca to w e Ga
G&goAttA;^ (vfztcA ZVG4 not poAt

aa opeAGttoziot ^cAeme.

tAt4

2KL6 tfze ew2, tt woa^d 6e expected t/zat tAe vteWtozz^Atp

Befch, E.W. t>: Piagctj J. "Mathematical epistemology end
psychology", Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel, 1966.
Elkind, D, "Discrimination, sériation and numeration of size
end dimensional differences in young children : Piaget
replication study VI", Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1964, 104,
p. 275-296.

— 62 —

ùeûizeeM

woa^ 6c zicg^gtùte,

Aamv2%, t/ic c/zt&Aia: (ve42

I(,

'ope/iGttoziot' tiiez: t/zwe

^4adtng4 4tlgg24t tfwù COMttGty to P4Gget'4 %pOtfz2&L4,
42%tGtC0Z% ÙcAGVtoVL d024 Z20t ^2264(1/14^
1% mzy cG6e, t;ù 44 etcGt

t%GM44t(V4ty$

we aeed Gdd4t40M(%^ gittde^zw

04 to (Wwù eozi4tttat24 opetottOMot ùeAovto/c mid mo/ze
e66&ct>cv2 «;oy4 o( meo4G%4Mg 4ucdz ôefzovto^."
To suggsst that

q

((27), p. 90-91)

more precise study of the relationship betvieen

sériation and transitivity will resolve the possible contradiction
between Beth and Piaget's hypothesis and the results of this study, is
an easy option to take.

It is in offeet no more than an indication

that somsone else should tackle the problem as the proposer of this
suggestion has been unable to find possible reasons for the apparent
contradiction.
let us therefore attempt the more difficult option;

to identify

pcssible flaws in the components of the arguments and to suggest
appropriate modifications.

(iv) The Identification and modification of points of weakness in the
hypothesis:

sériation implies transitivity

As it stands the hypothesis presented by Beth and Piaget (1966),
namely,
transitivity is necessarily present when a child exhibits
behaviour characterized as stage three sériation behaviour
is clearly false when transitivity is defined as follows :
The relation R on a set 3 is TRANSITIVE if, whenever
xRy and yRz, then xRz, for all x, y, z e S.
For this definition covers not only the cases where the set S contains
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three distinct elements x, y, z, only, but elso the cases where
(i)

X, y, z may be just three distinct clemonto of the set S
which contains more than three distinct elements

(ii)

X, y, z need not be distinct elements of the set 5,

and we note that none of the investigations discussed in this section
cover any of the special cases which occur under (ii)#

Nor have we

found any ovidence wliich suggests that Beth and Piaget took account of
these speciol coses before their hypothesis was precented#

Thus, wc

con arguo that the core operation for grouping V as interpreted by
Beth and Piaget and investigated by these studies, is restrictcdtronsltlvity which we nmv define as follows:
A relation R in a set S has restricted-transitivity if vzhenevor
xRy and yRz, with x, y,

2,

all distinct, then xRz (x, y, z e 5).

At this point wo also note that this definition of restrlctedtransitivity contains at least two levels of applications:
Level ÎÎ when the set S contains three distinct elements
X, y, z only,
Level II; when the set S contains more than three distinct
elements,
for all of tho studies discussed in detail in Sections 2.5 (i)-(iii)
except Carpenter's, were concerned with Level I*

The extent to which

a child wso able to apply restricted-transitivity to situations
involving four (or more) cubical parcels, four (or more) sticks, or
four (or more) collections, was not included in these studies.

It is therefore suggested that the first modification of Beth end
Piaget's hypothesis should be
Restricted-transitivity (Level I) is necessarily present when a
child exhibits behaviour characterized as stage three sériation
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behaviour#
But the argument which led to the above amendment did not take into
account the fact that on establishing
"heavier than"

"lighter than"

"came weight oo"

"longer than"

"ehorter than"

"some length as"

"more than"

"fewer than"

"as many as"
"same colour as"
"some shape as"

on the appropriate triples, ALL these relations give rise to instanceo
of restricted-transitivity (Level I).

If, therefore, we attempt to

apply the strict criterion for concept attainment suggested by Lcsli
(19), namely

(U%4V2%42

06

2XpCA4CfteC,

'fWiUF^itûJiceA Oq ;£/je concept:*"

((19), p. 95),

within the context of the weight, length or matching relations, we
hove, for example
Restricted-tronsitivity (Level I) has been attained when the child
can, with respect to length relations, distinguish instances from
noninstances of reatricted-transltivity (Level I),
which is impossible.

Only by extending the universe of experience

to noninstances, i.e. to relations such as "lives next door to", on
cn appropriate triple of persons, can we ensure concept attainment of
restricted-transitivity (Level I).

Unfortunately, none of the relevant investigations discussed in this
section presented any evidence that such counterexamples hod been
taken into consideration.

It seems to be the case that all of those

studies involved situations in which it

ms impossible for the child
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to attain the concept of reotrictW-transltlvity (Level I) os specified
above.

If so, then not even tlie first modification of Beth and

Ploget's hypotheses was being tested by M.L, Johnson (27), and so
"Rostricted-transltivity (Level I)" must now be deleted from the
modification*
Thus we see that the second modification of Beth and Piaget's hypothesis
should take the following form;
'-

is necessarily present when a child exhibits

behaviour characterized as stage three soristion behaviour.

But now the question arises as to what should fill the gap left by the
deletion of "Reotricted-transitivity (Level I)".

Remerrbering that identification of behavioural counterparts of one or
other differentiating component of a given grouping was a major factor
in the design of Piaget's experiirients, is it possible that "the
behavioural counterpart of restricted-transitivity (Level I)" is the
required gap-filler?

If this is the case, then there is a plausible argument which accounts
for the discrepancies such as

(uuf .ttoob'Ce
^m344t(ve

coG&f

U42 tfie
((27), p. 91),

where wo interpret "use the transitive property of 'longer than'" to
mean "use rectricted-transitivity (Level I) of longer than".

The

argument is timt tho acquisition and use of the behavioural counter
part of rectricted-transitivity (Level I) is analogous to the
acquisition of an unconscious habit or to perfectly correct use of

—
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grammar by a young child, in that the acquloition and uoo of tho
behavioural counterpart of reatrictcd-transltivity (Level I) occurs
before the child is explicitly aware of and con verbalize hie analyaia
of the operations and relations that are implicit in his sériation
activities.

In addition, we also note that restricted-transitivity

(Level I) is formulated as an iirplicotion and the proper use of an
implication is more than the enunciation of ideas in sequence.

Thus, on the boBis of the above discussion, it is proposed tliat the
hypothesis underlying experiments to follow the question raised by
M,L+ Johnson, should be
The behavioural counterpart of restricted-tronsitlvity (Level X)
is necessarily present when a child exhibits behaviour
characterized as stage three sériation behaviour,
for the decision to take stage three sériation behaviour as the
actual behavioural counterpart of restricted-tronsitivity (Level I)
must be left to the educational psychologists.

But until o decision

is made on this point, any attempt to rebuild a fran^vfork which takes
into account tho levels of application of transitivity considered
above, %vill be incomplete,

(i) Piaqot's symmetry studies
On turning our attention to grouping VI, we find thot
"TAc%2 ^

vcAg

AtZcitlonAi , ,

evZdence ca ^(44

((14), p. 194).

This comment is still applicable, but during his pre-1930 studies,
Planet did show that children in the preoperational subperiod of
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development tond not to ooe tho oymmotry which moy or may not exist in
relations such os " . . is the brother of , « ", "• . is the enemy
of •

and GO on*

For example, in "Judgement and Reasoning in the Child", first pi±>lished
in 1928 by Harcourt Brace, New York, %ve find sn experiment based on
finding the absurdity in each of five absurd sentences drawn from the
Binet-Simon intelligence test (1917), which included the sentence
1 have throe brothers:
sisters:

Paul, Ernest and myself
Paulino, Jeanne

à myself

(Tester:
(Tester:

Nolo)
Female)

Unfortunotely, this sentence highlights the conflict that exists
between a possible logical interpretation of the word "brother" as
"male and has the aame parents as" which produces a reflexive relation
(any male has the ssme parents os himself), on a set of men or boys,
and colloquial usage in which a male cannot be his own brother.

Thus,

colloquial usage gives rise to an ontireflexivo relation on a set of
men or boys, and hence to an absurdity in the above sentence, whereas
the above logical interpretation of "brother" does not.

However,

the purport of the above sentence was interpreted by Piaget os follows:

ORC

mid
"I /iGve

and

b/kotlie/w,

pÆ0p04cd
E/me&t mid

((28), p. 74).
It is therefore against colloquial usage that the following analysis
of results should be Judged.

Piaget found that of the 44 boys aged

9 to 12 years and 3 aged 14,

only 13 succeeded in finding the absurdity.

For the 72% who did not

succeed, some failed because they did not viow "myself" (i.e. the
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male tester) ao a brother to Paul end Ernest, although they readily
asserted that Paul and Ernest are the brothers of "myself".

Thus, for

these boys, the total number of "brothers" in the family is two;
and Ernest.

Paul

And from Piaget's point of view, this meant that these

boys had found the "wrong absurdity".

Other boys sssimilatod the

relational "1 have" into a olsssificetory "tliere ore" In the eentence
and so found nothing absurd about it.

There was also a third group of

boys for which differentiation and coordination between relational and
classificatory "brother" was made but not sustained throughout their
reasoning.

from these observations Piaget argues that the various types of
incorrect anst-icrs given by the boys, indicates
(i) their inability to differentiate between two points of
view
(a) that of "brother" as a SET with set members ("we are
three brothers", "I ^

a brother", etc)

(b) that of "brother" os a RELATION between individuale
("I have three brothers", " h o ^ m y brother", etc) ,
and more generally
(ii) their difficulty in handling relations as opposed to setB,

But this preliminary study of the brother concept was in fact followed
up by a second, largcr-scale invostigotlon in which about 240 children
aged 4 to 12 years wore asked the following sot of questions:
"7* ffGu HKUig

AGve

(LcÆ 04 4upp042 'ÙflAt JÙAe

And
7lG4 A

A ARd A

446<2% 8.)
W

nkuig

7x34 Af

ARd

mcuif/ ùÆodfC44 AA4 Bf

Aud
Afzd Aav

mix/
4^et4f
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2# 77m;

Ate

^ùi Æfie

ffOW f/kZmf 44&tCÆ4f

K<xv )i%mg 6todi2%4 mid 4We%4 mCtogc^ic/tf
3. T/iete Ate ;ùfi;iee ô/cotfiew

Rgÿwmd.

a

Augmste, Mo^ed mtd

ffow KKtmf 64oÆAcA4 7io4 Aagft&te?

AW Mg^cdf

A^id Rm/moW?

4* A^e f/OG A MoJùfietf

fi77iAt ^ A b^io^ietf

4We%?

A'ù&tetf

$* Etae&t 7iG6 t7%4ee 6to;v7iet4, PAuf, Ke^itg m W C7iGt^e4.

ffm mmig Ù40tàet4 Ama PAAff

AW KeR/ii/F

6. K m K%u^ 640^2*4 mie ;ùte4ê

AW C7iAt;6e4f

;C7:^

((28), p. 98j

In this second investigation the principal findings ivere os indicated
below:
Table showing the acie when at least 75% of the children in that age .
group answered the question correctly
Ago

No, of the question(s) ansv'fered correctly

4

—

5

- ,

6

2

7

2

8

2,

3

9

2,

3,

4

10

r,

2,

3,

4,

3,

6

11

1,

2,

3,

A,

3,

6

12

1,

2,

3,

4,

3,

6

Question 1; Children had difficulty in seeing themselves os brothers
or sisters of their own siblings.

The extent of their

difficulty is indicated by the following table which
shows the percentage of right answers given by tho

-70different age groups
Years:

4-5

6-7

8-9

10 - 1 1

12

19%

24%

55%

87%

100%

Percentage;

Question 2; Some children also had trouble including thoR^elves in t!ie
total number of brothers and sisters in their family.
However, the success rate of 75% achieved at 6 years of
age when compared with the results obtained for Question 1,
suggest that
cccA&toR ;(%> .ùtbe ap Æfiù

0^ uZcfU
cae/i 0R&

A/&6

&& A (Wmfe

7%^

aW

((28), p. 101)

Questions 3, 5 and 6;
The difficulties highlighted by Questions 1 and 2 were
augmented when parallel questions were asked about a
hypothetical family.

Question 3, however, was easier for

most of the children than cither Question 1 or Question 5.
Piaget suggests that the explanation for this is
CA6C 0^

7 ;ù7te

c7z4Ed

^ ^ no;t CMoagf: (04 M m *0
SRtet /Mo /7%e po/Rt 0^ v/cv
/oob M

64om 4S7zc po/Rt

44 /xKcc A4 d/^g/cuft.
pfAcW 4t%A/g7it
/[fiAt

fme4t,

6l A 40146 /O
6%p/AÙi

Ae mu4t A&ao

Nai; /n

v/ex)

0<7%e44, (iMcli

5 Xi/ie efi/ZcZ 44

M /7te p/t/v/feged po/fit
Tbe
0^ .teM

v/atf,

/4 Æ7ie%e(o/:{L mîMogou4
7,

Tb&56 C0R4/d6%At/CR4

/:6 4 t 3 , fu7i/c7i do64 n o t /n u o fv c 4fi64C
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4& (cmid /o 6c CG4/c/( /i/xui
7."

Second half
of Question
4: (i.e. tho
question

((28), p. 103).

An interesting sequence of responses emerged;
Stage 1; The moot primitive definition simply stetes
that o boy is a brother,
e.g. "io (dgc 5);

"A 4/4^CA 44 A

goa

"A^kc M E /lie

colling for

goa bnotu 4/4/c/c4f"

^ "/C4, Gild M E /:7ie 6o^4 A%e McC6c44,"

definition
of the word

((28), p. 104).

'brother' or

Stage 2: The child realizes that there must be two or

'sister'.)

more children in the family in order to cell
one of them a brother, but the concept is
not yet genuinely relational for the child
does not assign the title to all the
appropriate children,
e.g. " K M (age 9):

/:4etc 44 A 6og And ARO#eA

- "KG4 (fOAt

got A

- 'TC4".
- "BccG((4e 4c m 4 b o m 4ccoRd."
- "T4cR luW: /4 A Mo;C7iCAf"
- "I/: 44 /4c 4CC0Rd 64o/7tcA # M co;Re4"*
- "TbCR /7lC ( / W t 44

- "O/i Ro.

A 640/7lC% f"

T/ic4cecmi

C0MC4 44 cMEcd

Piaget comments;

"%/ woa-ùi b t m p o é ^ lb lt to 4bc0
M04C cECA%Eg //ic Gb40iec
AcEM/v/Zy

/4c
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((28), p. 105).
Stage 3; The child was able to give a definition which
implies the idea that there must be ct least two
in the same family for there to bo a brother or
sister, and which includes o fair to good grasp
of the reletional meaning of the word,
e.g. ' W (Age 7^): "A b/co/bet 44 #
-

"A bog"

- "Ate AÔE bog4 b^o/be/t&F"
-

- "%4 A bog wbo /4 /7f6 oMg one

//ic

A b ^0&6 4f"
-

"No"

"

AAC g m A b^o/bctf"

- "B6CAA4& % M v e 444/G44"
- "A?? I A bAG/betf"
-

"No"

- "Kc0 do goA biARof"
- "SeCAA&C gOA A46 A RWI."

- "KM gotot

got bto/bct^F"

- "I4 7ic A bAo/betf"

- %gF"
- "BecAA&c be 7 W A b/io/fiet (cben 7^e cjA6
E/ttEe."
- "Te# me mhat a bAotlicA 44."
- "(#01 /bete Ate 4ev0w^C effZEckoi 4H
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N.B#

According to Piaget*o date about 60% of 7-year-olde
and 75% of 9-year-olds were able to give "correct"
(i.e. Stage 3 type) definitions.

Thus we sse that the above analysis of responses to Question 4 supports
the conjecture;
The semantic features that are more general, more central to the
meaning of the word are acquired first,
with respect to tho word 'brother* (or 'sister').

This evidence also

implies that the features associated with the colloquial use of the
word 'brother* ere acquired as follows;
male end not adult — — — —

-—

■■

Stage 1•

4- (Inter)
'/i
implies more than one in
the some generation but
the title is not assigned
to ell the children where
— :
appropriate ---:

^ Stage 2#

4- (later still)
if

0

boy has a brother,

then he is a brother also
(i.e. the symmetric aspect
of the definition)

-----------------

> Stage 3.

(ii) Confirmation of these results by Danzioer
A parallel set of results was also obtained by K. Danziger (29) in an
investigation conducted with 41 Australian children (20 boys, 21 girls)
between the ages of

5 end B,
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"Ifi

/o Mtidg /Tie

o( /Ke midcA^/RfiMRg

AeEMcoRM /&%m4 Â g/toup o( AuMtM/iza c/i/Edtoi 6c6vc0i
/fi6 Ag66 oji iS^ve mid c/gM a%4G A6fied /o g/ve de(/M//0R6
0^ A

o( MfWi/p /em4 E & e 6;io/7iet, 4 /4 /et,

dmiaMet, tmcEe, coM-m.
0^

T7tcg (VCAC m W Wicd A 4e%/€4

Qa64ttOR4 atcEMoig /o //le ttae

eAcK /e^n.

T M ^/Rd&g4 /f%d/CA/6 A cE€AA 4epmiG/C0R 6e/(if60l /wo
eoRcep/üM Eeve# Wi/c7i 4 W u A cA%4eEA/coR

age.

A/

/7ie jg/Mt EcvM, /7%e /e%ri6 o/tc u46d A//%4Ùü#vMg mid do
Ro/ wunpEg A ziMG//0R47%/p, (Wi/Ec M
u4ed A M A ùLoaM E g,
//1 6

/7i6 /ecoad EevM /Keg
/m

d E & tû ic /: E e v e # / a

^leEMtoRM A&e ôg /Ae&e /ewa Appaa^ed*

A/ ./Ke Eoi{%A

EevM /7ie / m m e%pt644e4 & AcEA//ofi47t4p //fM M 6o/:7&
coam6/% Gad /aoEMed, wfi/Ee M /7ie 7i/g7ie% EeveE /iie
A é E A //0 R 4 fiq i 44 E /ak e d ap

o /7 im 4 /o

4 /6 d 6 (4 R 4 /4 0 fl dCA/vea (/tOKI / / 4

(o m A 4g4/em m id

p044/40R 4R / M 4 4g 4/e m ,

T/ic fi4R4f64p / m m 44 ROW dc^/RGd /a A gmietGE xw/."
((29), p. 231).

(iii) Critique of the above studies
Unfortunately, these investigations by Piaget and Denzigor not only
ignore the possibility of children interpreting the vmrd 'brother* in
its logical form (see page 67) but they do not take into account the
possible application of a previously encountered relational property
which could be influencing the type of response made by some of the
children to the questions used.

This second relational property is

restricted-transitivity,

In section 2.5 (iv), the term restricted-transitivity was deliberately
chosen because the children v/ho were able to make the transitive
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inference in the studies discussed, had been working with concrete
enbodlments in which s, b and c were distinct.

These children had yet

to encounter the impact on their understanding resulting from the
application of the definition of transitivity (see page 23) to situations
summarized by the following:
Consider o relation R on a set, and a pair of elemmts {a, b} such
that aRb and bRa are true.
If n is transitive, this entails the truth of sRa also, for as sRb
end bRa then we must have sRa,
Similarly, bRb is true also, since bRe and aRb implies bRb,
Hence# within a transitive relation, any two elements of a pair such
as {a, b} for which oRb and bRa are true, must be elements for which
sRo end bRb are also true.
For these children "transitivity" meant "if aRb and bRc, then sRc where
Q, b and c are distinct",

Let us therefore consider some of the possibilities associated with the
emergence of restricted-transitivity.

Suppose the experimenter follows up e correct response to Question 3 ,
with supplementary questions such as
Is Raymond the brother of Alfred?

Is Alfred the brother of Auguote?

Is Raymond the brother of Auguste?
What else can you tell me about another family when I tell you that
Robert is the brother of David and David is the brother of Paul?,
évidence could be obtained about this additional aspect.

However, evaluation of the responses given to those questions will
require care.

For example, let us suppose that as 75% of the children

oged 8 and upwards gave correct; answers to Question 3, that Hal (aged

9)
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viüB one of them.

The two responses

"Because he was born second"
end
"It is tho second that comes",
that Hal gave in response to Question 4 (see page 71), suggest that the
additional relation

, is younger than ,

interpretation of the word 'brother*.

is associated with his

If this is so, the order of the

names in Question 3 (i.e. Auguste, Alfred, Raymond) could be taken by
Hal as information on the order of birth so that
"Is Raymnd the brother of Alfred?"
is interpreted as
"Is Raymond younger than Alfred?"
etc.

V^ith this mental set in operation, Hal's response

"Robert is the brother of Paul",
really means
"Robert is younger than Paul".

But even when contamination by an additional relation such as
younger than *

. is

has been eliminated, the responae "Robert is the

brother of Paul" does not provide conclusive evidsMice on the child's
ability to use rectricted-transitivity in similar situations.

This

response is concerned with a situation in which the child isoutside
the family under consideration.

Where appropriate, the child's

ability to use restricted-tronsitivity with respect to his own family
should also be tested.

The evidence collected when the child is part

of the family under consideration could show what effect, if any
(i) the size and composition of the family
(ii)

his position in the family

has on this ability.

Furthermore, if as Piaget suggests, it is twice

ss difficult for the child to see his family from the point of view of
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his own slblingo end to look ot himsolf from their point of viow aloo,
there is the possibility that a child will be able to analyse correctly
the restricted-transitivity in o hypothotical family, but that he will bo
unable to transfer and extend this analysis to his own family.

Hence,

the following stages in a child's ability to handle restrictedtransitivity seem possible:
Restrictedtransitivity

Hypothetical
family

Own
family

Stage A

X

X

Stage 0

J

X

Stage C

/

/

Note that it is also possible that the child's response to the
queotion
What else can you tell me about another family when I tell you
that Robert is the brother of David and David is the brother
of Paul?,
could also provide additional evidence on the child's capacity to grasp
the symmetry in the above situation#

This in turn could lead to the

confirmation (or rejection) of a parallel set of stages in the child's
capacity to grasp symmetry which is Implied by Piaget's suggestion.

But whether or not it Is confirmed that the stages A - C outlined above
occur for both restrleted-transitivity end oymmetry, questions
concerning the extent of the interactions between these two properties
remain.

For example, is it true that both proporties en^erge together#

resulting in confusion in arguments used by the child, os first one and
then the other dominates hie thinking at a particular moment?

Answers

to this question and others v/hich highlight tho nature of the inter
action between restricted-transitivity and symmetry are required before
we can complete the evidence on the order of acquisition of the features
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àssociatod with the colloquial use of the word 'brother*.

In othor

words, tho possibility that
the child is able to see his
the child io oble to use
own Family From tho point of
roGtrictod-transitivity
viow of his own siblings and
m d symmetry os opproprioto
to look at himself from their
with confidence,
point of vieiv
requires further investigotion.

Thus we SGO that on reviewing an example of

/fze

AeEG/co)%4

G geaeMog/cM

((14), p. 182),
we find that symmetry olone is not necessarily the only relational
property that could be in use with relations such as
« • is the brother (sister) of . #
.

. is the cousin of

. .

. . lias the some grandfather os # *
on the appropriate sots.

Moreover, when wo also take into

conaideretion
(i) the differences between the logical and colloquial
interpretations of the word 'brother* (or 'eister'),
(ii)

the difficulties surrounding the cotq^rehension of secondary
kinship terms ouch so cousin, nephew, etc, experienced by
most 10-yemr-olds, because these words involve more semantic
features and ore thus more complex,

the suitability of those relations for studying the child's capacity to
grasp 'symmetry* is suspect.

It is therefore somewhat surprising to

find the following in "Chocking Up III",

-79{0CG4 on /Ae
6e6<;60% /Ke

p%op6%%#
0(( &

(o;k dt6ek-ap4.

. * .

ReW/o;i4 c^/GÙEMfted

p^ov/de /Mct646ûïg 4//üG/toM4
T M G c W / o a 'p M /fte 44&tet oi! g'

4M AM G#-g4%E gmn/Eg 44 4g)%R6/t4C, A4 Wm&f 6c '% 44 //l6
6;to#6t 0^ g* 4M G ijam/Eg

6og4.

Z]( we coG&Wet /7ze

cMEdtCG 0( 46V6tM 6G0#CA4 Gfld 444/6%4, /Ac ^MG/40M 'm /4
/7;e Goa44»z

n* 44 4gme/%/e w7t0i coM4/deMMg 6o/fz 6og4 G W

g4%E4e" ((23), p. 29),
when on the feeing poge we find the quotation already given on page 37,
namely; "
"It /4 4ugg64/ed /7iM /Ae
c/i/Ed g/kG4p4 CGcK

47toMd ^#4/ 4C6 7iow /7ze

//zg4e ptop6t//&4 /ndepozdcMEg o( /7ie

o/4cA4, /fz 44/uG#0M4 f#e/te //leg crni 6e M^GtEg /EW/tG/cd,"

in order to eliminate the objections raised above, we require a
relation in a oat which is
(i) aymmotric
(ii) either antireflexive (i.e. eRa never occurs) or
nonreflexive (i.e. aRa does not occur for all a)
(iii)

non-transitive,

and which is within the child's everyday exporiencs.

Let us therefore

consider experimental situations involving a set of three (or four)
Action-Man typo dolls and the relation

.is wearing a different

coloured shirt from . .

(iv) Proposals for further tests - to clarify the stages in the
#'w
#,,m
.#m
«
w
#»„W
."
«#'

*m
i#iA
im
tiw
w
A
A
M
#* »

Materials required;

Four Actidn-Man type dolls .
,
Six shirts (3 red, 2 blue, 1 yellow)

A small.gultcaoD of box, which represents
tho dollo* house.
At the start of each sequence of tests the child is given the following
information;
"Four dolls called John, Paul, David and Robert want to play a new
game with us.

Here ore their rules;

1. Sometimes only three dolls will play in o round of the game;
sometimes all four dolls will play in a round.
2.

The dolls are not allowed to tell us all of their names.
Instead, we are allowed to look at their name-lobels.

This

is to help us to remember which dolls are playing in a
particular round of the game*
3* The dolls are allowed to tell us something about the shirts
they are wearing.

They wont to gee if wo can tell which

doll has which name from what they tell us about their
shirts.
4.

Wo ere allowed to pin the name-lebel on c doll when we ere
sure we know the doll*8 name,

5. After each round of the game all of the dolls ore allowed
to go into their houoe so that some of them con change
their shirts for the next round of the game**

Before commencing the test sequence, the experimenter must check that
the child sees the same colour similarities and differences as the
experimenter, so it is suggested that the introductory dialogue
continues with
"here are the four dolls who will be playing the gamo and ell of
the shirts they will bo wearing."
(Experimenter displays four dressed dolls plus two extra shirts).

—61“*
"Show me a red shirt?

What erë the colours of the other

shirts hero?"

Test A : (Three dolls - Johm; Paul and David)
Two of the dolls are wearing red shirts and one is wg#ring a
blue shirt,
l&ed)

(4ed)-

♦

The experimenter picks up a doll wearing a red

•

;
*
(ùfwe)
Question 1(a):

shirt and asks the following sequence of
questions;

This is John,

(Experimenter attaches John label and

spreads out the other two labels,)

John is wearing

a different coloured shirt from Paul.

Which doll is

called Paul?
Question 2:

Is there another doll wearing a different coloured
shirt from Paul?

If the child soys "Yes", ask
Question 3;

What is his name?

Question 4;

Are John and David wearing shirts which arc the some
colour or are they different?

N,G,
As 8 preliminary to Test B when given on a separate occasion. Test A
can be rope&tod with Question 1(a) replaced by
Question 1(b):

This is John.

(Experimenter attaches John label end

spreads out the other two labels.)

Paul is wearing

Q different coloured shirt from John.

Which doll is

colled Paul?
Differences in the length of the hesitation (if any) before answering
Questions 1(e) and 1(b) will give some indication as to which of the two
possible ways of using this relation the child finds easiest to handlo.

-82test B:

(Four dolls - John, Paul, David and Robert)
Three of the dolls are wearing red shirts and one is wearing &
blue shirt.

Job#
(%ed)
»

(4&d)

The experimenterpieks

upe dollwearing a red

♦

shirt end askothefollowing sequence
(6&KC)

(4&d)

of

questions:

Queation 1: This is John,

(Experimenter attaches John label and

spreads out the other three labels.)

He is wearing a

different coloured shirt from David,

Which doll is

called David?
Question 2: Is David wearing a different coloured shirt from Paul?
If the child sayo "Yes* adk;
Question 3; Tell me the names of two dolls that arc wearing different
coloured shirts.

Can you tell me the names of another

two dolls who are wearing different coloured shirts?
Test C : (Four dolls ~ John, Paul, David and Robert)
Three of the dolls are wearing red shirts end ono is wearing o
blue shirt.
The experimenter picks up a dpll wearing s rod
$

#

.

*'

shirt and says:
This is David (experimenter attaches David
lobel) and this ic Paul.

(Experimenter sttoches

Paul label and spreads out the other two labels.)
I am going to say the names of two dolls and I
want you to tell me whether their shirts are the
same colour or whether they ore different:
1. Dovid and Paul
2. 'John and Paul
3. David and John
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Pcul and Robert .
5, Robert and David
6* John and Robert

TeatJD*

(Four dolls *» John, Paul, David and Robert)
Tv/o of the dolls ere wearing red ohlrte, one is wearing a blue
shirt and one is wearing a yellow shirt.

JoAn
laedj

|6fwej

*

The experimenter picks up g doll wearing a red

. *

shirt and asks the following sequence of
I

*

UjdiZa^j

*
l^ddi

questions:

jMg^tion 1 ; This is John.

(Experimenter attaches John label and

spreads out the other three labels.
in the group of four dolls.)

John is then replaced

John, Peul and David ore all

wearing different coloured shirts.

Will you please put

John, Paul and David sitting together in a group in front
of you.

Which doll is called Robert?

QdCstion 2: Are Robert and John wearing shirts which are the o&me
colour or are they different?
Queûtion_^î, Are Robert and Paul wearing shirts which are the same
colour or are they different?
ËllGstion .4:

Are David and Paul wearing shirts which are the seme
colour or are they different?

Test E; (Four dolls - John, Paul, David endRobert)
Three of the dolls are wearing red shirts and one is wearing a
blue shirt.
(aed)

(4ed|

*

*

♦

«

The experimenter picks up the doll wearing a
blue shirt and says:
This is Paul.

(Experimenter attaches Paul label
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and spreads out the other three labels.)
I omgoing to eay the nameo of two dolls and I
want you to tell me whether their shirts are the
osme colour or whether they ore different*
1. Paul ond David
2* John and Robert
3* John and Paul
4* David and Robert

Test F; (Four dolls - John, Fool, David and Robert)
Two of the dolls arc wearing red shirts and two of the dolls
are wearing blue shirts.

#

(&&&&)
*

.

#

The experimenter picks up o doll wearing a red
ohirt and asks the following sequence of

ih£ad)

(4ed)

questions:

Question 1 ; This is John*

(Experimenter attaches John label and

spreads out the other throe labels.)

John is wearing a

different coloured shirt from David.

Can we toll which

doll is called David?
If the child sayo "No", ask;
Question 2: Which doll might be called David?
Question 3: John is wearing o different coloured shirt from Paul.
Are Peul end David wearing shirts which are the same
colour or arc they different?
Question 4: Which doll is colled Robert?
Question 5s Are the shirts of Paul and Robert the same colour or
different?

Test G;

(Throe dolls ~ John, Paul and David)

-

Two of the dolle ore wearing red ehirte and one is wearing a
blue shirt.
The experimenter asks the following questions:
•

•

(6#aej
Question 1: John is wearing a different coloured shirt from Peul and
Paul is wearing & different coloured ehirt from David,
Which doll is called Paul?
Question 2: Are John and David wearing ehirta which are the same
colour or are they different?

Teat H; (four dolls ~ John, Paul* David and Robert)
Three of the dolls are wearing rod shirts and one is wearing a
blue shirt,

[ftdd)
#

(^ed)
,

(a) The experimenter forms two distinct pairs
with the four dolls and asks the following

.
Ued)

Itoe I

question:

Question 1: John and Paul are sitting together and Robert and David
are sitting together*

Robert and David ore wearing

different coloured shirts*

Where are the dolls called

Robert and David?
(b) The experimenter allows the four dolls to go to their
'house* and a red shirt ic changed for a blue shirt.
The dolls are once agoin placed in front of the child
so that they now form two blue/red pairs, and the
questioning continues as follows:
Question 2s John and Paul are sitting together end Robert and David
are sitting together.

Robert end David ere still

wearing different coloured shirts.

Con we tell whore

-
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Robert end David are citting?
The experimenter then picks up a doll wearing a blue shirt and asks:
Question 3; This is Robert*

(Experimenter attaches Robert label and

re-establishes the poir Robert - David),

Just now one of

the dolls changed his shirt from a red one to a blue one.
Can you tell me which of the dolls changed his shirt?

Underlying the design of the above tests are two basic factors:
1* The relation ", , is wearing a different coloured shirt from
* •” in the sots of dolls, really does have symmetry without
being embedded in an equivalence relation,
2,

It is assumed that the significant stage in the development of
symmetry is the ability to pick out a pair (or pairs) of dolls
without being bothered that you do not know which doll of a
solution pair corresponds to x and which to y in xRy or yRx.

N.B*
The assumption stated in (2) above is based on the hypothesis that the
subject's ability to disassociate himself from the need to know which
doll corresponds to x and which doll corresponds to y in xRy or yRx is
an indication that the subject has recognised and can use the symmetry
in the situation os oppropriate.

Consequently, a small pilot study was undertaken to see whether or not
this assumption was ill-founded.

In fact, the questions used in this

small pilot study were designed to extend the above assumption in the
following way :
To see if the subjects’ responses indicated the following three
otages of development.
Stage Is The child recognizes a pair (x, y) ouch that "x is
wearing e different coloured shirt from y", when certain
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about both individuals.
Stage 2: The child recognizes a pair (or pairs) (%, y) cuch that
"x is wearing a different coloured shirt from y", when
certain about one individual only*
Stage 3; The child recognizes a pair (or pairs) (x, y) such that
"x is wearing a different coloured shirt from y", when
not certain about either individual.

(See Appendix 2d for the list of questions used and the results of this
pilot study,)

The results of the pilot study appeared to support the conjecture that
the subjects' responses indicate at least three stages in the development of symmetry which correspond to the stages specified above.
review of the tests used was therefore undertaken*

A

This highlighted

a number of points of weakness in the overall design of the items
included, should these items only be used in a larger scale follow-up
study, the purpose of which would be the confirmation or rejection of
the existence of these three stages in the development of symmetry.
Consequently, additional items which were similar in structure to the
items used in the pilot study were included in the proposals for further
teotB given at the beginning of this sub-section.

There ore two further observations to make about the sequence of tests
os proposed.

Not all of the questions focus specifically on identifying

Stage 1-3 responses.

The intention is to Incorporate the decisive

questions in the context of

a more general conversation about the dolls

in 8 particular situation.

It may be noted also that other logical notions may be involved in the
child's deductions;

notably there may be arguments by elimination.
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For example, if wo have three dolls and we know they are John, Paul and
David# then there moy be arguments of the form
"This is John, that is Paul, so this must be David,"
This may be said quite independently of the shirt colours.

We have

assumed that all children chosen as subjects for an Investigation into
these stages in the development of symmetry are capable of this form of
argument# so our classification of responses does not involve it.

This

could be s design fault, but at this stage no conclusion can be drawn oh
this particular point.

Similarly# at this stage# no conclusions can bo

drawn on the other points raised in this sub-section.

Clearly# further

development of the test items is required.

But even if the three etogeo outlined above are confirmed there are still
importantaspects of the development of
have yet to be taken into account.

the concept of symmetry which

For example# we need to distinguish

between two levels of recognition by the child before we say that the
concept of a symmetric relation is fully developed.

These two levels

of recognition arc
Level A : Given a set of objects %, y#
(which is symmetric# e.g,

. , . and a relation R
,is wearing s different

coloured shirt from , ,")# the child recognizes instances
of xRy and x#y (where x#y denotes e non-exemplar of the
basic relation# e,g. "x io NOT wearing a different
coloured shirt from y") with respect to Stages 1-3.
Level B: Given a set of relations R# S# T# . . . (e.g.

, is

wearing a different coloured shirt from .

. is

taller than .

. is

older than «

. same colour as ,

etc) on appropriate sets, the child

recognizes instances and non-instances of relations
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which are symmetric.

When at the first level, Level A, the child ic in the position of
recognizing whether peirs of objects of a given eet have or have not a
given property;

but only on attaining the second level. Level B* does

he see the given property cs a thing in itself, that may be compared
with other things of a similar kind and classified according to aomo
higher level concepts.

The doll experiment discussed in this sub-scction is an experiment
designed to identify the degree of ccmfidence that the subject lias wlien
working ot Level A only.

And so before we can ensure attainment of

the concept of symmetry, the child's universe of experience mustbe
extended to include situations based on relations which ore not
symmetric.

(i) Pioqotian type roflexivity check-ups
To date, the only information to bo found concerning Piaget's views on
the growth of the remaining defining property of on equivalence
relation, namely, reflexivity, seems to be in "Checking Up III"of the
Nuffield Mathematics Project*

Hero, all of the check-ups have been

prepared by a team from the Institut des Sciences de l'Education in
Geneva under the general supervision of Pioget, and on page 28 we find
7,

"Fa% m&M# çAZfdte#,

Aedfexxve p&ope&d#

cO

TAe.
6.

wAo

aAoa&d cofZ&ct

Tke

a

44:# cAeçb-up

& o&oup od

KKdAxag pa&fove&a wîtA &<<&&%

o& d%ow4e&4.

.

6e

Æwo

wAo e&cA Aove &

awd pufEouet o( tAc 4&me cc^OuA.
and fota

A ^a%g& abe&t o( p&pcA

cofowted p&wc^fa w%ZE 6& weeded.

ZAe

cAtZdtew &%e aabed 2o at&wd &%owwd ZAe p&pet awd do p4dwd
77.

dAedt w&mea ow dd ad dAe weatead pd&ce do d&em.

TAe

6o#a ate aabed do jwtdde awdet d&edt w&mea dAe wotd
'pufdovet# ^oddowed &# d&e. eodowt o( d&e puddovet dAe# ate
weatdwg;

dAe gdtda do d&e aame 6ud &&% 6od& puddovet awd

4bdtd# e.^ , 'paddouetted# abdtdgteew*.
76,

Owe o6 d&e cAdddtew da aabed do podwd do d&e waMC o( eacA
cAddd dw dwtw do aee d^ Ae caw &dwd aww^ gdtda w&o A&ve a
abd&d wAdcA da dAe aame codowt aa dAad patddeudat cAddd'a
paddovet.

We dAew dtawa owe ot mote attowa podwddwg

(tom dAe warne o& dAad cAddd do d&ad o^ dwe gdtd, ot gdtda,
27,

cowcetwed.

Sevetad cAdddtew ma# 6e aabed do do dAda,

eacA dtawdw# owd# a de# o( d&e attowa.
Tike dxk&cdtet KXtdKUbe/S jüke ef&cdlfteut f)dkw/d;ig ;C&w&

jbo xsee

w&bduC d^ïeif dkr afjoiuC j&Ae d&oo J&cdïCde gxLtjL& ewtcf: wx&a/LdMKf ct
jbiH%3e/c d^ie ,&diMe (lOJ&owt <&& Ttet a&id/uC,
26.

Btdg/id aawf;

";SAe d/& toecutditg <1

ao afie isaw phoditd ;&o jbe/&agwEd"*

<)we od

cf&tdk6%(#

j&bd)td j%w:d (i GwEue x%tI%[oyet
Id fwPMe od j%be cTwCfkbtew

f%eftddj)w j&hwL& /ypoftddoiecw&aJ&y jCAe d%%%cAet maw/ dk&b;

*'Ckwt toe

(itd&o (wtojjbe/& cuttcwo jptom d^ida (fd/UE?" , . , "(üAe/te tuouuEd da* 6<»
podirCdjtg?*' . . . "k#u%d; codotit <)( jowuEdkfveyt auid .a&uLt/C
37.

Awtve?"

"rKw? dx&acfie/t cowdkf (AtawJ dwi duttcvw J&d&xi jBAd^s;
r\
Jme,
PattoveA gteew
gtesii

ami ccLitd aab;

jbAd;&

‘

"B/A# da d/ida g lft l poàitù'ig, to Aetaed(?" . . .

-
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TAe '^dtad-wame/au/mame' game gdvew 6# Pap# dw fida 6oob

#WA&%%ddqae 7,!odêt»e da adao exeeCdott {Sot cAecbdfig up ow
d7:e cfiddd'a gtaap o^ dfie te(dexdve ÿvtopetd#.
(ii) Critique of tho abovo eheck-ups

•

Tho above extract rcicGG o nür6cr of points of concern:
(a) Linos 1-3:

No evidence ic given to support the statement given.

Whilst no evidence is given in support# it imuld appcor that the
statement is true since reflexivity seems to be psychogenetically
si^sequent to the other properties of equivalence rclotions.
Strong orguments in support of this conjecture can be found in the
history of mathematics Itself# where on a number of occasions
proporticG of relations ore investigcted - the relations not being
reflexive initially but being redefined subsequently so that they
become so# once the convenience of reflexivity is realized.

As an

exaiqile, consider the set of lines in the Euclidean plane and the
following Euclidean definition:
Two lines are said to be parallel if they have no points in
commn.
Thie definition 'partitions' the set of lines into 'classes' not equivalence classes however# but we have produced a oet of
subsots of lines with the following properties:
- the intersection of any pair of si^sets is empty#
- the union of all these subsets is the set of lines in the
Euclidean plane.
By definition# therefore# we can drop the quotes surrounding the
word partition above, and wo sec that wo can partition v;ith some
thing less than an equivalence relation.

Having done this#

Isnv/ever# there is on induced equivalence relation on the set of

- S)2 .
lines, namely,

• is in the same clasc as •

Thus wo see that

for centuries parallelism was based on antireflexivity.

It became

an equivalence relation retrospectively when we adopted the
convention that lines are parallel to themselves, i.e. when we
adopted the convention of reflexivity and made appropriate change in
the definition of parallcliem#

And so it could be argued that

reflexivity is often a useful mathematical convention applied to
relations rather than an intrinsic property which some relations
possess.

More often than not we have a choice of convention to

make, rather than on externally ifopooed constraint to accommodate*

(b) No attmpt is made to give explicit formalization of the relation
under consideration.

Lines 17-19 suggest that the relation is in

fact
"• .is wearing o skirt which is the same colour os . . . .'s
pullover."
But this relation is quite complex, and might be more difficult for
o child to grasp than an adult might think*

(c) The set on which the relation is to be used is not made explicit.
The authors are implying that attention should be focused on the
subset of girle who have sklrte of the same colour os their
pullovers.

Over this subset, the relation is reflexive.

Over

tho whole set of girls in the group of children selected, however,
the relation will not necessarily be reflexive, and over any set
involving boys the relation cannot be reflexive*

These

observations highlight the necessity to specify the set under
consideration to avoid misinterpretation,

(d) Similar criticism con also be made about the presentation of the

-

second example in this section of "Checking Up III".
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The variation

of the ’first name/surname’ game (see ^0), p. 03-91) in which the
first names have the same initial as the accompanying surname (e.g.
Kevan Keegan) does in fact give a reflexive relation on the
appropriate set*

But again, the relation is difficult to grasp and

difficulties may arise for the children through complicating factors
which are not themselves the objects of study.

Moreover, this type

of situation will not have immediate relevance for the children - is
this why sn assignment card has been suggested as the appropriate
place for this exercise?
Thus, on taking into account the points raised under the four headings
(a)-(d), namely
(a) the psychogeneticaliy subsequent nature of reflexivity in
equivalence relations,
(b) the need to give an explicit formalization of the relation
under consideration,
(c) the need to specify the set on which the relation is to
be used,
(d) the desirability of relovanco for the children,
the following conclusion has been reached.

With a class of children,

a more appropriate context to begin the study of the reflexive
property is given by the challenge to point to someone in your class
who satisfies the relation ” . . lives in the same house os . . "•
Subsequent activities would also include non-instances of the concept
of reflexivity to satisfy the strict criterion for concept attainment
that was suggested by Lesh (19).
(iii) Recent American studies
On searching for further guidelines from recent American studies, we
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find that additional information concerning children’s use of the
reflexive property is limited*

The study by Steffe and Carey (26)

does, however, include the question
Are children able to use the reflexive and antireflexive
properties?
as one of the questions asked of four- end five-year-old children after
formal instruction on
(i) establishing length relations only,
(ii) establishing length relations, conserving length relations
and using properties and consequences of length relations.
In addition, the following question was also considered:
Does formal instruction on conserving length relations;
reflexive, antireflexive, and asymmetric properties;

on the

and on

consequences of length relations, improve the ability to use the
reflexive and antireflexive properties of length relations?
To measure the pupils’ capabilities a Reflexive and Antireflexive Test
was designed.

This consisted of six items;

three of the items

involved the reflexive property of "same length as" and three of the
items involved the antireflexive property of "longer than’’ or
"shorter than".

In administrating the test, the items were assigned

at random to each child so that each had a different sequence of the
same six items.
In the discussion of the results which relate to the above questions,
we find
im ioLt/L-' and

chlldAdn we/te. abid to lUd

tk d A diidxtvd and non-%t i l d x . l v p^opeAty^

■4f

...

în ttA u ttlo iia i.

For 'nonreflexive’ read ’antireflexive’ - see footnote on page 31.
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OK

appear .to 6c. 4(i<|(.cc.6oi.t

.6LicA cA.6&ùte^% to cditAtt t/zc /[^{{textve ptopcAt## 74G oo
tfze .^aiMpte tve/ze o6te to U4C tf%c ^c^textve ptopctt# on t/ze
^t/z6t tOAt cainibilWiCition (i.e. after exposure to Instructional
Sequence 1 - 7 sessions of 20-30 minutes designed to develop the
ability of children to establish a length relation between tv/o
curves) zw compÆtcd to

#Ao

a6te to zL&e 6ot7% ptopgAtte6,

StqiLmc(U> I t and Î Î J (designed to develop the ability
of children to use the reflexive and nonreflexive* properties;
conserve length relations and use the asymmetric property and
logical consequences, respectively) tlg n titc a n tZ y 4ncJtQ£Ucd
tiie zi6t&ct# oo (ou4- Aud (tve-#eo^-otd cAttckoi to
p4opc4ttc&.
.AzuMpte
0^

6ot/i

Oa tfic second te.&tWrwttôt/zzLttoMi <^7# o^ tAe
abte to zL&e oat# tAe /zcjStextvc ptopett# mid

t/ze 4 Ampte

to

6ot7i.

Out# 29G o( t7z&

dtd uot dtôptoL# mi giAtttt# to U4C t/ze AC^textve. 04
Mozitejitextve^ p4ope%.<te6.

TACx&e coacta^toM^ .6u64tmitù%t6

Ptziget'4 t7ieo;t# tAzzt expcvttcucc t6 A fieec&&04# but not
.&u^{}tcteut condttcofi go/c tAe devctopz/iezit o^ togtcat tAougfzt
ptoc&&6^ beczia^e oztt t/i& cAtfdteu Aceetued tAe
.6&tècted expcAtezice^.
tAot t7i&

Cc^totzif## t/ze dot& 4zd)4tmituite

to ute tfze /ze(textv& piope/it/ t& dt^^e/zeut

{^om mzd p;zec.&d&4 t7ze oAtttt# to

tAe aozz^ciStdxtve*

p40pe4t#.
TA&4 C

zippemz^ to 6e ttttfe,

.ttudcut uo4ta6tc4

#

t6

4et&tto;i Aetc&ezi t7ie

Nata/ztt#, T.D*, Age mzd SoctmC

For ’nonreflexive’ read ’antireflexive’ - see footnote on page 31

to
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cmzued 6#

and {)tvc-#ca/z-otd

on t^ic Reijtextvc m W Noztte^fextvc* Tc^t.

6nE# co;iyzeE&téofZ/&

tnvofvtng Socxkf C&L&6 wete 4tg}ît{{tcmitC# dt^{^e/z(uzt ^/zom
zc%o, 6tzt t7ze6e co4/zcWto^%4 zuc/ze tozu."

((26), p. 41)

The observations contained in the last paragraph of the above quotation
together with the statement
"Zn4tycact(ona,t Se.guence6 Z% m d III .etgiitntcmitt# tnzvzezz^ed
tAe

i|ou4- m W {tve-gemi-otd cAttckoi to zwe 6ot*i

ptop6ttte&.",
could be used to ergue a case that the appropriate Instructional
activities may profitably be undertaken with similar populations of
four- and five-year-olds*

But such an argument is not taking into

account at least two qualifying factors*
1* The information given by the results of this investigation
do not enable us to specify, in advance, which children will
benefit from such instruction and which will not.

All we

are told is that some will benefit,
2. By applying the strict criterion for concept attainment in
tills context, namely,
’reflexivity’ has been attained when the child can, with
respect to length relations, distinguish instances from noninstances of reflexivity,
it can be argued that
(a) as only 30% were able to use both properties, no more
than 30% of the sample should be regarded as having
attained reflexivity with respect to length relations*

*

For ’nonreflexive’ read ’antirofioxive* - see footnote on page 31.
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(b) the use of tho reflexive property only, by 41% of tho
Qomplo in this study, suggests o

'learned response' to the

relation "same length as" had occurred.
This lost possibility was in foct acknowledged by Steffe and Carey# (see
(26)# p. 42)# and it could only have been resolved by their undertaking
an appropriate study of the temporal development of the concept.

Cut

without this additional information the question surrounding tho
poychogenotically subsequent nature of roflexivity remains.

Before concluding this review of studies concerning the dovolopment of
tho properties of transitivity# symmetry and reflexivity, undertaken in
Sections 2,5 - 2.7# we note that one of our original aims wao
to SBC how the child grasps each of these properties independently
of tho others, in situations where they can be clearly illustrated.
This aim was, however# not strictly adhered to because not all of the
studios considered chose to highlight just one of the three defining
properties of an equivalence relation.

In feet# the aims of the

Americon studies covered a much broader base than that indicated in the
discussion so for.

Let us therefore redress this inùalance by

summarizing the basic themes of the purposes m d questions of these
American studios.
Author(s)
T.P. Carpenter
(24)

D.C. Johnson

(12)

Context

Basic themos of purposes/questions
of tho Investiqatlon

Conservation
and
ræasurcment
of liquid.

1. Assessment of degree of development
of ideas of rr^eaeurement end
conservation.

Clossification
by end
establishment
of matching
relations.

2, Identification of factors involved
in this development.
1. The effects of training.
2. The use of specific properties of
the relation (e.g. transitivity).
5, The possibility of transfer of
learning.
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Basic themes of purposes/questions
of the investigation

Author(I

Context

M.L» Johnson
(27)

Classification
and sériation
by length
relations*

R*A* Lesh
(19)

Interdependent
development of
classification
scriation and
nuntor conc^ts

1. The effects of training on transfer
of learning.

O.T. Owens
(22)

Establishing
matdiing and
length
relations.

1. The effects of training.

1. The effects of training.
2* The use of specific properties of
the relation.

2. Tho effects of age.
3# The possibility of transfer of use
of properties across relational
categories#
4. The relationships between use of
properties of the relations
including conservation.

L.P. Steffe
and
R.L. Corey
(26)

Establishing
length
relations.

1. The effects of training.
2. The use of specific properties of
the relatim.
3. The relationships between the use of
properties of the relations
including conservation.

This Gummory ehows that the theme 'the use of spécifie properties of
the relation* ie one of three %vhich ere common to tv/o or more
investigations.

However# the relevant details of this theme have

already been discussed in Sections 2.5 (ii) and (iii)# and 2.7 (iii).
It remains to consider further details of the findings concerning the
releticnGhips between the use of properties of the relations Including
conservation*

This will be undertaken in Section 2.8*

But first#

let us consider further details of the effects of the training used.
The question of the effects of training was first raised in Section
2.5 (i) with respect to the transitive property only.

In five of the

American studies it is posed in a much broader context as the
following summary by K. Lovell (31) shows.

qq

E{gect& ojg TtzLuwig
P.C# JoAftaow
(72)
g'tWe
clz/L&kea (V,ùd:
meaauAcd %,<!*
20-720#
No
d6ÙLCÙ& 0^
^ocW:
badzg/toaad.

To ^04m c&L64ea#
tfite/zAscttoa a%d
autoA o( ct&44g/&,
cornptemciit ojS
et&aaea, /ztottow^
betoeea cfcz4ac6
mid 6e6eeoi e&L&a
cCemeMta,

%/^^oved pc/ifo/o%mc.e
oa o tt ftv e d tte c t
OG/zteuemeat te tta and
oa dztee of tAe
ttm itfe/z te a tt,
atdioagfi aot oa tAe
te a t of ctaaa
laetaatoa# ^ Some
doo6t JiGrrztaa ca to
(üAet7iê/z tfie^e ta mi^
t)^oven?eat ta )izegcMzd
to ope/z&ttvttg.

ALL, JoA*%40M
127)

F .W t (W
4eeoad g/zade
c7i.6W4€A;
Neg40&6 zmd
ztodfe C/2a44
Caacatoa
pap'L&a#
No
%,&6 g-Lvea

To
oa 6aat&
o( egatvatoiee
AeEottofi "4ame
tcfigt7% &6" mid
te/ztate ozi bm&ta ot^
0AdC4/zetatt0H4
"toHget tW i" ,
"4fzoAte/z tkm i".

Jmpfiovtd ptftiopjridjttt
on SdAtatton Teat,
No trnp^ovomit oa
Ctaaatftcmtcoa Teat#
CoiueAvation of
Lefigt/i ReW toaa
Teat 04 T tm iattfvtt^
Teat.

Iv* A, Lt^h
(79)

Aged 5:3 to
6:2,

To cùiA6t{5g mid
4c/zto,te,

Improved pe/zfo^i^mice
oa nwiéeA teata b a t
aot oa teaka
tavotvtfig ap ettat
ttm iafo4m tto;ia.

PtWvmitaged
fJeg/zo
e/z^ctckea.

To catabtt&A teagt/i
/ze&zttoaa to eoa4c/tve m tditug
Actottofia# mid to
iL6e tfie t%mi4tttve
p/zop64tzf of
mcztetog 4&&ittOM4,

Improved petfo/zmmiGe
oa t^ e a a tttv ttg of
Mzitcfitag 4et(zttoaa 0. tziaA atrzttmz to
a e ttv ttte a /Ui t^eo tmmit,
770 tte a a fe t
to ot7i64 toaAa,

Fou/Z" mid
(tue-gemizotcCa,
7,foAn%Lt ^pte&d
og
mid
4octaf 6acAgAound^

To eatmbttaA tengtA
Æetz&ttoX4 6e6ocm
tzoo ewive^f to ate
/zeftextve mid
âowiçftextve’^
p40pe%tcet mid to
cofitetve tcagtfi
ACtOttOflt.

Zznptoved czbttttg to
Goznpmize t7ie tmigtAa
of tz<;o GMvea# ta
Go/iae/zvattoa of
to ig tfi 4 eW toaa# ta
aae of 4 efte%tve mid
ao;i4Gftextve^
;34ope4ttea,
Lt?tted
tmp40vene;it ta oae of
tw ia ttc v e p4opetttea
6;/ 5-f/ea4-otda.

iMdtam
A 4)^)4ead og

%).T,
(22)

L,P. Steg{!e
zmd
R,L, CûA&f
(2:6)

l b i ) , p * 131 ) .

Ftoe- mid
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By taking into account some of the serious reservations we have already
noted concerning interpretation of results, we need not be nûslod by the

positive weighting of the statements in the last column of the above
table.

2,8. Relationships between the use of properties of relations
The contribution of the studies by Steffe and Carey and D.T, Owens

(i)

On turning our attention to the theme 'the relationships between the use
of properties of relations including conservation* # the specific
questions asked by Steffe and Carey (26) of four- and five-year-old

children after formal instruction on
(i) establishing length relations only,

(ii)

establishing length relations, conserving length relations and

using properties and consequences of length relations,
were designed to produce answers to:
- Is the ability to use the reflexive and antireflexive
properties necessary (or sufficient) for children to
(a) conserve relations,
(b) use the transitive property of length relations?

- Is the ability to conserve length relations necessary (or
sufficient) for children to use the transitive property of
length relations?
In the discussion of results which relate to these questions, we
find

", , ,

*

mid

For ’nonrcflexivc’ road ’antiroflexive’ - see footnote on page 31.

-1
0
1
# , ,

6eemL6G 4ome c7 z/;2 cko i coaEd iL6G

fA%ope4% 6 a t a o t tfz e

;ùAe 4e{S^ex/Cva

p4op& 4;(^, tA & te m z/ 6e

oActO /t6 zvAtcA e a a ù tc c /z tfd te a t o iL&G tfz ê 4 c ^ tc % tv e
^34ope4tg 6ei{o4e t/ie ;/ m ic o 6 fe t o a ^ e t t m t & c t t v t ù / ( e .g .

trT%ge4g 04 t/ze de^tattfoa of "tAe .aame teaotfz
%a fa c t# t/z e 4 & 6 a tt6 ta d tc a te t A o t tA e t c f t e t o e
r/m / 6e aeec/A^m tg fo 4

0 4 ").

j^^bpeA tzf

TAZ& o ù ^ e ^ v a té o a p%uf

6e d a e t o tA e p o 4 4 t6 t t t6 / t W t a ^ e o f t f ic /z e fte x tv e
p% ope4tf/ t a t f it a .& tad^

W 4 e o f & 'tc a ta e d 4e6p0H 4e*

tAm z a t o g t c a t - m t / i e m t ù ^ p 4 o c e 6 4 .

I t o t6 o app e m t^

tfz a t a6G o f t7ze 4& ft& % tv c o W a oa % e fte % tve ’'^ p 4 o p e 4 tc6 & t t
a o t a aece&&04g 04 ^ a f f t c t e a t c o a d ttto a fo 4 6 e ta g a 6 te t o
Gof%^e4ve 4 C to tto a 6 ,

. . #

Nozvevet# t7ze d a ta do z to t

c o fz t% a d tc t tfz c f a c t tfz a t 6 e ta g a 6 te t o a 6 c ozitz/ tA e
4 c fte x tv c p 4 o p c 4 tg mof/ p te c e d e m i a 6 t t t %
t o ig t A 4ctatcof% /& ,

, # *

t o co a 6 g 4 vc

TAc d a ta tz i tA t4 4ta d ÿ 4 a p p o 4 t

tA e c o a te a tlo a tT a it c o }i4 C 4 v a tto a o f td e a tC ù / t s a o t
m ztta 4zf t f i aata4C #

C c 4 ta /a tg # t f a c A ttd /ad g C 6 t f i a t a

4 tc c A .Ù6 t / ic 4ame tc a g tA (16 t t & e t f # Ac )%L6t c t& o ja d g e t iz a t
t t t 6 a o t to a g c 4 04 4fzo4te4 t/z m i t t é c t f 04 a c o a t W t c t t o f i
w o a td 6 c p 4 c & e a t,

Oa a t o g t c a t 6a.&t6 m id oa a p ^ g c A o to g tc a t

6a&L6# w7iea oae co a 6 td e 4 4 "c o a 6 e 4 v a tto a " p4o6tc/?i6# t t t 6
fiece&&a4g t o co a 4 td g 4 t7 ic p% opg4ttC 4 o f tA c 4 c td tc o fi6 (<;AtcA
nm

6e A J iv a lv t c L

For ’nonreflexive* read ’antireflexive* - see footnote on page 31.
Smedslund, J, "Development of concrete transitivity of length xi
children", Child Development, 1563, 34, p. 385-405).
(7) See ^%%ge ovetteaf ,. #
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tt

co;i6e4vatcoa of

te:tgt7z4ctattoa6

f%eec66a4g fo4
. . . T/te above data ate cozz*t6teut wttfi S M e d 6 & W 4 (7963) (I)

ob^e^vattozi t/zat zv7iatAe ca&&& eoii^etvmùtozi of tezigt^z
fieee66ü4K cozzdttfoA

a

fo4 «/Aat fie caCtô

^ p. 42-43),

On remembering that we are interpreting ’transitivity* in the above
context to be reetricted-tranoitivity, it appears that the main points
of the above discussion can be summarized as follows;
Reflexive
property

(See Section 2.7 (iii))

Conservation of
length relations.

Antireflexive
property

Restricted
transitivity of
length relations.

precedes
is 8 necessary condition for
is not a necessary or sufficient condition for

But before commenting on the above discussion of results, let us
consider further evidence on the relationship between conservation and
restricted-traneitivity#

In the investigation by D.T# Owens (22), ansifers to the following
questions were sought
- Is the ability to conserve matching relations related to the
ability to use the transitive property of matching relations?
- Is the ability to conserve length relations related to the
ability to use tho transitive property of length relations?
- Is the ability to conserve matching relations related to the

-
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-

ability to conserve length relations?
- Is the ability to solve a problem involving transitivity of a
matching relation related to performance on a test of conservation
cr transitivity of matching relations which utilizes a standardized
interview technique?
IN.B.
The question concerning the relationship between transitivity of
matching and length relations was discussed in Section 2.5 (iii).

In tho discussion of tho results which relate to the above questions, we
fiuid

preceded ;C7ze

p4opg4%.

CA6C ^

Aozz/eve/i,

TAe

owe

PAablcin»
«

«

«

TAe

g4ve no

e6M6C4vztt&)!i

p4CGGd&6

i^04

c7z/cEdte)i ^ûi

ev^eicG ^

oppO/&.ùùéo/i ^ ^zG
4e&LùtOM^ p4ecede/6 ÆAG
4G&LÙcoi%4."

;tAe

;to cofi6G4VG

;Co cofi6etvG ^EeigtA

((22), p* 68-69),

"T/zc 4e6utt ;ùW: ziùozuù az%G-7ia,E^

;Ü%e cA^d^ezi zvW tiwsed ^Cfze

;ùtmw4tcvc ptopCA^ÿ ^ czuiA 4<tot(ondLC e<i;tegc4g (cucEed .to

U6G

co;i6e4v(ztioz% o( ;C7zat4G6pec;C<vG c<%tego4g .c6 dt

V(i4.ùuice

4e6uE*6 0^ p4Gu.(oz[6 6tud.6e6.

SmedôEwid

.
.1
Ü
4
(7964)^^^

out: Oj| I^Otob/ect^ wfzo j^u6 6 Gd .t/ze

jte&t oa

(md (&^ed oa coziôc/zvuttoa o{!

dt4cô;itimoiL6 quaatxt>tG6 ( W oatg 7 ^uù/Gct WÆ,&

t:7ze
I2 I

co/z4G6poatog ee&E ^04 Zcag^t^z,
o64e4ver7 oafg ^

0^

àuoi4 uad Ste^^e (7972)

726 ,ut6t&acG& (mnoag 42 .6u6/cct&) tfi

(ofz/c7z t4 (m&ct6vtt:g o( u frKitdwig 4 &ô%ttoa p4eeWGd
coa6 G4 V(ittoa o^ tfz&tAtottoa,

P.CVG4.6 (7976)^^^ ^oaad

tAuÆ .& ü7 ^ 0 ^ ;(AG CÆ6 G6 wAc4G

o( u ,6eagt:7z

4 Gù%ttoa

u%L& uttZvùiGd# Æ7ie 4Gùito^

cozi6e4v&d,

Za jtAe tocCce6 C/Cted# ;diG 4cm&t6 coa&c&tW% ^idtcuted
jtfwt wùùi/ùrmit ojS cofi6e4V&tcoa p%Geeded ut^ku&fMGat o^
t/ze ;ù%aa&t;ùCve p4ope46f,

Noae

06

;CAe .6tadtG6 4avo.ÊvGd

^i6t4ucttozi 04 p4uct€Ge# uad 'tAe p4C6W: 4e6u&t6 ow/ 6e
6it%4p4ct:Gd 4a t%4%&

06

.ùtWimat e{(ect.

T7ze t4e46?;eit

WA6 e(}{Gct4ve .La 4mp4ovtag pe4(04m&ac& oa ;CAe

o{! # e

t4 &a6 4 t(ve ptopC4 t^ ZUA4 6 G .tfiG t^GAtfncat Aud ao cMecf oa
co;i6 e4 VwUtcoa p04(o4n%cacG (o4 f%itc7z^g 4e&Lttoa6.
.60 )nc dzt/Gd/toi

ZVw

tAe ^DiGutmeat: g4 oup mGt tAe c4 tt:G4 4 oa oa

t:7zG t4 aa6 tt:4 V4 t^

zvAo mtgAt: otdze4zU46e aot: A&ve

uttatacd t4ua6t;É4V4t^,

tivo cAt&ùtea fvAo tc6 ed

t4 Aa,stt>6v.6t^ oa tAe T w t 44t>(v.ù^ 7^o60Gm ^U4 fed to (Ddztbtt
coa6(24VÆttoa,

T/zt/5 expComttoa upp&cG6 # /zozoevet# o a% to

(1) Stnsdslund, J* "Concrete reasoning: A study of intellectuel
development", Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
Development, 1964, 29 (Serial No. 93)*
(2 )

(7 )

Owens, D.T* and Steffe, I.P. "Performance of kindergarten children
on transitivity of three matching relations", Journal for Research
in Mathematics Education, 1972, 3, p. 141-154,
Divers, B.P. Jr. "The ability of kindergarten and first grade
children to use the transitive property of three length relations
in three perceptual situations", Unpublished doctoral
diseortation, University of Georgia, 1970.
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lM^Q,h-Ùl*2 A(LÙLtÂ.ùyUlZ C d t& û O ^y' bS.CXili^2. Z lld tJLQRtiïlQ.i'Vt Cltl-é UOt.

/ÛMp^oV'Uig ;CfîC

ofi

Petbapa an ZM<&%p%eZ&tZû% c&% 6& m&de
od d&e cbifdüew

Zbe aamp^&*

2&%M4

cb&%&c2a&44tte4

Sb#pe&b (7966)*^^ coHdw&ted &

W&4C& 4Mvofved 6o2& mtddfe awd 4üw&% aoc^a-ecowomic 4t&t%6 e&j^dk&M.

12:w&a (oüwd 2b&2 amon# 2&e 2ow&% 22&2u4 eb2&d%e% 2be devefopmaRt
pa22&%% o( c&%d2%&2 wum6&% co%a&%v&22oH w&a cttatte,

Nbtfe 2&e

p%&6e#2 42udÿ 2acfudcj no #2dW2& c2&&a g^oup (#% comp&%26on, ^2
appe&ta 2&&2 2&e pa22&%n& *6 att&Znment o6 cona&tv&tton and
aefattonaC p4op&%22&4 w&4

2t4e0W&&% 6&t 2&&6e fow economic ^ub/ecZa."

((22), p. 71-72).
On incorporating the main points of the above discussion into our suRimory
diagramj we obtain
Reflexive
property

(See Section 2.7 (ill))

Conservation of
length relations
Conservation of
matching relations

^Antirefloxive
property

Restrictedtransitivity of
length relations
Restrictedtransitivity of
matching relations

— > precedes
— > is 8 necessary condition for
<— > is not a necessary or sufficient condition for
This second diagram differs from the first in two respects - there io
the guDried hypothesis about matching relations and a guory is inserteo
on a hypothesis about length relations.

(I^Skypeck, D.M. "The relationship of cocio-cconomic status to the
development of conservation of number", unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1966.
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Except for the reference wade in the introduction to Piaget's earlier
writing and to a paper by Northman, nnd Gruen, which suggest that
transitivity is being used in establishing equivalence (i.e, cardinal
number) conservation, the results of this investigation by Owens (22)
challenge the general conclusion of the previous studies he cited,
namely,
Conservation of a set of quantitative relations such as matching or
length relations, is a necessary condition for restrictedtransitivity of the oame set of quantitative relations.

One reason not considered by Owens for this apparent contradiction may
be the way in which the word "conservation" is interpreted and used by
the investigators concerned.

For example, variations in use of the

terminology can be found in the following quotation from Owen's
introduction to his investigation.
. » ÂSI a ta~6k alvpji by Svedsùind (7963)
aabed
j&exiofKi

edü&füüi

{7 Î

a a 'ü td mié

2&&2 owe. 422cà w&a 2oR#&% 2&&R &
43*%i

jüie Cfw&

2%&6b

Kvua

<)( JE&tgjüb", rt Jitntcfdut

j&bcwi'";"

(C&Z), jp. 51).

(This passage is repeated, in its context, overleaf).
Let us therefore consider some of the ways in which the word
"conservation" has been interpreted end used.

Smcdslund, J, "Development of concrete transitivity of length in
children", Child Development, 1963, 34, p. 389-405.
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(il) Various interpretations and uses of the word "consorvation"
Limited information on the variations in points of view of Piaget,
Ven Engen, Smedclund, Northmen and Gruen, and Owens coneorning the
concept of conservation, arc to be found in Owen's introduction to his
investigation.
"1% Pt&g&tLa (79521**)
a

%wm6a% 2&aba,

2a aabed 2o ea2%&22ak 2b&2 2&&%e a%& &a

2% & act A aa 2% a&t B,
2a 2&beR

?&c% o%& ed

ob/eeta

co22&c22oK4, ao# A,

& p&#a2c&2 24aMa(&%m&t2ç%,

T&CK 2&6 e&22d

2a aaked "A&& 2&&%e &a m&H# &L& &a b'a &% do&a ORC &&v&
f/?Î
mote?"
PAR E%ge% (7977, p. 43)' ' k&a a%#%&d 2&a2 2&2a 2%ab
KM#6^K&aawA2R# wbe2&e&

Ho2 2&& cA22d co%a&%v&& 2ke

oK&-2o~oRC co&%&apo%dCRce 4o2&&% 2&&R eoMa&%v&C2o%
la 2A2a aZwdÿ & 2&ab a2m22&& 2o 2&& above ea&mpfe
2a cowa2deted 2o 6e a me&aw&e o( eoHae%va22oR o6 2&e
Æc2ü22oa "aa man# &a".

12 2a wo2 MeceaaoA# 2&a2 coMa&%v&22oR

be 22M22ed 2o c&aea o( egu2vA2e%ee,

F&% example, 2% & 2&ab

32ve% b# Smeda&wRd (7963)*^^, & e&22# w&a aabed 2o ea2&622ab

2&&2 owe a22eb waa 2oMge& 2&a# a aeeowd a22ck A%d 2o M&2M2&2#
2&a2 2&e owe a22cb w&a Zonget &(2e& a coM&22e22%g ewe waa
2H2%odweed#

WA22e SmedaEwad e&22ed 2be 2&ab "eoMae&va22o#

bd 2c##2&", & a2m22&% 2&ab 2a 2be p&eae%2 a2wd# 2a cA22cd
"eo%ae%vA22oM os 2ke Aeô&22o% *2oM#e% j&a#'"*

T&wa^

(1) Piaget, J. "The child's conception of number", Routlodge end
Kogan Paul, 1952.
(2) Van Engen, H. "Epistemology, research and instruction", in M.F.
Rosskopf, L.P. Steffe and S. Twback (eda) "Pisgotion cognitivedevelopmont research and mathematical education”, Washington, B.C.:
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1971,
(3) Smcdslund, 1. "Development of concrete transitivity of length in
children", Child Development, 1963, 34, p. 389-405,
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CoR4&%va22oH 26 ^2ud2cd (/torn 2A& 4cfG22oM%E po2»t #6 v2eu'

f W 2%GM4222v22w' 2& %cee64&%22ÿ & 4e2#22c%&2 p%opCA2d\
T&a2 2&e 4&C&(2oK4b2p
wad A22a2%meRt

b&Gwe&R 24e.

dùvefopmcRt o(. coR6&%va22oK

2%#M4222v2<# 2& apptoac&ed

po2%2 0^ &e2A22oR44

2be

%H &24 eaACZcA wt222Hg, ?2&oe2 (795Z,

p. 245)**) AepoAt&d 2b&2 &6 4ooM &4 cb22d4&% e&M &&2A622&b
A 2&a22Mg ega2v&2ca&e (2&a2 26, cowaetve 2&& egw2v&2&Kee|,
2&e# CAM A t OMC& W6& t k c 2%GH6222ve ptop&%2%,
""T&c &%p2AHa22oR 26 62mp2e:

t&& compo6222oR o( two

eQ&t2vA.Eeaee6 (ttAR6222v2ù^) 26 attCAcb; 2Tîp22ed 2%
tke

co»6t%uct2oR o{

beA^ea

&

62M#2e 2&6t2Hg

6et6, 62ae(i trie

eqw2v&2e%ee
6wccc662ve

^o/crt6 ou 2/%e Aüo 6&t6 6 e m to tfie cb22d to 6e

dUiejiait édti.'"'

[Piag&t, I?S2, p. m]^^\

SmViaAùj, No^.thinw. asid (ituan {1970)^^ eJiCjiw, thcct Pian&ithjdJoj
2&

2nvotved 2n eqotvAtcRcc eoR6c/LVAt2oa.

e6ù%b22&he6 A e^utuAtcat to B (A « B).
p/te,&c/Lv2ag t%AM6^o/:mat2oR

T 26

e6t&b226be6 (cove/ktt*/) A ^ T(A).
2 i oAde/L to (W wct T(A)

Sappo6e tbe 6wby&ct

b'bea oa #w2vA2eRcetae. 6w6/ect

Tbca, t%AR62t2v2tf/ 26 w6ed

B o/[ to eoR6CAve tfie egu2v&tc#cc

od A And S.
Jj
*I

6;rW6twarf (7964)

Aw6 OAOwed t/iwt Q/tom & togtcwt po2tt o^

Piaget, J, "The child’s conception of number", Routledge and
Kogan Paul, 1952.
Northmen, J.E. end Gruen, G.E. "Relationships between identity
and equivalence conservation", Developmental Psychology, 197Ü,
2, 311.
Smedslund, J. "Concrete reasoning: A study of intellectual
development", Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
Development, 1964, 29, (Serial No. 93).
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v2ew,

t%AR62t2v2t(/ 2;% tbe c422cf'6

(fevetopmeRt,

CoR&îde/i

4wwtt2t2c6 wb2c4 a/cc. tetAted 6f/

A t/^AR62t2v& /[0W2oR /o.
A y? B.

A66iü;]& tfwt A cb22d c6tA6226bC6

Z)(o^ A) r%L6t UMd&%go 6DM& 2%(UWj5oAmi%tcOR T b&^OAC

B 26 competed (u2tà C;
pevtceptwAtE^.

ot/:&%^<;26e A And C cwR 6& compa/ccd

f/oiee, B :: T(B) (o/: A = T(A)) ma6t bo2d

0R& coMpA%260R to t/ie
(It might, incidentally, be asked whether Smedslund's argument
focuses on the right point.

It is not a matter of whether A and C

can be con;^ared directly but whether they are compared directly.
But perhaps his comments concern tost design and not the child's
use of logic.)
"%R A twtGA d26cw662oR

ttA2j%2ag ,tC6CA;(eA PtAget (Bet/L mid

Ptdget, 7966, p, 792)**) aZto wEtwded to m% oWe%2ag 2n tAe
AttAtnmdRt 0^ coR6C/îVAt2oR mid t%AH62t2v2^.
tfiAt ^ned6&Md CA622(/ tudweed coR6C/tvAt2oR

/lepo/c^tcd
we2g7jt 6w

AcpcAtcdt^ cbARgtng t/te 6bApc o{{ A 6MA22 c2w^ bmCt mid
tAe B/c2g7it OR A 6CA2&.

S»i&d62tmd WA6 not

6wcc.e66^wt 2w oùtmùwig 2m;?!ed2Ate 2eAtR2*ig Oi( tfie t%mi62t2v&
ptopcAt#,"

((22), p. 51-52).

To the above we may now add the following quotation from the
introduction to the study by Steffe and Carey (26).

(
1
)Both, E.W. and Piaget, J.

"Mathematical epistemology and
psychology", Dordrecht-Holland; D. Reidel, 1966.
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0^ t/zc coRtoit oiS tbe^e pziobterwi, t/te#
(i.e. conservation testo devised by Piaget) tRV&fvë p&cacRt&Rg
t/te ^abject

A

(P) A^id A ^tAfida/id (S)^

6tô]:u2a.6 t/%At Ate, tRttWEf/ eqatvAEoit 2a bot/z tbe
pc/ceeptaAC oad qafwit2W2ve 6&f%6e,

Tbe 6a6jeet 26 tbmi

A6ked to mAke A /adgcmeRt ÆcgAtd&g tfzett qamitttattve
e<;w2vAEeRee$

Duce tfie jadjgeM&fit 22 nwk, t/%& vAttabZe

6t2ma2a6 26 6a6yected to A ttmi6^oWit2on P —

(/% w7i2cb

otte%6 t/te peAeeptuot 6at aot tfze qamit2tAt2ve cqatvoteRCC
ùeùucm t7ie vAttabte A W tfi& 6tARdA%d.

A(te% compt&tEoa o^

tfte t%A»6iSo/Lmt2oR, t/ie 6a6ject 26 A6ked to jadge t/z&
qaARt2tAt2ve ei^atvAteRce between tfie 6tmidA%d mid tf%&
ttmi6{0''oncd vAAtabte (p, 76)**),"

((26), p. 19).

When formulated in this way, Steffe and Carey point out that
", . . A /adgment oj{ coR6(VtvAt2oR mz/ 6e;icEAt2ve
(2) to t/ie co}i6eAvAt2oR o6 a qaoRt2tat2ve Actatcoa, o/&
(22) to t/ze 2deHt22ÿ o^

mid (/'#"

((26), p. 19),

which was the basis for Elkind'e categorization of Piaget's
conservation tests.

But Steffe and Carey also draw our attention to

aspects of conservation which arc not completely clarified by Elkind's
categorization.

In particular, they argue a case for the following

statement
"A COM,kitebCR62oR OjS ACtAÙLORAt tc%a& 26 A p/tcACqa262tc to
pW2an6 2n co;i6e/[VAt2oR

tke /cetcttoR,"

((26)» P$ 20),

by considering conservation problems involving the relations "as many
os" and "is longer than".

These highlight the need to be assured that

(1) Elkind, D, "Piaget's conservation problems", Child Development,
1967, 3G, p. G41-G4G.
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the child
(c) asBOciatcG a one-to-one correspondence with the phrase "as many
as",
(b) is taking into account both sets of endpoints when establishing

ti length relation.
In other words, we have an echo of Van Engen's point of view
", , , ORC fzwt

tfKit A

26 ROt A t€6t

((26), p. 19).

Note that Steffe and Carey have also extended their discussion to
"conservation" problems in situations where the initial relation under
consideration is an order relation, not just an equivalence relation.
Their interpretation of "conservation" in this extended context has to
bo inferred from the following;
. , -to cof%6&%ue
A&&22ze

(length) Ae2A22oR

ck2fd

2/ic /cefAùtCR o62A2M6

2eRg27i-p^e6g/:v2Rg 2%AR6(0'%RKz22oR6 on owe
%R 027*6%

27ze c7z22d

A 2%AR66o;tmA22oR, 2^

CAtv&6*

/ceA22ze 27wù* A^2c% 6ac7i

cA%v&6 A%e moved back 6tde 6[f

62de A6 2fi 27ie o;t2g2MA2 62Ate, 2ke oid2 «f2226e 62228 2^
27*e 6Ame /ce2A22ve
Even

80,

((26), p. 21).

of the variations considered 8o far of what Piaget regards as

a key concept, the strongest guidelines on how the word "conservation"
Bliould bo interpreted and used are given by Steffe and Carey* Henco,
their account will be taken os a starting point in on attempt
the main icsue raised in Section 2*8.(i).

But first we require a more

precise mathematical formulation of the characteristics of a
conservation problem*

toclarify
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(ill) An attempt to spocify the characteristics of a test of conservation
of Û quantitative relation beaed on Steffe and Carey'o
interpretation
The characteristics of a test of conservation of a quantitative relation
88 interpreted by Steffe end Carey appear to be as follows:
Let H be a domain of quantities modelled by a finite sot of objects
which represent quantities of M (e.g, a set of Culsenaire rods - for
the domain of lengths)*

The subject is presented with a pair

(x, y) where x, y e M, end io asked to identify the quantitative
relation R with respect to a given physical context (e#g, matching,
length, volume, weight) such that xRy.
The child having ostobllehed xRy, the elements x and y are
subjected to transformations 5 and T which alter perceptual aspects
only, i.e. x — >S(x), y — ->T(y) where S and T are transformations
which preserve the quantitative relation under consideration.
(N.B.

5 or T can be the identity transformation of the set of

quantitative-preserving transformations

i>

under consideration).

After completion of the transformations, the subject is asked to
make a judgement concerning the truth of the statement S(x)R T(y).
To conserve the quantitative relation R, for the pair (x, y), the
child must realize that there exist Inverse transformations S
«pw"1

and T~ such that
5-1(5(x))R

rkîCy)) = xRy.

If the above interpretation is what Steffe and Carey had in mind,
then
1. it would appear that conservation of length relations, for
example, should be interpreted as meaning the child can
conserve each of the length relations "same length as",
"longer then" and "shorter than", i.e. the child realizes

— i13 ~
that there exists o set of length-preserving transformations
such that
S"‘'(S(x))R^ rkîCy)) = xR^y
where S, T, 5~ , T~ ^ A ,

(i = 1, 2, ?)

denotes the relation "same length

as", R_ denotes the relation "longer than", and

denotes the

relation "shorter than".
2. by taking x = y, "conservation of identity" can be interpreted
as follows:
To conserve identity, the child must realise that there
exist S ,

s

& such that

S"1(S(x))R S"1(S(x)) = xRx.
Note that since y is now the same as x* and since we ere
concerned with physical transformations, T is necessarily
the same as S.

There is only one object, and two

transformations cannot be performed on it simultaneously.

On comparing the statement

2dcM2t2^ 46 fio

tfzAR A 2662 oo

P%opet2c66."

mid

((26), p 22)

with the equation
S"1(S(x))R S'1(S(x)) = xRx,
we see that it is possible that consideration of x = y in the general
case has given rise to this statement.

Unfortunately, such a line of

argument fails to take into account e nunber of important points.
Let us therefore consider in greater detail the steps to be taken on
putting X

r,

y in the general case, by comparing and commenting as

appropriate.

For ’nonreflexive* read 'antireflexive* - see footnote on page 31-
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(iv) An analysis of points requiring consideration if the definition of
conservation of identity is to be derived from the general case by
nutting x = y
1. (a) "The subject is presented

(a*) "The subject is presented

with a pair (x, y) where

with a pair (x, x) where

X, y e M."

X ^ M."

Comment;
In (e*) the subject is being asked to consider a special case in which
an element is to be paired with itself
2. (b) "The subject is asked to

(b*) "The subject is asked to

identify the quantitative

identify the quantitative

relation R with respect

relation R with respect

to a given physical

to a given physical

context such that xRy.

context such that xRx.

Comment:
Affirmative responses to "Is x longer (shorter) than x?", for example,
at this stage, indicate that these relational terms are not understood.
In other words, the restriction x = y implies that
(i) an exemplar of the antireflexive property for each of the order
relations of the particular relational category under
consideration ie being tested indirectly,
(11) an exemplar of the reflexive property of the equivalence
relation of this particular relational category is also being
tested,
for as noted by Steffe and Ceroy

A6 4266EjS 7ze mtf62

27!a2 42 46 Mo2

4t6Cft), 04 A cc;i24Ad4c2to;i woufd be }94e6en2."
((26), p. 43).

c/c 67ic^26%
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But to ensure that the antireflexive and reflexive properties of the
relations in a particular category are being tested, we must extend the
set M under consideration to more than one element*

This will entail

asking the child to consider elements x. (i = 1* 2, * , , n,
such

0

n 3 2) in

way that eacli is paired with itself and then to identify the

quantitative relation R with respect to the given physical context such
thot XfRXf for all x^<E H, i.e. the child is being tested on his
recognition of
- the antireflexivG property for each of the order relotions of the
particular relational category,
- the reflexive property of the equivalence relation of the
particular relational category*

5* (e) "The child having

(c*) "The child hoving

established xRy, the

established xRx, the

elements x and y ore

element x is si^jected

subjected to

to transformation S which

transformations S and T

alters perceptual aspects

which alter perceptual

only*

aspects only* , , .

completion of the

After completion of the

transformation, the subject

transformations, the

is asked to make a judgement

subject is asked to make

concerning the truth of the

a judgement concerning the

S(x)R S(x),

. * *

After

truth of the statement
S(x)R T(y).
Comment:
If extension of M to include more than one element has not taken piece,
then the child is being tested on his recognition of the compatibility
of G quantity preserving transformation S with an exemplar of the
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reflexivG property of R#

If extension of M has token piece, the two

possibilities need to be considered*
(#) 8 single transformation S can be applied to each x. and the
child ackod to consider the truth of the statement 5(%i)R S(x^)
for ell X.

<2

M, i.G* the child is being tested on his

recognition of the compatibility of the quantity-preserving
transformation 5 with respect to the reflexive property of R.
(b) different transformations

where S* ^ i> for each i, can be

applied to each %. and the child asked to consider the truth of
the statement S.(Xj)R S.(Xj) for each i,

i,e* the child is

being tested on his recognition of the compatibility of a set
of quantity-preserving transformations with respect to the
reflexive property of R*

4. (d) "To conserve the

(d*) "To conserve identity,

quantitative relation R

the child must realize that

for the pair (x, y), the

there exists 5*” such that

child must realize that

5T^(S(x))R ST^(S(x)) = xRx^'.

there exist inverse
transformations S'" and
T"*^ such that
S"ks(x))R rkrCy)) = xRy".
Comment:
Once again, three interpretations concerning recognition of inverse
quantity-preserving transformations are possible.
If the extension of H to include more than one element has not taken
~1
place, the recognition that there exists S~ such that
S"1(S(x))n S'ksCx)) = xRx
can bo interpreted es recognition of an exemplar of conservation of
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compatibility of a quantity-preserving transformation S vzith respoct to
on oxomplor of the roflexive property of R,
if extension of H lias taken place ond a single transformation S hoc been
—1

applied to each x., the recognition that there exists $" such that
S"'’(S(x^))R S"ks(K^)) = x^Rx^
for each X. e M, can bo interpreted as recognition of an exemplar of
conservation of compatibility of a quantity-preserving transformation S
with respect to the reflexive property of R.
If extension of M has taken place and different transformations S. hove
^
been applied to the
then recognition that there exists
for
mm

each Sj such that
S''*(S^(x^))R Sj1(S^(x^)) = x^Rx^
for each x^(E M, can be interpreted as recognition of conservation of
compatibility of quantity-preserving transformations S. with respect to
the reflexive property of R,
from the above analysis it appears that confusion between "conservation
of identity" and the "reflexive and ontireflcxive properties" could have
arisen from two sources:
1. failure to recognize that the definitions of reflexivity and
ontireflexivity, as with transitivity, imply at least two levels
of opplication
Level 1; when x is the only element of the set M
Level 2:

when x is just one element of the set M, which
contains more than one element,

and that application at Levol 2 must be attained before we can
ensure understanding of the reflexive and entircflexive
properties, hence the deliberate introduction of the word
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"exemplar" at stage (b*) of the above analysis to highlight this
point.
2. the application of quantity-preserving tranaformaticnfs) is not o
necessary design-feature for a test of reflexivity or antireflexivity, whereas the Introduction of quantity-preserving
tronsformationCs) is necessary to test conservation.
Thus it seems that lsd< of clarity on interpretation and use of the
terminology is the underlying source of confusion exproosed by the
statement quoted on page 113*

(v) An attempt to clarify the main issue raised in Section 2.8 (Al
At this point we note certain similarities in the interpretation and
use of the word "conservation" by 0*T* Owens to those of Steffe end
Corey,

Consider, for example, the following quotation

", * . 04de4 AefAtZoKi

46 A&50 ZficEWed.

CoH6eAVAtco;i 26 62ud4cd

U4ao

Aud 2%AU62ù4v2%f 26 nece66A%2ù/ c 4eW2ouA2
TAu6, 27zc 4cW2oM6k2p
C0M66%vAt40fi mid
2f*e 62%adpo2i2

2%m?62t4v2ù/ 26
4cfmL40a6."

((22),

p* 52),

and the similarity in the design of the Tests of Conservation of
Length Relations by theso investigators.

(See Appendix 2e.)

Unfortunately, we now have all the available evidence on which to base
Owen's interpretation and use of the word "conservation".

Honce,

further attempts to seek points of similarity and difference would
result in yet more conjectures with respect to the conjecture already
applied in the attempt to clarify Steffe end Carey's interpretation and
use of the word "conservation".

Thus we sea that without further

details any attempt to confirm or reject the apparent contradiction
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surrounding the statement
conservation of a set of quantitative relatione is a necessary
condition for restricted-transitivity of the same sot of
quantitative relations,
would be open to deserved criticism#

Once again, lack of clarity in

interpretation and use of the terminology is our stumbling block,

2*9 Partition - its role in the development of the concept of
equivalence relation
In the list of definitions given at the end of Section 1,3 we included
the following result
Any equivalence relation R on a set A partitions the set, in that
X and y belong to the same subset if and only if, xRy
and conversely, given a partition of a set A, xR y if and only if
X and y belong to the same outset of the given partition of A,
4
defines an equivalence relation R in A.
Thus we SCO that the concepts of equivalence relation end partition are
closely related*

Clearly, an investigotion into the development of

the ability to partition a given set and other associated
claosificatory ^<ills of yomg children would provide additional
evidence on the development of the concept of equivalence relation.

Fortunately, clossificatory behaviour of young children has been the
subject of a number of recent research studies and a very useful overvlew of the main findings of these studies is provided by M.L. Johnson
in his Introduction to "Learning of Classification and Scrlation by
Young Children",
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micf Rmget (7964)' ' wc4c wnong die ^2t6t 2o
6f/62o;%ittcz%/E8u

2/ie 6eA&v2;4

6z2ùonp2c(f to {o4m ct&66e6.

c7i2E(i4ca (t6 ^iq/

TAe6c aut72046 4epo4t bekÆvtcÆ

4CfAtcd to cta6&Lj(4Cat04^ UCt6 AOngtng ^40?/) "g4&p7i4C
c o & C e c tto M "

% S t a g & 7 ) 2 % w A t c A t 7 i e c 7 i 2 E d jjo A r z iA 6 p a 2 W

tû t%ae e&W64^4cot4oyi (Stage III).
appea%6

w A o te 6 ,

T%ae cta662(4catEo;i

c7%2Ed40i o4e a6te to cooAdùicite ôotfi t7ie tHtCM^toa

mW e%teM640R o( d cto66 06 6fi(%m 6:/ oa oùtCttr/ to 6otve cto66
tucEü6toa p4o6tm)t6 ^ 6omWfg4e abound g-9 ^eo46 o^ â g e *
fr. }
Lovett, AtEtcfictt mid cvetett (7962)'
((oaW 6eAavto4

to t/iot ^ouad 6r/ lu/icWeA mid Ptogct wtt/i ont*/ Stage I I %
cTittcDicfi 6e2ig aùtc to g4oup où/ectA occo4d2ig to mo4e t7imi oae
ctttettofi; tacfi 06 coto4, 6Aape 04 |{o%

T7%e (act t7xit

t/ie 6o6C6 o( cta66t(tccttoM c/zttdeefi u6e 2& oge ^etoted
iS î
(006 Acveoted 6g OtvgA oucf 7fo4M66g' %

T7iet% 4e6C04e6

66o(Ocd tfzot cottecttoM6 mode 6g ve/tg goimg efittdeei ote
6(L&ed oa pc4ceptt6te p4op(2At4€6 o( ob/ecta (coto4, 67iope,
e tc .) wtt6 m tncACote o( (imcttoMot 6o6ed eq(ttvote;%ee o6
c62 Ed4&% gtow otce4*

Dt^e4 4C6eo4e7ie46 (&kcco6g aud

( ) Inholder, B. nnd Piaget, J* "The eorly growth of logic in the child:
Claosificatxon and sériation". Translated by E.A. Lunzer, Routledge
and Paul, 1964.
Lovell, K., Mitchell, B. and Everett. I.R. "An experimental study
of the growth of some structures", British Journal of Psychology,
1962, 53, p. 175-108.
Olver, R.R. and Hornsby, J.R. "On equivalence" in J.S. Bruner,
R.R. Olver and P.M. Greenfield et al., "Studies in cognitive
growth", New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966,
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AWtono, 7966^^)) 4cpo4ted t/iot t7:e cfiotee o(

(0 4

eEa.564(4cat40M 2& a (uucttoa o( tTic c7:2&7'6 cattuAC.
(#2Ee t/i26 (2%!^ 6c tfic co6c, Otmtcd, Pa4(i6 mid R.ickcE
(7979)^^) 4Cp04ted tAmt t7:c eW64(4cmùtOM 6fi2E26 o(

ctttùotoEtu dcp44vcd
o( C4ttc4ta o6cd

tncEucLuig mi xhctco^c ta tAc
(0 4

c&z6&c(tcattoa, coatd 6c

tmptovcd 6^ tavotv2ig t/tc c7i2Ed%(ui ta a 6çf6tcmmùtc
Isi
t%atatag p40ccdu4C.
EcWld^ (7969)
at6o 4Cp04tcd mi
tac4ca6c ta ct&&&t(tcattoa pc%(04mmicc o( cAtEd^ai due to
twtatag*

OtAct tavc6ttgoto46 (Ctmt^c, Coopct, mid

Loadoa, 7969^^);

%i4aCttmidBou4ac, 7976^'^))4Cp04ted

tfmt eoadtttoM6 o( t/iotatag 6uc7i 06 mbtag tAc cfittd mwie
o( MotuAot 4cEo2cofi67it7)6

04

04dc4tag6 mnoag o 6Ct o(

o6/cct6, mm/ (octtttotc t/%c tcrniatag o( cqutvmEcaec
4cEottoM6."

((27), p. 74),

Johnson's assessment of the current literature, however, led to the
following conclusion:

Maccoby, N, and Modiano, N. "On culture ond equivalence I" in
J«S. Bruner, R,R, Giver and P.M. Greenfield et 8l+, "Studies in
cognitive growth", New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966.
Olmsted, P., Porks, C.V. end Rlckel, A. "The development of
classification skills in the pre-school child", International Revieiv
of Education, 1970, 16, p. 67-80.
(3) Edwards, J* "Effects of instruction and concomitant variables on
multiple categorization ability". Journal of Educational Psychology,
1969, 60, p. Î3G-143.
Clarke, A.M., Cooper, G.M. and Loudon, E.H., "A set to establish
equivalence relations in pre-school children", Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology, 1969, 8, p. 180-189.
(5)

Darnell, C.D. and Bourne, L* Jr. "Effects of age, verbal ability,
end pretraining with component concepts on the performance of
children in a bidlmcnsional classification task", Journal of
Educational Psychology, 1970, 61, p. 66-71,
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6eca

06 a gencAof

co;ùego44z^g f34oce6& no;ù ^eW,ùig

ma/o4 aettofi ,6i

efo664(^4i%g - ;L7iC (o4ma;&6of% o( &ga4v&foice C&L&6C6*
(uiff 4C'W4o;^z6fKp

KCHCC,

MOf/ cx^t 6&(w&eji tfie cfi4^'6

kfioit^Lcdge o( ;ù7ie nwù^emtùia^ ptope/ubLe^ o( mi cqu^vmCmicc
4C^tLo}% mid /I/L6 e^%664(4catîoa 6k.ù&&& ôm&ed oa
40ùi;ùtoA 7im& ao;ù 6ea% e%p&cc<tW."

((27), p* 75).

Consequently* although the main purpose of Johnson's investigation was
to determine the influence of training on the ability of first and
second grodo children to classify and seriate objects on the basis of
length, an additional objective was
^ d(5tc4m4RC 4(

6a6yect'6

^ u6e

t%mi6^tcvg. p4opc4Æ^ o( .die cqw/cvaZenee
^eng;&7i Æ6" KM6 /leWed Æo /i46 (lù-LCùü/ to

boAl^ oi

ti'ie 4C9kttton;

..."

"6ime
oa tfie

((27), p. 75).

Associated with this additional objective were the following measuring
instrumentsÎ
1. the two items designed by Johnson to test the child's ability
to use the transitive property of the equivalence relation "some
length as" that were included in the Transitivity of Length
Relations Test (TLRT).

(See Appendix 2c),

2. a three-item Classification Test;
Item 1 required the child to find and sort into three
distinct piles, sticks congruent to three given sticks.
Item 2 required the child to discover the criteria for
a given classification.
Item 3 presented the child with the problem of forming

Ü set containing one element.
(See Appendix 2f for further details).
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For the subjects of this study, these measuring instruments produced the
following results:
on

7 mid 2 (0%6 66(g7i<% 4C&Ltcd
o(

o6".

mid

cott&f 6e detected 6et(%en t4m%6ttLV4ty
etm&6t(tcatton pe4(o4mmiee on tteo 3*

No

Pe%7icp6

(Ü36 not needed to co44eetù/ pet(o4m tfie ttem6 on t7%e
ct&&6t(tccttonte6t*"

((27), p. 87).

In the subsequent discussion, we also find
"Tfie 4e&ntt6 o( tAe ctA664(tcÆtton te s t tndtccte tfic t t t (oa6
6ome(4fAnt ec6te% (04 c7ittd%en to

6 tW i6 on tfie 6m6t6

o( 6et(-6etected c4tte%tc tkmi to dtteovet t7ie cA ttett^ a^ed
(o4 6ttcfi6 (%t%ecd(/ et(%66t(ted.

#tte ttttte dt((e4enee m 6

(omid tn pe%(o4mmiee (<%6 noted 6f/ (Aeqaenete^, o( Ac&ponae)
on 4te776 one mid tfoiee, dae to 6e7ioot and tACctrrent, t t wa6
cteaA tlia t teeond g/iade ckttdAen dtd bett&A on 6ot)z o( t^ie
tte?i6.

On tteM tfzAee, t7:e ((t((e4ence tn Ae^ponte

(AeqacnctcA tndtccted t7iat tecond gAode <dittd%en we%e aùte
to (oARi c cto66 (ott^ onù/ onc ctm ent moAe coM t&tentfÿ t^mi
tAe (t%6t g4ade46#

TAta (tndùzg tm6 con6t6tent iti6t/i Ptaget'6

oùteAvctton tfia t tfie concept o( a ttngatdA ctc66 &ppecA6 tn c
cAttd oAoand etgfit OA ntne ^eaA6 o( a^e#
TTie 7u/pot7ie6t6 o( a Aetatton^fitp ùetoeen t)ie c(i4td'6
cta66t(tcat(on

and fit6 a 6 t t t % to a6C tfie t%an6tttve

pAopcAtff o( tTie eeatvatence Actatton o( "6m?;e tengtfi 06 " (0C6
not con(4AMcd.

Tfie tacfi o( a Aetatto;i67it|j mm/ 6e exptatned,

at/fec6t poAttatù/, tn t m cw/6f
7. A t</0"ttem te6t

not gtve a tAce a66e^6ment o(

tAcn^tttvtt^ a b tttt^ .

Pa&t ACteaAcfi Acveata t/zat moe/i
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cont%ovcA6r/

.

oveA m&tfiodofogtcaf t&6ae.& and at t/ie

a^e at wktcfi cMtdten aeqiit%e t/ie tAan^tttve pAopcAt;/.
Ill
BAaùie (7959)
uttn^g a non-veAùat tcckntqac, AcpoAted
t/iat cfitCdAcn cm: ii6e tfie t%mi6tttve pAopCAf^ o( tengtfi
4ctatton6 a6 ecAtf/ &6 (oaA mid one-7iat( </eaA6 o( age.
On
1^1
t^e otfisA fwmd &:ed&&wid (7963)' ' Aepo4t6 t7iat opcAattmmt
oeeu46 aAoand 6evcf% ^ea%6 o( age and t W t
BAatne (atted to a&&e&&

2. "Twi&ùùîvt^ fi%6 not needed to do tfze cta66t(teatcon
te6f&&#

In t7ie ca&e o( ttem one tfit6 eoii&f po66t()t^

W v e 6eoi t7ie ca&e 6tnee oveA one 7*at( o( tfie 6a6yect&
Aeeetvtjig a 6coAe o( zeAo on tke t% m i6tttvtt^ te& t
(tndtcatùig (a tW e to coAAeet&g mi&veA ùotfi
tA m i6tttvttg tte»i6), peA(o4med a t t7ie 7itg)ie&t tevet on
t7it6 ttem,

On ttCNi 2 oue% 59# o( tfie tab/ecta

pe%(o4Med a t t/ie toioeat tevet o( peA(o4manee acA066
tAmMÂttvtù/ 600466*

<)ve4 7iot( o( t7ie 6a6/eet6

Aeeetvtng zeto on tA m t6tttvtt^ otto pe4(o4med a t tfie
t(Kue6t teue&6 o{ pe4(o4mnee on ttem 3.

Saefi 4 e6a tt 6

6agge6t t W : tAon&Lttvt^ e%6 not nece6604^ (o4 tfie
etd66t(tcotton ttem6 6% tfit6 te 6 t." ( (27), p. 91-92).

Apart from tho now obvious comment that restricted-transitivity not the
transitive property of "same length as" was under investigation, yet a

f1l

Braine, M.D.S. "The ontogeny of certain logical operations;
Piaget's formulation examined by nonverbal methods", Psychological
Monographs; General and Applied, 1959, 73, (5 Whole No, 475).
Smodslund, J. "Development of concrete transitivity of length in
children", Child Development, 1963, 34, p* 389-405.
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further possibility could account for tho lock of any discernable
relationship between the child's classification ability and his ability
to use the "transitive" property of the equivalence relation "same
length as".

It is this,

Given any equivalence relation R defined on a

set A, successful partition of A into equivalence classes can be
achieved by direct reference to the statement which defines R,

In other

words, the ability to recognize distinct pairs (x, y) where x, y s A such
that xRy is ALL the child needs to successfully partition into
equivalence classes.

The source of this suggestion can be found in Section 2.7 (ii).
Here, we noted that we can partition with something less than an
equivalence relation, but on using this near-equivalence relation we
induced on the set under consideration the equivalence relation
", « is in the sams subset os ,

This idea can be generalized even

further, for in fact, given any relation S defined on a set A, we can
construct the partition defined by S as follows:
2:

Draw the srrow-diegram for the relation 5 defined on the
set A,

The relation defined on the set A,

Step 2; Put two distinct elements of A into the same subset of the
partition if and only if they are connected by arrows of the
arrow-diagram, i.e. if and only if we can go from either
element to the other by following the arrows of the diagram
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but without paying attention to the "sense" of the arrows.
Each element, if any, of set A not associated with an arrow
should be put in a class of its own.
This defines the partition P of the set A,

The relation S defined on the
set A,

The partition P produced by S,
S ----

the above process we now have
produces

In addition, the partition P produces the equivalence relation Q
• is in the same subset as .

The arrow-dlagram for this

equivalence relation Q can be obtained by using all the arrows
repreaenting the ordered pairs of S and adding the minimum number of
others to them so that the ordered pairs represented by these
additional arrows together with the ordered polrs of S, satisfy the
*
reflexive* symmetric and transitive properties

#

The procedure by which P produces Q could also be described as
forming the reflexive, symmetric, transitive hull of S, as an
obvious extension of Appendix 2a.
Q could also be defined as HjL
where 51 is the family of all equivalence relations on A each of
which contains 5.

127
The relation S defined on the
set A,
The partition P produced by S.
Tho equivalence relation Q
produced by P,

And

80

wo now have
produces

produces

produces

produce:
q , • ad inf.

I.e.

Note that if S is an equivalence relation, then we do not add to the
arrow-diagram any additional arrows representing ordered pairs after
Stop 1 has been completed.

But of greater significance to tho present

argument is the fact that if S is an equivalence relation, then by Step
2 above we can put pairs of distinct elements of A into the same subset
of the partition by direct reference to the statement defining S and
the job is done - the reflexive, symmetric and transitive properties
are automatically satisfied.
Thus we ses that it is possible for young children to use the
behavioural counterpart of Step 2 with concrete materials and success
fully partition by the equivalence relation under consideration without
being aware of the reflexive, symmetric and transitive properties.
Moreover, use of this process could account for one of the major
difficulties experienced by some children that was reported by Johnson.
This was dealing with o singleton subset, for we note that the process
underlying Step 2 is dependent on pairs so that when faced with a

"
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.
singleton the child has to modify hie previous strategy in some way.

It is also possible that this association of pairs is a factor in adult
use of near-equivalenco relations as true equivalence relatione.

However, the hypothesis that the behavioural counterpart of the process
underlying Step 2 is the one used by young children in partitioning a
est A with respect to some equivalence relation 5 requires further
investigation.

For other procedures are possible.

Consider the

behavioural counterpart of Step 2 when it is specified as follows:
Choose any element os first.
other element as second.

Put it in a class.

If it is joined to the first by an

arrow put it in the same class as the first.
8 new class.

Choose any

If not, put it in

Then iterate with the following procedure until all

the elements are classified:
If any elenient remains unconsidered, choose any one*

If it is

joined to any of tho previously considered elements by an arrow
of the arrow-diagram, put it in the same class as that clement.
If not put it in a new class.
(For non-finito sots this algorithm will require modification.)
Note that this algorithm does not rely explicitly on recognition of
pairs, nor does it require modification for elements not associated
with arrows as did the original Step 2 procedure.
different approaches to tho idea of partition.

But we now have two
Still others may be

possible, hence the request for further investigation to identify the
behavioural counterport(s) of the partitioning processCec) used by
young children.

Whatever the outcomes of further research might be, it appears highly
likely that explicit experiences which draw attention to the reflexive,
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symmetric and transitive properties of equivalence relations may be
necessary before the child is able to 'see* that these three properties
can be used to produce a partition of e eet.

2.10 Concluding remarks
From the vast output of published work of Jean Piaget we have selected
appropriate sections for the foundation of a framework within which
observations about the development of tho concept of equivalence
relation can be organized.

In doing so we have encountered widely

differing interpretations of Piogot's work by individuals who have
concentrated their efforts on different sections of it.

The

fundamental reasons for this diversity seem to be traceable to at least
two sources*

First* the complexity and occasional internal

inconsistency that are to be found in Piaget's published work.
Consider for example,
I, Piaget's psychological model known as the grouping,
II.

the application of well-defined mathematical terms in restricted
contexts*

The former (I) does not have e rigourous mathematical formulation, and
although reformulations exist which appear to be logically satisfactory,
recent American research in this area has boen based only on the
imprecise formulation by Piaget and not on this recent work by Wlttmann
and Steiner.

The latter (II) appears to have led to confusions of

ideas (e.g. conservation of identity and reflexivity) and to
contradictions in the results of recent investigations.

This suggests

that the pay-off from the considerable amount of experimental work done
might have had greater Import had greater care been to!<en with respect
to the terminology used.

Second, the tie up between the psychological

models that have been devised and the behavioural counterparts which
they are supposed to represent is very slack.

But, given that it is
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difficult to describe the behavioural counterparts of some of the
simplest mathematical notions such as rcstrictcd-tranoitivity,
reflexivity and conservation, this cannot be used to excuse the
imprecision we have already noted.
Just as there are gaps between the psychological models and the
behavioural counterparts which they are required to describe, so there
are gaps between the mathematical notions and their pedagogical
application in other parts of the school curriculum.
connected considerations appear to be involved.

Two inter-

The first

consideration is the lack of precision of ordinary language.

This

imprecision varies with the area of application end is related to the
second consideration, which is the extent to which people "calculate",
in some meaningful sense, in the classificatory systems in different
subject fields,

These matters are important because all subjects in

the school curriculum should be contributing to the development of the
logical use of language by the child, and we ere here considering some
of the difficulties of doing so.

Teachers need to appreciate the

traps, and to be aware of the need to make decisions on whether or not
to discuss the traps explicitly with the children.
The lack of precision in everyday language is not necessarily p fault
for which the user is to be criticized, as it may be brought about by
unavoidable features of the matter under discussion.

Many

classificatory systems in everyday use can only be associated with nearequivalence relations.

For example, there is among teachers a

reluctance to discuss the frequent absence of the reflexive property.
This absence is exemplified in the traditional view of parallelism and
the colloquial usage of the word ’brother*.

The teacher needs to

consider the advantages and disadvantages of adapting usage in such a
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way that the relation becomes reflexive.

As examples of the difficulties - one cannot epply transitivity arguments
to equivalences which are only approximately transitive without some
modification;

old style definitions in geometry (i,e, squares are not

rhombuses) led to a situation in which general arguments fail to cover a
number of inconvenient special cases which require special treatment,
(If mathematicians themselves ran into such difficulties what may be
expected of others?)

As noted earlier, the extent to which people "calculate" with
cl&GSificQtory systems varies very much in different subject areas.

At

one extreme there are systems in which no "calculation" is attempted at
all;

et the other extreme, as exemplified in the field of linguistics,

wo have something wo can fairly call calculation, since linguistic
theorists employ systems of ideas,of precisely the same type as those
employed in some parts of pure mathematics.

The more people wish to

"calculate" with classes, in the sense of manipulating them as if they
wore entities in themselves, the more necessary it is that the ideas ore
formulated in a precise quasi-mathematical way.

We also note that the diversity in interpretation of Piaget’s work has
produced implications requiring further consideration when, following
Piaget’s lead, wc design experimental procedures which facilitate
diagnosis and so maintain contact with the development we wish to study*
In particular, when designing experimental procedures to investigate
1, how the child grasps each of the properties of reflexivity,
symmetry and transitivity independently of the others,
2. the relationships which may exist between the child's use of
properties of the relations under consideration,
we SOB that there is now the need to ensure

- 132 (a) a match between the terminology used and the content of tho
experiment,
(b) that strict criteria for concept attainment are applied.
Concerning this latter point of adopting as criterion the ability to
diatinguiBh instances from nonlnstances, we ouggest that had the
investigators used this criterion
- there would have been no need to identify levels of application
for the concepts of reflexivity and transitivity (see Sections
2.5 (iv) end 2.8 (iv)),
~ agreement on a proper definition of each concept could have
resulted, thereby avoiding the blurring of meaning which we have
encountered.

Additional design features which should also be incorporated arc that
(i) the child should have had sufficient experience in working
in the given physical context so that
~ with respect to 1 above, the likelihood of his
recognizing the property concerned is increased,
- with respect to 2 above, the likelihood of his use of the
relationship between the properties is increased,
(ii) the key attributes under consideration should be
differcntiotGd by the child in hie everyday conversation,
(iii) there ere no attributes of the materials selected other
than the oneo on which the experiment is bssed which could
be tho source of failure for the child (e.g. use of
distracting perceptual cues in toots of transitivity).
For example, on finding that o symmetric relation (outside of tho
context of an equivalence relation) had not been adequately studied,
the suggested design for such on experiment, included in this paper
(which has received a modest pilot in school), deliberately incorporated
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the following features:
-

2

set of Actlon-Msn type dolls wearing shirts# trousers and

boots#
- colour,
- dolls identical in every respect except for the colours of tho
shirts worn,
OS exemplars of (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively*
non-BXemplors of the basic relation

Use was olso modo of

. is wearing a different coloured

shirt from * *" for all three otages under investigation, to see if the
child was in o position of recognizing whether pairs of dolls from the
given set satisfied or did not satisfy this basic relation*

The aim underlying the above suggestions is the improvement of the
effectiveness of both diagnostic/heuristic end clinical/experimental
methods of enquiry when they aro applied to this area of otudy;

for

severe criticism has been applied on this point;

comp.ù&ùt0*"
((32), p. 198).

Although more thon a decade old, this criticism still seems very
relevant*
of affairs
that this

The goal of further enquiry must be to
in

which

this

criticism

is no longer

bring about a

applicable,

and

state
we

thesis will make a small contribution in this direction.

hope
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Theorem:
Any equivalence relation R in A partitions the set, in that x and y
belong to the same subset if and only if xRy, end conversely given a
1

partition of a set A, xR y if and only if x and y belong to the same
subset of the given partition of A, defines an equivalence relation
in A.
Proof:
Given an equivalence relation R in A, we can now define subsets of A by
X and y belong to the same subset of A if xRy.
As R is reflexive, xRx (x c A), so each element belongs to at least one
subset of A#
We now show that x cannot belong to two subsets of the partition.
Suppose xG B and x

C where 8 and C are subsets of the partition and

B / C, then if b is any element of B and c is any element of C, we have
xRb

and

But R is symmetric and so bRx.

xRc
Also R is transitive, hence bRx and

xRc implies bRc, which in turn implies b, c e B and b, c e C.
Thus we see that any element c of C belongs to 8, and any element b of
B belongs to C, i.e. B = C, which contradicts the hypothesis that
8 K

C* Thus any equivalence relation R in A partitions tho set A.

1
1
Conversely, given a partition of a set A we define R so that xR y if
and only if x and y belong to the same subset of the partition, then
(i)

for all

X,

x e A, xR x as x belongs to the same subset

as itself, i.e. R is reflexive,
1
1
1
(ii) yRx whenever xR y, i.e. R is symmetric,
(iii)

1
1
1
if xR y end yR z then xR z, because the subsets of the
partition do not overlap by definition.
transitive.

Hence, R is
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Thus WG sec that R is an equivalence relation*
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The reflexive, transitive hull of A
The reflexive, transitive hull of A

con be obtained as outlined below:

Suppose M is the set as illustrated

and that A is defined by
= [(a, b), (a, c), (c, d), (d, d), (e, f), (f, g)}

denotes tho
ordered
pair (a, b)
Cfd denotes
the pair
(d, d)
We now wake all the compositions that are possible with the elements of
A , within the restriction imposed by (iv).

For example

(a, c) o (cj d) = (a, d)
hence (a, d) becomes a member of the transitive hull we are constructing.
This gives [(a, b), (e, c), (e, d), (c, d), (d, d), (e, f), (e, o), (f, g)]
as the transitive hull of A.
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To obtain the reflexive, transitive hull of A

? we include all the

ordered pairs of the form (x, x) where x e M, as elements of the set
l#o. RT(A) = [(e, e), (a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, b), (c, c), (c, d),
(d, d), (o, e), (e, f), (e, g), (f, f), (f, g), (g, g), (h, h^.

Thus RT(A) is the smallest subset of M x M which is reflexive,
transitive, and contains A *
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A notion used by German didactici&ns (though seemingly little discussed
in England) is that of a domain of quantities (Grossenbereich),

A

domain of quantities is in fact the appropriate abstract model for thé
activities of weighing and measuring which are such a strong feature of
the didactics of primary mathematics in England.

A domain of quantities is defined by Griesel (33) as
A set M, with a binary operation + end a relation <1 which
satisfies for all a, b c M
1. Commutativity:

a f b = b +a

2# Associativity;

a + (b 4- c) = (o + b) + c

3, Either a < b o r b < a
4.

or a = b

a < b if end only if there exists c e N such that
a + c = b.

(Note that M is assumed closed with respect to *r|
isexclusive.

inaxiom 3 the #or*

No reference is made to a zero element, but by

implication such on element is excluded).

It is easy to show that axiom 3 ensures that <- is asymmetric, and
that the associativity and closure of + lead to the transitivity of <1 *

A domain of magnitudes con be seen as a particular kind of grouping,
and it corresponds to Piaget's grouping V.
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Instruments designed to tost a child's ability to use the transitive
property of matching and length relations

1* The Transitivity Test in Steffo, L.P* and Carey, R.L. "Learning of
Equivalence ancl Order Relations by Four- and Five-Year-Old Children",
Sample item:

to A omdboatd

go&Co:<k&;

--------

,6tcc^

A w/itte ,&tcd2
g/tcm
(&)

(W
tfic

ÆCd (uid

a6e,

tfie Acd ,&ùtch tfie

(6) "%v6 t/ie g^kccn

&& f/OüÆ

t/ie

tengt^i <%6 gfou/c

(e| "l6 t^ze g^een.

tfm i t^îc Aed

((26)j p. 46),

Further details:
"TAc 7)K(ui&ctcvtt^ Te&t, cof%^6ted
t/ze

Ae6pofî62 (o;i:

ttc m ,

0^ tfie /ce&.ùto;t6 "tonget
tengtk

FoA t/z&4e tte%6

"^^o/ctc/i: tW % '\ a^d

w & tnctwded,

t/ie coMCct

tAc /tenrLÙîtng typt&e ZteRi6*
tw otved

Ztem6 wAete *Te6**

E(tc4

t/ic

"t/z& /&(cnc tefzgtfz
^0/: t^ie c/zttd to (L5&

tfz^ce ttcm4
It

not

non*"t%Gn&6ttue %pot/2e^t& to

oA/ctve a t a. co;t;tect ;te6pofL&e ù&can^c. atC o( # e pe/iccptaat

~
1
4
9
a ccwcect AeôpoMC and tfie c&tCd tt%6
not attozücd to dt/tectù/ compa/ce tfie too cmvG/& tu%d#
eon&id&tatcon#

((26), p. 26)

Testing Procedure:
"T4e cAttd^en

te ^ e d on a one-to-one 6 a ^ ,

TAe ttem6

«%Ae a&&cgned a t ;n%ndom to eae/; efittd to t^iat eaefz /%ad a
dt^^etént teqaenee o( tfze tame ttert#

A tt tett& (twte

admtnttte^ed 6z/ tp eetattÿ ttauied evatoatoAt.
Zn tfze cate o( tfie

Tiett, m fe tt a c/zttd

etta6tt&6ed too eOAAcet cor^xiAtAozit no meatoAe m t obtatned
on /ztt aùtCùt^ to ate t^ie t%antt<tve pAopcA^ o( tW t
ACtatton,"

((26), p. 26-27).

2. The Transitivity Tests in Owens, D#T. "Learning of Equivalence end
Order Relations by Disadvantaged Five- and Six-Veor-Old Children",
The Transitivity of Matching Relations (TMR) Test
'TAe fwtpote o^ t/ie Twitttcvt^C^ o( Aktcfztfig ReWtont (77'^)
T e tt (oet to meataAC a c A ttd 't aùt^tù/ to ate t&e t w it t t t v e
pAopetXif

rDwEc/itng Actattont.

On a T/IR ttem a cfttfd tmt

pAetented tfzAee cottectco%6 A, B, c og pfuft^cat rzatcAtatt
oAAcnged 6% ctatteAt#

Sappote, (oA exmzzpte, tfzat t/zete we%e

a 't tfimi 6^t and govcA 6 *t t^zan c 't*

T/ie cAttd wat

tnttAacted to patA tfie a 't and 6 *t mid wat t^iêfz atfaed
"A/ze tfiCAc (mcA a * t t/m% 6^t?"
TAe e%C)):tneA tfiezt pat t/ie a 't tnto a cap wfttck t a t neoAb^
mid te td
"PatA t^iC 6 *t mid e 't ."
Aj^tCA t^ie

t/ie examtncA atfied

"A%e tfiete <icit;eA 6 *t t/imi c 'tf "
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Tfie

ptaced

e^t tfz anotficA cap and at^cd

"ÀAc t/zGAc ^avcA a^t dzmi c't? "
and
" M e tfiGAc moAC a't t/zmz c*t?" (oA " M e t/iCAC at man#
a *t &t c 't? ")
Note t^zct t/ze tett A and C fvcAC not "paMed" and tfzat tfze
0bjcct6 f(%ACtcAcened at

tfic t&e_o( t/ic tAcnttttve t%u&%c%e&«

((2 2 ), p. 54-55).
The Transitivity of Longth Relations (TIR) Test
«WteWW

^

"T/ze TAmittùcvttgf o6 Length Re&it^ont (TlRl T c tt a%t de&tgned
to meatttAC t/ze aht&ùCÿ o( a

to ate tfie ttm û tttv e

pAopeAt^ o( tfie tengtfz Actcttont,

On eac^z ttem, at tzt t^ie

TA% t e t t , a ckttd m t atkW to e tte h tttk t^e AcW ton ùetveefi
tuo tttc fit A mid B.
(oct com^^OAcd

S.tcck A (t%t ptaccd t>2 a 6o% a>id tttc b B

anot^zcA tttc ^ C tocfz tfzat tfze w ie ACtattoa

ketd between B mid C a t 6etoec» A mid B#

TAen tttc fi C oat

pMced tn a 6ox mid tco <2ttc,6t(o n t, Actattve to A mid C, ofCAe
atfaed.

((2 2 ), p. 55).

"TTie TA m ittttvt% B%o6tm (TP) lAzt dettgned to zzieatoAc t4e
c 6 ttt% o( a c^ittd to totve a pAohtm w^itdi tnvotved
Mmitttcvtty 0{( a matefztng Ae&tton
(SAom tfie cxmiwieA,

goùfmice

TTtç tttuatcon tnvotved a caAdùomtd ùox

(piOM (ofztc/z tfie ^ o n t mid top (i%AC Acmoved*

T/ie 6o% wat

dtvtded/ùito Tzatvet 6g/ a paAttt(ofi at tfzom tfi PtgwAe 2#
Ten chechcAt (oete a tta c W to tfie ùottof» tn ttd e one fiatj! o(
t^ze 6o% mid ten ttE e t wcAC atùicàcd tn t4e otfiCA ttde#
TWetve hottont tm/ on t6e tafzte tii ^ozit 0% t6e ùox#
t6e oùjectt wcAC tdmit^^ted, tfie excm^iCA ta td .

AgtCA

-

"Ftnd oat to tftCAC OAC at znaw/ cfieef^&At at ttfet,

foa

n%%^ ate t6e ùottont to Aetp ^oa {tnd oat#"
%n genetat tfze exwmiCA gave at ttttCe ga-Wmiee at zwit po&5t6te,
6wt t( tke eAttd patted to Ae^ond at tome -potnt, tfie exawùtet

dMected tf%e next ttep to:%%d tototton#

#ezi a netponte aat

gtvmi, tf:e examtneA atkecf {{oA an exptmiatton#

%oAe2

o o _o □ □ □
O
O
□□ □ □
o
oo o o □ D □
0 000
©0 00
©0 00

O

CfzedzeA

□

rx£e

0 Botton

ScAeen |caA#oaAd pGAttttowl

((22), p. 56).
Scoring Tests
"An ttem eut teoACd "patt" pAovtded t6at t/%e cMtd mztzvcAed

eo-iAeettg a tt t^ze gaettZont cofitatned t)i tfie ttm mid "gatC"
otfzewtte#

T^e nomSeA o% ttemt teo/zed "patt" 6^ a efzttd on

ecKdi t c t t out cozittcicAcd to 6 e /itt teone on t^ie t c t t .

FoA

t6e pMpote o( eoK^OAtng t&ete data <oWz ot/iCA tto d tc t t t
(Alt dettAobte to dtttm gat&fi c/ittdAC»i iSoA

evtdcnee

exttted t^i!%t t/icg coatd ate a pAopcAtg Mom tfiote
fio tac6 evtdcnee exttted#

wfitefz

TVztt im t accon^^6ed 6^ te ttù ig

a cAttc/ztofi teoAC bated on a Aandom modet#

I t eut attorned

tfia t a ebttd coatd ate a A eW tonat p%opcA% to mid on%
be met t^ie CAttcAton on a paAt&otoA t c t t ,

FooA o^ tfie tt%

ttcm t out tfie cAttCAton t c t on each Oj( tfie TAIR and TIR T c ttt,
Tbe pAobabttt^ 0^ ACaeb^ig t f it t cAttcAton by gactttng aut
a t mott 6,65^,
FoA tfze TAon&cttvtùf Mobtem tfze M-Gtozvtzzg (owA teveCt o^
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pAopcAty (ueAc tdentçMcdf

to appty # e

Z, tfze cbtCd nettbeA conttttaitEy e&ùiùtttbed AC&t6o;it noA
otcd tfie tAanttttve pAopcAtgf:
2. tZie cbttd aAtabtttbed Actatcont bat dtd not ztte tbe
Mmitttcve pAopcAty;

3, tfze cbttd botfi ettabttabed AC&zt^ont and oted t/ze tAm ittttve
pAopcA% (<>ctZ:oat adegoate yo&ttMoatton;
4# t^ze cfztCd ettabtt&bed AeWtmta, uted tAanttttvtty and gave
adequate /ottc^tcatbon doA fitt comto&con#
TYze eontowut o^ tieo oM^CbAG.e yodge6* Aattngt, bated on tAontcAtptt
o( mdto tapct m t taben a t tbe e b ttd 't Aatûig on trze T%mittt6ut6/

mb£œ.

((22),

p.

57).

3* Transitivity Tost in Johnson, M.L, "Learning of Classification and

Sériation by Young Children"
Transitivity of Length Relations Test (TLRT)

"Tbt& te a t con&b&ted o( 4t% ttCAiô;

;ùvo eacb. MA tbe ACtatCofLS

"tongCA t/zan" and "^bo/ztcA t W " ,

"x&zme tengtb.
peAceptuat

Tzoo

u%Ae pAe^ent; ^cAeeied mid congttetive,

M t rxttCAtata tn t b t t te& t constated o^ Acd, b& e and gAeen
a tt

d&metCA and dt^^eAtng tn tmigtb by ^ #

In eaeb ttem tZze efittd bad (tA 6t to detcAmùie tbe Aetdtton
tfiot ext&tezf betoeen tfze Acd mid btde w&tteW, t/zen tbe btue
mid gAemi ^ c L ô ,

To mbe mi tngeAeaee about tbe Ae2dtton

t/;a t exc&ted bctoeen tbe Aéd mid oAemi ^ tW i6 tZze cM td

ciMiod tbAee C(UC4tCon4 Zn Kandom oAdCA,
longer then the green stick?
the green stick?

Is the red stick tho same length as

Is the red stick shorter than the green stick?),

utWi ^cACOicd
o6

(i.e. Is tho red stick

tfie

Za^eAoiec about ;t/:e

Aed mid gACCM .6tceb^ Zzad ;ùo be znade uzbt/i ^ le <&ttcL8
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mid not

^ubye(it6#

Tb/Cé ;ùe&t uu6 m&ed

boÆb (L6 a pACt&6;t aad a p04ttc&t tv-ùùb ,6G0A6ig,
((27), p, 78).

4. The Transitivity Test in Johnson, D.C. "Learning of Selected Parts of

Transitivity Test (TR)
"T/Z/&6 76

de&Lgaed ^o memsuAe

u^e tb e

ab^ctùk/ o ( cfi^ d A m

pAopeA^ o ( tb e AefaùtOM4 ;Ée&ùed

Re&it^OAi AcbZevemcat

(i.e. "inore then", "fevzer than", "os

many ae", "some shape as" and "same colour as").
\

Tleo

-ùCem6 (ucAe de^^gfted to te & t M -t tbe tAmt&tùtve f^AopcAty
0^ # e M vc A&ùitco;i4.

A

rutcfztag u%Ae u4ed t ; i tb c te ^ tù ig

eucZi

to Atgbt^^ mW a "A tgbt to t e ( t "
tb e tA m t6 tt(v tty pAOpCAty

o(S tfzc A e ta tio ^ "aa rm iy 0 4 ", "moAC tZimi" and "(m'GA tfim i"#

Tbe tAtptet^ od )ium6cA4 o^ o6Jeet6 o4ed

te^tuig (oA tfie

above t/iAee Aetattoa^ wcAe (7, 7, 7) and (2, 2, 2j;
and (9, 2, 7);

(2, 7, 6)

(6, 7, 2j and (7, 2, 9) Ae4pecttvety#

Tbe te4t eu4 (L&ed o4 a tAmt6^eA mêm&uAe to deteAmtne t( an
âbtttù/ to u4e tAmi4ttcV'&<y t& tw^oved 6y tnatAuetMn on tZie
Aetattofr& o ( eonecAn.
An exempte o ( a tA m i4 tttv tty ttem (oA m atcfw g ACtdt(on4

e>beAe tbete wete 4even Aed dt6&& end 4even gAeen dt6c4 mounted
tfi Ao:e& on po^tCAbouAd.

Tbe e b ttd e%4 dtACeted to m te b a

p tte o ( 4eveji 6 & e dt&c4 u%tt/i # e Aed dt6C4 mid /adge tb e
A etattonô betueezi tfie too 4 e t6 ,
eoveAed.

TZie Aed dt&c4 we%e t/ie fi

Tbe eZittd uxL& tfien dM eeted to n%teb t/ie btue d t 6C4

(ott/i t/ie oAeei dt6C4 and judge tfie A etatto;i4 betveen tZze tuo
4et&#

T/ze gAeai dt&c4 iveAe tb ea eovcAed.

TfzAee que&t6on4

-

WCAC t/zmi m&ked:

"Me tfiete
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many Aed dtacx^ a& gAeoi dt6e&f"

"Me t/zcAe moAe Aed dt6e4 t/ian gAeen dtaeô?" and "M e tfzeAe
dezueA Aed dt6(L6 t/ian gAeen dt&<5&?".

An anatogoa& pAoeeduAe

W04 o&ed M A MmWttvtty o( tbe equtvatence Aetatton6
tnvoZvtng eotoA and ^bape, except onty tk;o que6ttof%/& wcAe
aôbed, one M A tbe appAopAtate equtvatence Aetattozz and one
M A tt& aecompmiytng dt((cAenee Aetatton.

((12, p, 130).

Administration of TR
"Item6 (üCAe aAAanged tn

a Aozu on a tocv tabte.

Admtnt&Matton

o6 tbe 4tx ttenz& M A m a t e W n g AetattoziA wu6 co;idacted
M ^ O ( { % d by tfze M(iA ttem6 M A tfze cotoA mid 4bape Ae€atcozi4.
Wttbtn t/it& co}t&tAatnt t)ze t t e w weAC Aan6omtzed tndepeiidentfy
M A eaeb subject.

onàj

A tAan^tttvtty ttem aMU5 ^eoAcd a6 coAAect

ati qaoAttoiU we/ie coAAect^y an^eted.

((12), p. 132).
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Further details of the pilot study undertaken to clarify the stages in
the development of symmetry
LiBt of questions used:
The questions below were included ae part of a natural conversation with
the child about the dolls.

One of the purposes of the conversation was

the establishment of a suitable rapport with the child.

If a question

hod to be repeated, however, it was repeated exactly, as many times as
required, without providing additional clues by comment or gesture.
These questions differ from those listed on pages 81-86 in small respect;
only.

However, it may be useful to have them listed completely here.

(See Tost A)
Question 1 (a) This is John.

Ued\

John is wearing

&

V

«

#

different coloured shirt from Paul,
Which doll is called Paul?

OR Question 1 (b):

This is John.

Paul is wearing o different

coloured shirt from John.

Which doll is called

Paul?
Question 2:

Is there another doll wearing a different coloured shirt
from Paul?

Question 3:

What is his name?

(Seo Test 0)

John

Question 1: This is John,

He is wearing a

Ucdi
different coloured shirt from David.
Which doll is called David?
Question 2:

Is David wearing a different coloured shirt from Paul?

Question 3:

Toll me the names of two dolls that are wearing different
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coloured shirts.

Can you tell mo the names of another

two dolls who are wearing different coloured shirts?

(See Test D)
Question 1* This is John,

Jofui

John, Psul end David

are all wearing different coloured
shirts.

Will you please put John,

Wcttow)
Paul and David sitting together in a
group in front of you.

Which doll

is called Robert?
Question 2: Are Robert and John wearing shirts which are the seme
colour or are they different?
Question 3: Are Robert and Paul wearing shirts which ore the same
colour or are they different?

(Seo Test E)
{/ted)

ked)

This is Paul,

I am going to say the names of

two dolls and I want you to tell me whether their
{6fae)

(4&C

shirts are the same colour or whether they are
different*
1, Paul and David
2. John and Robert
3.

John &nd Paul

4, David end Robert.

(Seo Test F)
Question 1: This is John,

John is wearing a

different coloured shirt from David,
Can we tell which doll is called
David?

"
1
5
7
.
Question 2:

Which doll might be colled David?

Question 3:

John is wearing a different coloured shirtfrom Paul,

Are

Paul and David wearing shirts which are the same colour or
are they different?
Question 4:

Which doll is called Robert?

Question 5:

Are the shirts of Paul and Robert the same

colour or

different?

(See Test G)

lAddj

ked)

#

Question 'it John is wearing a different coloured

*

shirt from Paul and Paul is wearing
♦

(btuej

a different coloured shirt from
David.

Which doll is called Paul?

Question 2s Are John and David wearing shirts which are the same
colour or are they different?

(See Test H)
(&)

Question 1: John and Paul arc sitting together
*

*

and Robert and David are sitting
*

,
(6fac)

together.

Robert and David are

wearing different coloured shirts.
Where are the dolls called Robert
and David?
(6)

(4Cd)
#

l&edj
*

Question 2; John and Paul are sitting together
and Robert and David are sitting

«

♦

(bfuel

together.

Robert and David ore

wearing different coloured shirts.
Can we tell where Robert and David
ore sitting?
Question 3:

This is Robert (blue).

Just now one of the dolls
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changed his shirt from o red one to a blue one*

Can you

toll me which of the dollo changed his shirt?

Stages of development inferred from correct responses to the above
questions
It is convenient to classify the responses according to three stages of
development which they may be token to indicate.

Still finer sub

divisions may be possible, but the three stages described below are a
suitable initial classification as the responses of the children confirm.

At Stage 1, in a given problem situation, the child recognizes et least
one instance of a pair (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different
coloured shirt from y" when certain about both individuals.

Further

more, he recognizes non-exemplars of the booic relation, i.e. he
recognizes at least one instance of a pair (x, y) such that "x is NOT
wearing a different coloured shirt from y", when certain about both
individuals.

At Stage 2, in 8 given problem situation, the child recognizes at least
one instance of 8 pair (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different
coloured shirt from y" when certain about one individual only.
Furthermore he recognizes non-exemplars of the basic relation, i.e. ho
recognizes at least one instance of a pair (x, y) such that "x is NOT
wearing o different coloured shirt from y”, when certain about one
individual only.
N.B.
A further distinction was made by referring to Stage

2 , at which it

was plain that the child could recognize more than one instance of the
basic relation in a situation in which more thon one instance was to
be seen.

- 159 At Stage 3, in a given oituotion, the child recognizes at least one
instance of a pair (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different coloured
shirt from y" when not certain about either individual.

Furthermore

he recognizes non-exemplars of the basic relation, i.e. he recognizes
ot least one instance of a pair (x, y) such that "x is NOT wearing a
different coloured shirt from y", when not certain about either
individual#
N,B#
A further distinction was made by referring to Stago 3 at which it was
plein that the child could recognize more than one Instance of the
basic relation in a situation in which more than one instance was to
be seen#

Thus the answers to the various questions may be taken as indicating
the stages of concept formation in the following way;

A correct response to
Question 1 (a), Test A

implies

tho child recognizes a pair

Question 1 (b), Test A

(x, y) such that "x Is

Questions 2 and 3, Test

wearing a different coloured

Question 1* Test B

shirt from y*, when certain
about both individuals#
(i.e. Stage 1)#

A correct response to
Question 2, Test D

implies

tho child recognizes a pair
(x, y) such that "x is NOT
wearing a different coloured
shirt from y", when certain
about both individuals#
(i.e. Stage 1 on non-exemplar
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of tho basic relation).

A correct response to
Question 2, Test B

implies

the child recognizes a pair (or

Question 3, Test D

pairs) (x, y) such that "x is

Question 1, Test E

wearing a different coloured shirt

Question 3, Test E

from y", when certain about one

Question 5, Test F

individual only.

Question 1, Test G

(i.e. Stage 2)

A correst response to
Question 1, Test H

implies

the child recognizes a pair (or
pairs) (x, y) such that "x is

Question 3, Test H

wearing a different coloured shirt
from y", when not certain about
either individual,
(i.e. Stage 3)

A correct response to
Question 2* Test E

implies

the child recognizes a pair (or

Question 4, Test E

pairs) (x, y) such that "x is NOT

Question 3, Test F

wearing a different coloured shirt

Question 2, Test G

from y", when not certain about
either individual.
(i.e. Stage 3 on non-exemplar of
the basic relation).

The response "Join and David" only to Question 3, Test B, implies the
child recognizes a pair (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different
coloured shirt from y", when certain about both individuals.
A response which includes "John and David" and either "David and Paul"
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or "David end Robert" to Question 3, Tost B* implies the child recognizes
itJisir

y) such that "x is wearing a different coloured shirt from y",

when certain about one individual only, (i,e* Stage 2).
The response "David and Paul, end David and Robert" to Question 3, Test
B, implies the child recognizes pairs (x, y) (i.e. more than one pair)
ouch that "x is wearing a different coloured ohlrt from y", when certain
about one individual only, (i.e. Staoe 2").

Similarly, a correct response to Questions 1 and 2 of Tost F implies the
child recognizes pairs (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different
coloured shirt from y", when certain about one individual only, (i.o.
4f.
Stage 2 ).
Correspondingly, a correct response to Question 2, Test H, implies the
child recognizes pairs (x, y) such that "x is wearing a different
coloured éhlrt from y", when not certain about either Individual,
(i.e. Stage 3*).

Results
Stage 1 :
Test A:

Question 1 (a)

y

OP

Questions 2 a 3
— --

X

- _... :- -* - ..,

Test A: Question 1 (b)
Questions
Tent B;

2& 3

Question 1

1./

J

X

/

/

/

y

y

y

y

X

/

X

y

X

y

y

X

/

X

y

y

/ 1/

y

y

0

0 11

y /

y

/ !'

Stago 1 on non-exemplar of the basic relatior
Test D:

Question 2

/

/

X

y

X

1

0

2

2

1

3 j0
%-s!

E-^
CO Û)
H cn
H Of
cc

LA
lA
UA
JO
CD O C û) g m rH (D <D CD; a
A C (3 en
D cr fw en CD
CD CO Q Cu
CD CO CD CD- A
û '
OO ‘—^1—

y

vo >,r>
MD
0 O 0 ra 0 fH c
D E a
CD •H CD D i’ê'B’
'uo '»>'CD WjXv-f
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Test B:

Question 2

/

/

X

/

/

/

/

Test D:

Question 3
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/

Test E:
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/
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/
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Stam) 2*
Test B:

Question 3

Test Fî

Questions 1
, and 2

Key:

I

It

X

X

II

X

#

II

If

%

X

II

II

tl

13

II

il

II

II

II

* Stage 1 response
" Stage 2 response - Before giving a Stage 2 response, eye and hand
movements indicated that each child considered
both possibilities but only one of the two was
selected.

Stage 3;
Test Hî

Question 1

y

y

X

y

y

y

X
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y

Question 3
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X

X
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X

X

X

X

o

Stage 3 on non-cxemplar of the basic relation
Test E:

Question 2
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Question 4
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Question 3
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o indicates that before selecting one Individual, the child’s eye
and hand movements showed that both were considered.
Stage 3 response - Before giving a Stoge 3 response, eye and
hand movements indicated that each child
considered both possibilities but only one
of the two was selected.

Using an error count on the scoring items for each stage, we obtain
Stage 1

No* of errors at
Stage 2
Sta^ 3

Simon (ege 6)

0

1

1

Paul

1

1

1

Hayley (age 7)

1

0

2

Tracy (age 6)

0

1

2

Sarah (age 5)

0

1

2

Alison (ago 4)

1

2

2

Brian

(age 6)

0

1

3

Daron

(age 6)

3

2

4

Jason

(age 6)

2

3

4

Dean

(age 3)

2

4

5

(age 5)

These results appear to support tho conjecture that the subjocto*
responses indicate ot least three otages in the development of symmetry,
which correspond to tho stages already specified.

For, sport from two

exceptions (Hayley end Daren with more errors at Stage 1 than Stage 2),
the subjects showed a steady state or increase in the number of errors
from Stage 1 through to Stage 3,

further points for consideration
Although the aim of this pilot study was merely to test the feasibility
of an investigation along these lines and the suitability of the
particular questions, it was noted that for each of the two sets of
6

six items used to identify Stage 2 and Stage 3, v/e have 2 ' different
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soxtuples with 'correct* or 'incorrect* os elements.

In w very similar

test situation with sextuples Steffe end Corey ((26), p. 28) pointed out
that on the hypothesis thst 'correct* and 'incorrect? answers were
equiprobeble, the probability that any one of the 2^ possible sextuples
occurred was 2~^.

This in turn would indicate that thé probability that

a child obtained at least 5 or 6 correct responses by guessing was
approximately 0.11,

This calculation is clearly open to criticism

because of the assumption of the equiprobabilities,

Whilst recognizing

this weakness, we also note that in the present investigation there were
usually more than 2 possible anowero to the questions, so the actual
probabilities of achieving a score of 5 or 6 by guessing should be
substantially less than the 0*11 calculated above.

And so, following

Steffe and Carey, o total score of 5 or 6 was taken os the criterion
score for Stago 2 and Stage

3*

This gives
Stage 2

Stage 5

Simon

(age 6)

/

/

Paul

(age 5)

/

/

Hayley (age 7)

/

X

Tracy

(age 6)

/

%

Sarah

(age 5)

Brian

(age 6)

/

Alison (age 4)

X

X

Daren

(ago 6)

X

X

Jason

(age 5)

X

X

Doan

(age 5)

X

X

/

___ ■

.. :_

-

But before proposing that an appropriate follow-up study bo undertaken
to confirm or reject the existence of the throe stages in the develop
ment of symmetry, e number of deficiencies in the design of the pilot
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study highlighted by the attempt to identify a criterion score for Stages
2 and 3, need to be rectified to Gotlsfÿ this new purpose.
1.

These ere

Insufficient scoring items (3 only) to test Stage 1 on the bnsic
relation.

2*

Insufficient scoring items (2 only) to test Stage 3 on the basic
relation*

3# The need to check that the subject can distinguish between pairs
which satisfy the basic relation end pairs which do not satisfy
the basic relation, at all stages of development.

Hence, tho

need to increase the number of items to test Stage 1 on nonexemplars of the basic relations and to include some items to
test Stage 2 on non-exemplars of the basic relation.

It is therefore proposed that at least the following questions be
included in the sequence of tests;
"Are John and David wearing shirts

Question

4, Test A

which are the same colour or are

(Stage 1

on non-exemplar

they different?"

of the basic relation).

"Are Paul and David wearing shirts
which ore the same colour or are

Question

4, Test D

(Stage 3).

they different?"
and that the following test be included as Test C of the sequence:
Test C; (four dolls - John, Paul, David and Robert)
Three of tho dolls arc wearing red shirto and ono is
wearing a blue shirt,

Utad)

(■>%&-()

#

•

♦

*

The experimenter picks up a doll wearing a red
shirt and says;

(Acd)

I6Cuej

This is David (experimenter attaches David
Icibei) and this is Paul.

(Experimenter attaches

166
Paul label and spreads out the other two labels),
I am going to say the names of two dolls and I
want you to toll mo whether their ehirts are the
same colour or whether they are different.
1, David end Paul

(Stage 1)

2* John and Paul

(stage 2)

3. David and John

(stage 2 on non-exemplar
of basic relation)

4. Paul end Robert

(Stage 2)

5. Robert and David

(Stage 2 on non-exemplar
of basic relation)

6t John and Robert

(Stage 3 on non-exomplar
of basic relation).

All of those additional Items are similar in structure to items which
were included in the pilot study*
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Comparison of instruments designed by Steffe and Carey and D.T. Owens to
test conservation of length relations

Steffe and Carey

D.T. Owens

Conservation of Length Relations

Conservation of Length Relations

Test

Test

Sample Items:

"T&e Conaetv&tton o( lengtk
Ref&2(owa (CLR) Teat w&a deatgned
me&aa&e <&e

a cbt#d

2o co%ae&ve tengtb ^eZattana.
fw&ffK?

In e&c& ^tem tbe ckcfdiw&a aabed

jbbdwt,

owe

a# cad%6^aa& & fenotb 4e#&t^on

mid one ;die 4&me

between

Cejtgjdi d/& 2be

b# anawcA/wg 2wo gueataana.

n/tecfi

T&en 4&e aZdeba we%e 4e&t%&Mged

Wa(jtg j&b(5se .%(%(

d# p^odaee & pe%eeptu&f bâ&a

dL
xybtaww

agaana^ dAe e#%%ect cone&uaaon,
and aAe gueat^owa we%e aepe&ted,

j&kan

((22), p. 54),

gtee# attaw.
T%a%ado%m&tao%;
--------

gâcm

----------

âad

(wove tbe 4ed.at%av)
Qwaation: "la

aed att&w
Cong&t #b&n

^&aa g4ee%
((26), p. 44).

ataeàa (o% aZ&owaf

'
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One g/ieefi at/tmv, 3
w&âfe pipe efe&we^a,
one bej#g foHget
jA&%, one aAotCet
2&a%, and one tbe
a&me ^engaA #a ZAe
g^eew at%aw*
%;Cemcnt: uaing j&eae pZpe
efe&ne&a,
pipe cZeaaet
^bnget ^A&n #bia
&%ee% at%aw.
T&&Mado4m&ZiO%:

q^eoi attm

efeanet
(move ^&e gteen a2%awj
Queatbon; "No# aa 2&e gteen
a2%o# ^ongeA 2A&%
ZAe pipe &{&&%&%?"
((26), p. 45).
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APPENDIX 2f
Further details of the Classification Test used by M.L* Johnson
Classification Test
.teat conaîated

tM e e îtema:

two acgwisiMg tbe cAî&d to

g40Kp attcta on tAe baaia o{ fengtb and one in wAicb t&c
cAiCd A&d to detetmine tAe

TAe Motctt&t

aa&d ^0% attcba cttead#

ttcm ? eonatated o& 32 gteen attcka, e&cA

^ di&met&t, wttA ^owA
&OWA c( fengtA 5%",

tengtk 5", 6ou4

tength Sg?

One attek o( eacA tengtb waa mounted

0% & piece o( p&pe* bo&ed.

TAe tAtee mounted aticka weae

pointed out to tAe cAitd wAo #&a tAen i#at%ucted to
"dind &tt od tA& aticka tA&t woutd go witA tbia
aticb (5"), tbia atick (sl ) and tbia atick (5%"),
Tbe nine aticba to be ct&aai&ied weee in diaosdet bei&%e
tbe ekiid.

A aecotd o( ufi aticka co&%ecttg and

iuco4 4 eeti# pi&ced #aa kept 6g tke e%p&%ime%t&%.
3#
TAe mateAi&ia od itc# 3 cowaiated od ten Acd aticka ait ^
I"
diametct, tbtee o& iengtb 4", tbtee #6 iengtb 4^ , tb&ee
od iengtb 4%", and one os ieMotk 4^ .

The ten aticba

we&e given to tbe cAiid and Ac waa iwattucted to
"put ate

the aticba togetbe* tbat beiong togetbe&",

A %eco%d o( tbe cAiid'a actiona wza kept bg tbe expetimenteA.
Item 2 Aegui^ed tbat tbe cAiid determine tbe e%ite%ia uaed
do4 oAoupiHg.

T&e m&tetiaia

diiteen aticka;

item conaiated o^
7"
^ive eacA at iewgtA 6", 6^, and 6%;". TAe

aticAa wete piaced into tAtee diatinct pitca about 75" aprnit
on a t%bte*

f;it7iin a piie, aticfza dij){(eAed i;i cotofVk and

diametcA;

iawt/i being cofMta7:t.

T/ie cAiid waa

.
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,ùiat4ucted to
"Te&E me

I Ziave a ü o<{ t/:eae t^Cicka toget/iGA in tftia

piie 16"), in ibia piie (6^ ) mid in i/iia p ü e (6VÛ,"
a-coMect anafoe/t (oaa given, ibe cfiiid ima aaked to /uaü^g
/lia

Upon /uaÜ(ication, Ae ima t/ien naked

"W/ig do I bave t/ieae atieka in di^^CAent püea?"
Again a juati^ication (o;i a co^^ect mtave/: tma naked (go/i#
A /ceeoAd o6 a # nna^ueta tuaa kept bg tbe expeAimentcA.
((27), p. 79).
Scoring Test
"FAom t/ie cAiCdten'a neàponaea to item 3, {(ocui pcA^o/omnee
eatego4iea #ete identified*

Tbeg #e*e:

(n) t/ie ebiid did not attempt to ctaaaifg aticfza;
(6) t)ie ebiid made aome pantini ciaaaea bat did not exbaaat
t/ie aet of aticka to be einaaified;
(e) t/ie e/iiid exfiaaated t/ze aet bat made aome inco/c/cect
cboieea;

end

(d) t/ie c/iüd co^tAcetig cidaaified nti atieka.
Item 2*#...

.

Five diatinetc&tegoaieaw&te icfCjitified.

T&eg we&e;
(n) tbe ebiid did not diaeovcA t/ie cAite/iin;
(b) tbe c/iiid gave a eo/i^ect ^eaaon foa t/ie pitea being toget/ieA
bat witboat /aa^tificntion;
|e) n co/c/iect 4^eoaon wna giveji #it/% jaatifiention;
(d) in addition to yaatifging tbe Aeaaon foA atieka belonging
in diatifict gAoapa, t/ie aabject co-t^ect&z guve a /leizaon
aticka being in diffclient g/ioa»^ bat witbout /aatificfttion
fo4 Aia 4eaaon.
(e) A Ü of (d) aitb jaatification*

%n item 3

.

Fout categovtiea of
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wete ideitcfied;

(а) HO cttcf?;pt (ÜU6 z?We to g/:oup t/ie aticka;

(б) tbe c/iitd made a t teaat two pitea witA t/ie attcka b&ing ptaecd
ificO/Viectiu
(c) t/ie cAiW pat o tt aticka in eo/cAcct piCca aecoWing to iengtb
except tbe tongeat atcck;
(d| t/ie cWid co/Miccti^ ciaaaificd a it aticka, ijiciadùig t/ic iongcat
,&t6ck.
((27),

p.

85-86).

